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(Sonja): ...Forests make a harsh climate milder.
In countries with a mild climate people spend less

energy in the struggle with nature, and so man is

gentler and more capable of tenderfeeling. In such
countriespeople are beautiful, sensitive andflexible
in spirit - their speech is elegant, their movements

graceful. Science and fine arts flourish among
them; their philosophyis cheerful and there is great
refinementand courtesy in their attitude towards
women.
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I believe that what I say doesn't seem at all serious
to you, and ... and maybe it is just crankiness. .. All
the same when I go Walking by the woods that

belong to the peasants, the woods I savedfrom
being cut down, or when I hear the rustling of the

young trees I planted with my own hands, I'm
conscious of the fact that the climate is to some

extent in my power too, and that if mankind is

happy in a thousand years' time, I'll be responsible
for it even though only to a very minute extent.

When I plant a little birch tree and then see it

growing green and swaying in the wind, my heart
fills with pride, and I ... [Sees the workman who has

brought a glass of vodka on a tray.] However ... [Drinks.]
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Zusammenfassung

Die Turbulenzstrukturnahe einer städtischen Oberfläche wird in einer

experimentellenFallstudie untersucht. Dazuwerden Messungen an je einem Turm über

Dachniveau (20 m) und in der angrenzendenStrassenschluchtwährend fast zweier

Jahre herangezogen.Neben der Untersuchung der mittleren Profile von Wind¬

geschwindigkeit,Temperaturund spezifischerFeuchte liegt das Schwergewichtdieser
Arbeitauf der Charakterisierungder Turbulenzstrukturin diesen untersten Schichten

der städtischen Atmosphäre (Canopy- oder Bestandsschicht und "Roughness
Sublayer"). Zwei Ultraschall-Anemometer, eingesetzt in verschiedenen Höhen-

Kombinationenliefern dazu die zeidich hochaufgelöstenWerte der drei Windgeschwin¬
digkeits-Komponenten und der Temperatur.
Da eine konsistente Beschreibung der Turbulenz im betrachteten Höhenbereichbis

heute fehlt, wird in numerischenModellen oft die Monin-Obukhov-Aehnlichkeits-

dieorie für die Bodennahe Grenzschicht (surface layer) verwendet, obwohl die

Voraussetzungen dafür nicht erfüllt sind. Die Resultate werden deshalb ebenfalls unter

diesemAspekt diskutiert. Die wichtigste Charakteristik der Turbulenz im Roughness
Sublayer ist die festgestellteAbnahme des Impulsflusses je näher die Oberfläche

erreicht wird. Auf einer Höhe nahe der Nullflächenverschiebung wird im Mittel kein

Impulsflussmehr beobachtet. Druckunterschiede im Strömungsnachlauf(wake) von

einzelnenGebäuden führendabei zumAufbrechender organisierten Scherströmungin
kleinere Wirbel. Die verschiedenen Beiträgezum Impulsflusswerden mit Hufe einer

Quadranten Analyse untersucht. Vorallem innerhalb der Strassenschlucht und
unmittelbardarüber erfolgt der Impulsflussvorwiegend durch Abwärtstransportvon
Ueberschuss-Impuls (sogenannteSweeps). Je näher an der "Oberfläche",desto stärker

ist die Tendenz zu grossen, sich teilweise aufhebenden Beiträgender vier Quadranten.
Durch die nahe Dachoberfläche(Erwärmungund Abkühlung) ergibt sich für den

turbulenten Transportvon sensiblerWärmeeine komplizerterevertikaleStruktur.
Wenn das Konzept der lokalen Skalierung angewendet wird, können für den

Roughness Sublayer viele der halbempirischen Funktionen zur Beschreibungder
Turbulenz (in der Bodennahen Grenzschicht) unverändert übernommenwerden. Die

Energiespektren der einzelnenGeschindigkeitskomponentenund die Cospektren für

Impuls- und Wärmefluss sind nicht nur von einer einzelnen Längenskalaabhängig
(Messhöhe oder Mischungsschichthöhe),sondern werden zusätzlich durch die

Bebauungsgeometriebestimmt. Die Peak-Frequenzenentsprechen auf allen Höhen

Wellenlängen, die viel kleiner sind als über homogenem Terrainbeobachtet. Während
die "-5/3-Steigung"im hochfrequenten Bereich der Spektren recht gut erhalten bleibt
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(Roughness Sublayer),kann aufgrund des Verhältnissesder spektralen Dichten von

longitudinalenund vertikalen Geschwindigkeits-Komponententrotzdem nicht von

einem Inertial Subrangegesprochen werden.
Innerhalbder Canopy-Schichtist die Turbulenz stark von der Stabilität der Ueber-

Dach-Strömung abhängig. Insbesondere die Profile der vertikalen Geschwindigkeits-
Varianzen und der turbulenten kinetischen Energie unterscheiden sich drastisch

zwischenneutralenund stark instabüen Situationen. Der Luftaustausch zwischender

Canopy-Schichtund der darüberliegenden "freien" Strömung geschieht zu einem

grossen Teil aufgrund von vereinzelten Luftstössen,die in die Strassenschlucht

einzudringen vermögen.Darüber hinaus scheinen aufsteignde"Blasen" von warmer

Luftaus der Strassenschlucht ebenfalls zum Luftaustauschbeizutragen.
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Abstract

The structure of Turbulence close to an urban surface is investigated in an

experimentalcase study. For this purpose,measurementsof almost two years duration

on a towerlocatedon the roof-top of a buüding and on anodier towersituated within

the adjacent street canyon are used. Apart from die description ofmean profiles ofwind
speed, temperatureand specific humidity,the main emphasis of Ulis studyis put on the

characterization of turbulence in die lowesttwo layers of the urban atmosphere (canopy
layer and roughness sublayer). Two ultrasonic anemometers,used in various height
configurations,provided the required turbulence data of the tiiree wind speed
componentsand temperature.
Due to the lack of a consistent theory for die description of turbulence in the

consideredheight ränge, Monin-Obukhov simüarity theoryfor die surface layer is often

used in numerical modeis although die conditions for which it is valid are clearly not

met. The results of die present study are dierefore also discussedwitii a view to this

aspect. The outstandingcharacteristicof turbulence in the roughness sublayeris found

to be the decreaseof Reynoldsstress when approaching die "surface".At a height close

to the zeroplane displacement height turbulent momentum transport vanishes on

average. Pressure effects in the wake of Single buildings lead to die break-up of the

organized shear flow into smaller, less correlated eddies. Using the conditional

sampling technique (quadrantanalysis), die various contributions to the transport of

momentum are investigated. Within the street canyon and direcdy above it, sweeps
clearly dominateover ejections.The tendency to large, pardy offsetting contributions
from die fourquadrants is increasing when approaching the "surface". The turbulent

transportof sensible heat shows a more complexvertical structuredue to the vicinity of
die roof(heating and cooling).

If die concept of local scaling is applied, it is possible to adopt manyof the semi-

empiricalfunctionsevaluated for the inertial sublayer for die use in the roughness
sublayer. Energy spectra for die velocity components and also cospectrafor Reynolds
stress and sensible heat flux are not only dependent on a Single length scale

(measurementheightor mixed layer height), but are also determined by the building
geometry. At all heights, the peak frequencies correspond to a wave length
considerably smaller than observed over homogeneousterrain. Although the "-5/3"
slope in die high frequency ränge of die spectra is preserved (even in the roughness
sublayer), this constitutes no true inertial subrange since the ratio of vertical to

longitudinal spectral densitiesdoes not approach die value 4/3 as requiredby theory.
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Withindie canopy the structure of turbulenceis strongly dependent on the stability
of the flow above roof level. In particular,profiles of vertical velocity variance and
turbulent kinetic energy vary significantly for near-neutral and strongly unstable

situations. The exchangeof air betweenthe canopy and die roughness sublayerabove
is dominatedby intermittent bursts diät may penetrate into die canyon. In addition, it

seems diät also "bubbles" of warm canyon air contribute to the Ventilation of a street

canyon.
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Symbols and Abbreviations

a accuracy (in equation. 5.1)
aij flow distortionmatnx

A anarea

Ar area covered withroughness elements

Ab area covered witii buüdings
Cs speed of sound

Cij transformationmatrix for the sonic array into an orthonormal frame of
J

reference
Cp specificheat of air

cs speed of sound

Cojj cospectral density betweenvariables i andj
d die zeroplanedisplacement
D Separation of roughness elements
e turbulentkineticenergy
ea water vapourpressure
ew Saturation water vapourpressure

ews ew(373.16K)
E exuberance
f = nz/ü, non-dimensional frequency
k coriolis parameter
fm peak frequency
f* = n(z-d)/Ü
g accelerationdueto gravity
G the cross spectrum
h height of main roughness elements
hb height of buüdings
hk geometricroughness
Hi height ofroughness element i
H turbulent flux of sensible heat (also: hyperbolichole)
im die indicator function

ni.v.w Turbulence intensity
Js function that depends on die shape of the spectrum of horizontal turbulent

energy
k von Kärmänconstant

Ki eddy diffusivityfor property i
1 mixinglength
lr breadthofroughness elements

io distance constant ofa cup anemometer
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L Obukhovlengtii
Lm lengtii scale

Ly latent heat of condensation

Le dissipationlengtii scale

Mjk = uHIr, i=l,2,3,.. (Statistical moments)
n naturalfrequency
p atmospheric pressure
P() Jointprobabüitydensity function

q specifichumidity
q* surface layer humidity scale
Q die quadraturespectrum
Qe turbulent flux oflatent heat

Qh turbulent flux of sensible heat
t-- estimate of the flow distortion matrix

R gas constantfor dry air

Rc = u'w'/auaw, die correlation coefficientfor longitudinal and verticalwind
components

Rf flux Richardson number
Ri gradient Richardson number
RI run test index
s sühouette area

Sj normalized coordinate frame spanned by die misalignedsonic array
S lot area
S i spectralenergy density ofproperty i

Sl effect of latent heat on temperaturechange
o
i effect of evaporationandcondensationon moisturechange

Sr effectof solarradiation on temperature
Si,H stress fraction for quadrant i and hole sizeH

A Sh difference betweenstress fractionsdue to sweepsand ejections
tj orthonormal coordinate System of die sonic array
T temperature
Ta averagingtime
Ts measured deviation from die mean temperature (in contrast to die actual

T')
Ts 373.16 K
u longitudinalvelocity component
Uf convectivevelocity scale

Ui wind velocity components, (Appendix A2: fluctuating velocity
components)

u* friction velocity
u*c(38m) scalingvelocity calculated fromprofüe data at z=38m
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u = u'/gu, scaled velocity component
Uj meanvelocity componentin the direction i (Appendix A2)
v lateral velocitycomponent
V strength of a wind vector

w vertical velocity component
z measurementheight
zj, height up to which horizontal inhomogeneity is non-negligible
zj mixed layer height
Zr reference height
Zq roughness length
z* height of die roughness sublayer
z' =z-d

Greek

a deviation anglebetweendie wind vector and die nearest sensoraxis of die
sonic (Appendix A2)

«k Kolmogorov constant

ß Bowenratio

ßy angle betweenSj and t

7 ratio of ejections to sweeps at hole size zero (also: azimuth angle,
AppendixA2)

Yd dry adiabatic lapse rate

e dissipation rate of turbulence kinetic energy (also: elevation angle,
AppendixA2)

*! Kolmogorov microscale

0 potentialtemperature
6* surface layer temperaturescale

0*c(38m) scaling temperaturecalculated fromprofile data at z=38m

#i,H time fraction for quadranti at hole size H
k wavenumber

A. wavelengdi
Xm peakwavelengtii
As characteristic length scaleof the horizontal turbulence

p density of air

°"i Standard deviation of property i

X = p(u'w'2 + v'w'2)1 2, total Reynoldsstress

^i integral time scale
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®i semi-empiricaldimensionlessfunction for property i

^m surface layer stabüitycorrection term formomentum

Special Symbols and Operators

F[ ] Fouriertransform

( )' deviation from temporalmean
()" deviation from spatial mean
() time averageOperator
() spatial average Operator
L J conditional average
n**^ )i measuredwind component
—*

()i measured wind component by the sonic, corrected for transducer
shadowing

()i as ()i but in an orthogonalframe of reference.

()h heat

()m momentum

()q specifichumidity
( )q potentialtemperature
()IS inertial sublayer
()c calculated

()ext extrapolated
()u,v,w wuld components
()wr wind tunnel

Abbreviations

CL canopylayer
FFT fast Fouriertransform
PBL planetary boundary layer
RS roughness sublayer
SAM sourcearea model
SL surface layer
TKE turbulentkineticenergy
TP dew point
TVM temperaturevariance metiiod(determination of d)
UCL urban canopy layer
URS urban roughness sublayer
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1. Introduction

The urban climate has been extensively investigated over die years. Firstiy, it has
beenrecognized as a specific type of local' or 'regional' climatewidi anomalies mat

are andiropogenic and diät tiierefore are attributableto, and may be affected by urban

planning. The primary scope of urban climate research centered around questions of die

type: 'what would the climate be like at this particular location, if tiiere were no city
here ?' To this end, die parameters of die urban climate(and their distribution)were
compared with tiieir corresponding "rural" properties,so as to provide measures for the

strength of die urban anomaly. The main findings were diät: the urban environment
was foundto be warmertiian its surroundings("urbanheat island"), especially at night;
die air motion is generally slower due to die higher friction over die very rough urban
surface; die water budget is altered due to the higher percentage of paved ground,
leadingto generally lower evaporationrates (latent heatfluxes). A complete review of
these characteristics can be found in Kratzer (1956), Oke (1974 and 1979) and

Landsberg (1981). In harmony with die type of question mentioned above urban
climate studies generally describe a mesoscale phenomenon,even tiiough the processes
leading to it certainlyhave beenrecognized as being very localin origin. The principal
aim was to determine,what die influence of a "warm,rough spot" witii a diameter of a
few tens of küometers"is on die large-scale air flow; whedierdie formation of clouds
is enhancedby rising (warmer) air, etc.

In recentyears another aspect of urban climatehas becomeincreasingly important:
air pollution. The extraordinarily high concentrationof sourcesof pollutants witiiin an
urban area demands-an adequate understanding of dispersion processes in order for

example to analyse or forecast the contribution of a Single source (or a Cluster of

sources) to die total poUution.Transportof any propertyin die atmosphere is always
associatedwith advection and dispersion and this latter process is one of the key
unsolved problemsof urban pollution modelling.The turbulent State of die lower layer
of die atmosphere(i.e. die layer of die atmosphere under consideration) governs to a

large measure die effectiveness of dispersion. Unfortunately,knowledge of turbulent

transport and the use ofphysical modeis to describe turbulencecharacteristicsclose to

the surface are restrictedby and large to a very special idealized typeof surface which
is flat and homogeneous. To express it pointedly, we would be able to describe

dispersion of pollutants in a flat, open desert if there were sources there, but at

locations where sources of pollutants are likely to be found, the prerequisites for the

application of theories for the description of turbulence are often violated. This is
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especially true for urban areas, wherepollution levelsare high but die application ofthe
classical turbulence"laws"becomes questionable.

1.1 Objectives

At presentvery little is known about the characteristicsof turbulenceover a rough
urban surface. This is mainly due to die following:

- The flow close to an urban surface has to be consideredfully tiiree-dimensional so
diät, in order to obtain a horizontal average of the variables of interest, a large
experimentaleffort is neededjust toobtain a survey of the relevant phenomena.

- There is no consistent turbulencetheorycovering die lowest few tens of meters
above an urban surface and, considering the complex structure of turbulence
arounda Single buüding (i.e. a roughness element) exposed to a "well behaved
flow", it does not seem likely that it wülbe possible in die near future to set up a

comprehensive dieorybased on physical arguments

Despite these problems, it is nevertheless one of die aims of this study to provide
informationon die nature of turbulence close to a rough urban surface.Due to financial
and temporal constraints, die experimental part of die work was designed as a case

study. The urban street canyon and adjacentbuüdingsare characteristic elements of

urban morphology. Therefore, the instrumental setup was designed to provide
measurementsof mean variables and turbulencestatistics in vertical profiles withina
street canyon and above an adjacent buüding. Thus, it is possible to address die

followingquestions:

- What are die characteristicsof die meanand turbulent flow fields close to a rough
urban surface ?

- To what extent can the well known surface layer theories be appüed to turbulence
in its lower portion (roughness sublayer).

- What aspects of turbulence are most sensitive to horizontal inhomogeneity
(considering two limiting positions:roof and canyon) and to what extent? Is there
a (scaling-or otiier) frameworkto account for horizontal inhomogeneity?

- Can any scaling variables be determined for profiles of mean flow in die vicinity
of roughness elements and turbulence properties ?

A significant related issue is whether the observed patterns are intrinsic to

canopyIroughness sublayerturbulence ormust be treatedas stricdyconfigurational and

specific to die present site. This question, in particular,points out die importance of

identifying coherent structures in urban turbulence and the need for information on
whattypeof future experiments are required and potentiaüymeaningful.
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1.2Lackof Foundation

Related results on canopy- and roughness sublayer-flowfound in the literature are

mosdy restricted to studies over forests or otiier types of Vegetation. It is clear that

diese (althoughsimüarly rough) surfaces may havediermal and mechanical properties
that differ from urban surfaces and tiius die use of analogiesis limited. On die other

hand, wind tunnel studies on die flow over roughsurfaces provedto be very useful for

comparisonas long as characteristicsof die neutrally stratified flow were considered.

Also in terms of the data analysis very few (or hardly any) of the commonly used

empirical or semi-empirical formulas for corrections (e.g. of overspeeding of cup

anemometers)could be applied, since diey all rely on homogeneous turbulence. Often,
best-fit parameterisationshave been used instead. Also, many of the "rule-of-the-

diumb"-approximations, used to assess certain influences (e.g. die upwind fetch for a

turbulencemeasurementis «100 z, where z is die measurementheight) cannot be used

as long as the structureof die turbulence is not a priori clear.
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THEORYANDCONCEPTS

2. The HomogeneousPlanetary BoundaryLayer

Many of die results of the presentmeasurementswill be discussed in the light of
theories and concepts for the homogeneous boundary layer (or, more precisely, the

surface layer), using them as a "frame of reference". These tiieories will therefore be

discussedin somedetail in tiiis chapter.
In die natural sciences atmospheric flows are usuaüy describedby using equations

for the conservation of momentum, energy (the first law of tiiermodynamics),mass
(the continuity equation)and scalar quantities (e.g. specific humidity),togetherwith
constitutiveequationssuch as the equationof State for ideal gases. In general, this set

of partial differentialequationscannot be solved analytically.Depending on the scale

(in time and space)of die problemunder consideration, die equationsare simplified in

various ways by neglecting terms diät are order(s) of magnitude smaller than the

others.The PlanetaryBoundary Layer (PBL) is tiiat part of die atmosphere,where the

flow is directly affected by its lower boundary, the earth's surface. Here, friction

retards die motion near the surface (such that u —> 0 as z -> 0). Thus it plays an

importantrole and cannot be neglectedas in many free atmosphere approximations.In
addition, the flux of solar radiation through the earth-atmosphere System exhibits a

strong discontinuity at die earth's surface. Both the large vertical wind shear and the

thermal effects from surface heating provide the energy for the turbulence that is

typicaüyobserved in die PBL.

To describe the State of the atmosphere, the following variables are required: the

velocity vector ü = (ui, u2, U3), temperatureT (or potential temperature0), pressure p,

density p and die specific humidity q. In order to separate processes of different

scales, these variables are commonlysplit into mean and fluctuating parts. This split is

commonlyobtainedby defining

where
x(t) = x+x'(t) (2.1)

(2.2)
x ==i( x(,)d.'

Jo
is the time average of x over the time interval of length Ta (based on die ergodic
hypothesis) and x' is an instantaneousdeviation from it. By (2.1) and (2.2)x7 must be

identicallyzeroand for die productof two variables we find
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xy = x-y + x'y'. (2.3)

If this decomposition is appliedto die abovementionedconservationequationsand
the gas law togedier witii several reasonablesimplifications we obtaindie wellknown

Boussinesq set ofequationsfor die mean motions in the turbulent boundarylayer:

dm-fjfr 19P 8(ui'u3') (2.4)
dt p dx dz

du2_ ftM[ j_3p 9Qi2'u3') (2.5)
dt p 8y dz

die equationsof motion,

3w'T'
dz

die first law of thermodynamics,
S--»«-^^ (27)

^=.^a:+s (2.8)
dt dz 4

die moisture budget equation,

p = pRT(l+0.61q) (2.9)
die equationof State and

^L+^2 + *i3=() (2.10)
ax öy dz

die continuity equation.
The substantialderivative d/dt is definedas

d d ^_ d ^_ d _ d
dt dt dx dy dz-

(Fordetaüs in the notation see Symbols and Abbreviations). Sr describes the effect
of solarradiation on temperature, Sl die effect of latent heat on temperaturechangeand
Sq die effect of evaporation and condensation on moisture change. Yd is the dry
adiabatic lapse rate, fc the Coriolis parameterand g die accelerationdue to gravity.

Subtracting equations (2.4) - (2.6) from their respective complete form in

ui = ü"i + Uj, yields the prognostic equations for perturbationsui'. In most PBL
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problems,these are of limited importance due to the very short time scale of turbulence

phenomena, but they can be used to derive prognosticequationsfor variancesüf (and
other second-orderterms). This is achieved by simply multiplyingdie equationsfor u-

by 2 uj and averaging again. Finally, die halved sum of the three budget equationsfor
Uj yields the budget equation for turbulent kinetic energy per unit mass e (TKE),

defined as e = ^M^ +u2 +U3 ), which may be written close to die surface in the

followingform (Panofsky and Dutton, 1984):

fU-u^u#_ _^ +̂ gugi/1+MZ.\.l3S3.3S).e (2.11)
dt * 33z 2 3 3z 6

t ( ß ] p 3z 3z

The first two terms one the right hand side of (2.11) describedie rate of production
ofTKE by the meanwind shear; die tiiird term is the rate of destruction ofturbulence in

stable stratification (or production in unstable stratification); die fourth term describes

how TKE is redistributed by pressure perturbations; the fifth term represents the

(vertical) turbulent transport of TKE and the last term represents dissipation (i.e. the

irreversible conversion into heat). Equation (2.11) is valid only if vertical velocity
fluctuations are of the same order of magnitude as the horizontal, and if vertical

gradients are much larger than horizontal gradients (die latter assumption is fulfilled
most of the time üiroughout die PBL due to its nearness to a solid boundary which
inducesa distinct vertical structure).

The factor 1 + 0.07 / ß is added to describe the production of convective energy

due to water vapour (c.f. Panofskyand Dutton, 1984). Here, ß represents the Bowen

Ratio, the ratio of sensible to latentturbulent heat fluxes at the surface.Depending on
die relative height wititin die PBL, different simplifications are valid for (2.11). The
relative importance of shear induced turbulenceand destruction through convective

processesis expressedby die Flux-Richardson-Number

Rf =

gHjTWi+OOZ
ß

• .3ui ~^~r3u2
UlU3lT -U2U31T

(2.12)

If die kinematic sensible heat flux (~ u3T)is positive (upward), Rf becomes

negative. This is die case if die air is unstably stratified The oppositeis true for a stable
flow (sensible heat flux is negative, downward, Rf > 0). Large negative Richardson
numbers indicate strong convection (mechanicalturbulencebeing unimportant). As Rf
approaches zero ("forcedconvection")shear induced turbulence becomes more and
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moreimportant. A positive Richardson numberindicates diät mechanical turbulence
can persist, but is dampedby die stratification as long as Rf < Rf01" = 0.25 (Panofsky
and Dutton, 1984). The (madiematicaüy idealized) Situationwhere Rf = 0 corresponds
to natural stratification. In practice, "neutral"or radier "near neutral" has to be defined,
e.g. IRfi < 0.05.

2.1 Concepts and SimplifyingAssumptions

Equations (2.4 - 2.10) can be simplified by making assumptions about die evolution

of die variables or tiieir horizontal variabüity. Before brieflydiscussingdiese concepts
that are frequently used tiiroughout the text, we have to deal witii a probleminherent in

equations(2.4-2.10).

2.1.1 The Closure Problem

With the Boussinesqapproximation we are left with seven equations and eleven
unknowns. In addition to die seven principal variables such as pressure and density
etc., also mean covariances,or turbulent fluxes (e.g. ui'T'),have to be specified. It is
clear diät - simüar to the conservationequationsfor variances- equationsfor the fluxes

can be derived. Unfortunately,these contain diird order moments such as 3/3z (uiu?)
for which we would again need new equations. The higher the order of moments

included in the equations(say n), die higherthe order of unknownmoments (n+l)will
be. This is caüed the closure problem. It implies tiiat at die level of desired complexity,
the processof introducing new equationsincluding still higherordermomentshas to be

stopped and assumptions have to be made concerning die remaining unknowns. The

simplestway to do this is to neglect die turbulenceterms in (2.4 -2.10), an approach
we call zero-orderclosure. Stull (1988) points out that similarity theory (see next

section) can be viewed as a type of zero - order closure since no parameterisationsof
turbulenceare retained in tiiis framework. This, however, implies tiiat die turbulent
fluxes are known in order to diagnose mean quantities from similarity relations - a

conditionthat is very rarely fulfilled (e.g. in modelling applications). If die turbulent
fluxes are related to (or parameterised by) mean quantities we speak oifirst-order
closure. A prominent example is the so-caüed K-theory that relates the turbulent

transport of a quantity, 7t, dirough an eddy diffusivity(or transfer coefficient)K to the

gradient of die mean it in the respective direction.As an example, die vertical turbulent

flux of sensible heat, pcpU3'T,can be parameterisedby

pcpu7f=-pcpKhg (2.13)
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where the subscript 'h' Stands for "heat"; a further subscript indicating that Kj, Stands
for vertical exchange has been dropped for convenience, since in the horizontally
homogeneous PBL only vertical turbulent fluxes are important. The negative sign in

(2.13) arises from the definition of die axes: A positive gradient (increasing with

height) is associatedwitii a downward flux (or K is kept positive). There is some

experimentalevidence tiiat Khand Kq (for moisture) seem to be some30% smaller than

Km (momentum) in the neutral limit. Usually, in dispersionmodelling the transfer
coefficientfor a quantity X (e.g. a chemical Compound),Kx, is set equal to Kh. The so-

called Mixing-Lengthconcept can be used to describedie vertical Variation of Ki by
introducing the mixinglengtii 1 to yield (see e.g. Ohmura and Rotach, 1986)

Ki = l2 3ü
3z (2.14)

which holds for purelymechanical turbulence. In the surface layer (see Section2.3) it

is often assumed tiiat 1 = kz, where k is the von Kärmän constant ( with a value of

approximately 0.4). More often, the verticalVariation Kj is describedusing similarity
relations (e.g. Stull, 1988). K-theory has, however, some limitations.Specificaüy, it is
restrictedto small eddy transport and to locations where no sources or sinks of the

transported property are important. However, large eddies can transport a propertyX

directly (with only little mixing) to a certain height z, where large upward motions

might be associatedwith large values of X, giving a positive flux, while the local

gradient may also be positive, implying a downward flux (e.g. Panofskyand Dutton,
1984). Because of these limitations of K-theory, higher order closure schemes are

frequently used (especially in numerical modeis), i.e. die third order moments

appearing in the equationsfor the second order moments are parameterised using the

latteror even meanvalues.

2.1.2 Homogeneity

The equationsof mean and turbulent flow can be considerablysimplified if it can be

assumed that its properties do not changein space. Obviously, this assumption cannot

hold in the boundarylayer for the vertical direction,since the flow is clearly stratified
due to die vicinityof die solid boundary.Homogeneity,if any, can therefore onlymean
horizontal homogeneity in the boundary layer. This means that die horizontal

derivatives (3/3x, 3/3y) vanish (see e.g. the restrictionsto the TKE Budget (2.11)). It

has to be noted, however, that the concept of homogeneityagain refers to the scale of
the problem: even a huge, flat desert surface is inhomogeneous very close to the
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surface, near Zq. On the otiier hand, even a forest or urban surface may be considered

homogeneousif one sufficiently far from the surface. In the past the problem of

homogeneity has usuallybeen dealt with by prescribingdie "requiredfetch" (i.e. a

distance radier tiian an area): if the surface characteristicsdo not changedistinctly for a

sufficientlylarge upwind distance (usually given in terms of the measuringheight z,

e.g. 100 z) and if one is high enough above die surface (see Section2.3), the flow can

be considered horizontaüy homogeneous. This is the reason why most of the famous

boundary layer experiments were performed in large uniform prairies or deserts.

Clearly, at smallheights die concept ofhomogeneitywül never apply abovecomplex
surfaces such as cities or forests. Schmid (1988) has dierefore reversed the argument
by establishing a measureof representativeness (of e.g. an Observation)over complex
terrain. He provides a metiiodto estimate the so-called Source Area for observationsat

a given heightand for given flow characteristics(wind speed, stability etc). This source
area is the (two dimensional)upwind part of the surface that influences the Observation

(divided into different weighting regions) and is obtained using a reversed diffusion

approach.The measurementis nowconsideredrepresentative for the surface domain of
interest to a degree tiiat corresponds to die fraction of surface variabilityfoundwithin
die source area. In this sense, the "requiredfetch" conditions are equivalent to a

representativeness approaching 100%. If in the following, expressions like

"homogeneous fetch", "idealfetch conditions" or "idealterrain" are used, such a 100%

representativeness condition is anticipated.

2.1.3 Stationarity

Stationarity can be viewed as "homogeneity in time". Thus, the Statistical
characteristicsof a stationaryflow do not changewith time. This is an equally idealized

matiiematical concept (3/3t = 0) as homogeneity is in the spatial sense. Through the

diurnal cycle of energy supply (solar radiation) and changingsynoptic pattems, the

conditionof stationarity is, strictly speaking,never fulfüled. It can be approached,
however, by choosing an appropriate averaging time. Mean values over time periods
on the order of one minutecan even be considered stationary if they are obtained in
situations of strong winds and tiiick cloud cover (a common example for a Situation

likelyto be stationary).On the other hand, a five-houraverage is certainly influenced
by die diurnal cycle. Spectral estimates of long term runs (Fig. 2.1) indicate that tiiere
is a gap in the energy spectrum of atmospheric motions at a wavenumberof 10"4m_1,
corresponding roughly to a period of one hour (Panofsky and Dutton,1984). Since
even with an appropriateaveraging time, unstationarity cannot be excluded (e.g. at

sunrise or sunset) measurementshave to be examinedfor stationarity (see Section 5.2).
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Figure 2.1 Indications of a spectralgap around 0.1 cycles km-1 (about 1 cycle h_1).
Adapted from Panofsky and Dutton (1984).

2.1.4 Isotropy

A flow is isotropic if its statistics are invariant to rotation and reflection of the

coordinates. It is easy to show tiiat variancesof the tiiree velocity componentsmust be

equal in case of isotropy. This condition is never met in the PBL for appropriate
averagingtimesand thus, motions at turbulence scales in this part of the atmosphere are

not isotropic. The concept of isotropy, however, has great importance for spectral
considerations(see Chapter 12) since the smaüesteddies are found to be isotropic, a
phenomenonwhich is caüed local isotropy. The wavenumber(or frequency) ränge in
the one-dimensional energy spectrum (e.g. longitudinal) for which local isotropy holds
is called die inertial subrange. It lies between die energy containing subrange wheredie

energy inputinto the System takes place and the dissipation subrange. Thereis much
evidence,tiiat atmospheric datain die wavenumberränge T| < 1/iq < z/10, where r| is

the Kolmogorovmicroscale(on the orderof 10"^m), fall into the the inertial subrange.
Spectral densities in die inertial subrange are very easy to describe and can provide
importantinformationfor die description of the flow.

2.1.5 Taylor's Hypothesis

Usually,turbulenceobservationsare performedat a fixed location and provide time
series but not spatial information. This spatial information, however, is very important
for the description of scales within the PBL. For example, the wavelength of the

maximum energy containingeddies is related to the PBL height, an importantlength
scale within die boundarylayer. Especially in complex terrain one might be interested
to identify the spatialstructures producing departures from e.g. spectra obtained over
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homogeneous surfaces. It is tiierefore desirable to be able to convert time seriesinto

"space series" (and vice versa). This is possible if eddiesmove faster over a distance

equivalent to tiieir diameter than tiiey change dieir character, or, in otiier words if

turbulenceis "frozen". If diis can be assumed, Taylor's hypothesis states simply that

die time-spaceconversioncan be obtainedthrough

x = üt. (2.15)

Similarexpressions exist for die wavenumber-frequencyconversion and so forth.

Panofsky and Dutton (1984) mention several conditions where Taylor's hypotiiesis
fails, especiaUy the fact that strong vertical wind shear can distort eddies as theymove.
As a criterion, they give a threshold frequency (f<3ü"/3z) for which Taylor's
hypothesisis likely to fall. Willis and Deardorff (1976) suggest as a conditionfor the

applicability gh < 0.5ü, where au is die Standarddeviation of die mean wind speed ü.

Thus Taylor's hypothesis should work in stable boundary layers or if turbulence

intensityis not too large as compared to meanwind speed.

2.2 SimüarityTheory

If it is not possible to derive equations based on first principles to predict or

diagnose the variables governing a turbulent flow the similarity theory provides a

useful tool to deriveempiricalrelationships for the variables of interest. It is based on

die principle tiiat a non-dimensionalized ("scaled") variable can be described by a

universal function of dimensionless groups of variables, as long as all important
variables (for the problem in question) are taken into account. The mathematical

procedure to determine the numberofrequired dimensionlessgroups and tiieir possible
form is the dimensional analysis,. based on Buckingham'stheorem. This states tiiat for

a numberof n variables with r physical units (such as m, s, K), (n-r) independent
dimensionless groups are possible (cf. e.g. Munn, 1966). Another way to put this, is
to State that r key variables, chosen such that no dimensionless group can be formed

from tiiem, is sufficientto describe die System. Oncedie relevant dimensionlessgroups
are found, observationsmust provide die empiricalconstants to describedie shape of

the desired functional dependencebetween the variables.Simüaritytheorycan therefore

never come up with "physical laws" for the descriptionof turbulent flows, but

neverdieless providesuseful empirical relations.

The crucial step in any dimensional analysis is the proper choice of the relevant
variables. The last step of the procedure, however, provides an 'a posteriori'
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justification of the chosen selection: an unimportant dimensionless group can be

identified when the other groups do not change with respect to the former and if too

few variablesare chosen, this wiü be indicatedby large scatter in the postulated
relations. In the very simple casewhere (n - r) equals 1, dimensional analysis can even

provide us witii relationships between die variables of which the powers are known
andonly a proportionality constant has to be experimentaUy determined.As an example
of dimensionless analysis, such a simplecase shaü be demonstrated in die following:
In die inertial subrange of the turbulent energy spectrum, energy is neither produced
nor dissipated (see Section2.1.4) and in a stationary turbulent flow the rate of energy

"transported" tiirough the inertial subrange (from large eddies to srnaü eddies), or die

spectral energy density S (units [m3s-2]), is only dependenton die wavenumber k

([nr1]) and on the amount of energy that can be dissipated (at wavelength smaller than

Tj), e ([mV3]). Thus, we have three variables and two physical units and therefore

only one dimensionlessgroup is possible:

ak = saKbec. (2.16)

The equationsfor the unitsare

0 = 3a-b+ 2c m (2.17)
0 = -2a -3c s (2.18)

From (2.18) it foüows immediately tiiat c = -2/3a and dien from (2.17) that b = 5/3a.
Rearranging (2.16) in order to obtaina relation of the form s = f(K,e), and choosing
a=l leads to

s = ak e2/3 k_5/3 (2.19)

This is die well known shape of the energy spectrum in die inertial subrange.a^ is

the so-called Kolmogorovconstant. A step by step description for the dimensionless

analysis togetiier with frequendy used scaling variables can be foundin Stall (1988).

2.2.1 Monin - Obukhov Simüarity

In the surface layer (SL), the lowest part of the PBL (see next section),turbulence
characteristicsand the vertical distributionof mean variables turn out to be relatively
simple. The varioussimplifications describedin the previous sections (homogeneity,
stationarity)and a comparison of the order of the magnitudes of the terms in the

Boussinesq set of equationsleads to a Situationwhere e.g. (2.4) reduces to
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^(ui'ua'J-O. (2.20)

Turbulent fluxes of momentum,sensible heat and moisture are thus almost constant

throughout the SL (they vary by about 10%) but theyare large and determine the flow

characteristicin the SL. One of die important consequences of a constant stress with

height is that neitiier die winddirection changes with height, so that the coordinate

System can alwaysbe turned in a way that ü"2 = 0 and die mean windis described by
ü"i only. For a homogeneous surface, die problem is therefore essentially one-

dimensional.

The simüarity theoryfor the SL, originallypresentedby Monin andObukhov (1958)
requires three "key" or scaling variables due to dimensional arguments. Becauseof die

importance of the turbulent fluxes of momentum and sensible heat, they chose the

scalingvariables for velocity and temperature:

u* ^(-uTuT)1/^/^2 (2.21)

¦ -ruT.'t^pCp) (2.22)0* =

u* u*

where x is the surface shear stress and Qh the surface heat flux. The quantity u* is

caüedthe friction velocity,whüe 0* is die scaling temperature. As a tiiird key variable a

lengtii scale is required for which the heightz is an appropriate choice. As a second

length scale, Monin and Obukhovintroducedthe so-caüed Obukhov Lengtii L, defined
as

L -

"u* ^ (2.23)

e.(i+°.07/ß^k.g
where k is the von Karman constant, introducedby Convention (or for comparisonto
mixinglength theory) and the factor (1+ 0.07/ß) was included later as a correction for

humidity effects. The Obukhov length L is (due to the constancy of the turbulent

fluxes) essentially constanttiiroughout the SL and its magnitudecan be interpreted as
the height where thermal and shear forcing for the turbulence balance (Ohmuraand
Rotach, 1986). For many problemsin the SL the ratio z/L is the only dimensionless

group thatis importantand similarityrelationstum out to be relativelysimple. The ratio
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z/L can be shownto be a measurefor the static stability (i.e. die tiiermal stratification)
similarly as the Richardsonnumber (cf. (2.12), (2.21), (2.22) and (2.23)) and since
the latter is dimensionless too, similaritytheory requires that Rf be a functionof z/L.
Businger et al. (1971) have given such relationships for the Gradient Richardson

numberRj, an approximation of Rf based on K-Theory (the numerical constantsare

adopted after Högström,1988)

=
0.95 z/L (1-19.3 *,)* (2.24.a)

(1-11.6 z/L)^
^(0.95 + 7.8 z/L)

(l+6z/L)2

where

f(£-*)(»+fif) KRi = \ !Ll=KsLRf (2.25)
/3ü\2 Kh
3z

A survey of importantsurface layer relationswül be given in the foUowing. Specific
discussionson the value of experimentally determined constants involved,can be

found whereverthese relations wül be used for comparison in the subsequent analysis.
All diese relations refer to homogeneous SL turbulence(i.e. to ideal fetch conditions)
and ü wül be used to denote die mean wind in the foUowing (see above) instead of ü"i.
The dimensionlesswind shearcan be written as

g-fe=<M*/D (2.26)

where k (von Kärmän constant) is again introducedfor convenience. It is common to

choose Om such that in die neutral SL (z/L = 0),

<M0)=1. (2.27)

Equation (2.26) can easily be integrated to yield die wellknown "logarithmic wind

profile"

ü{z) = fln(^ (2.28)
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where Zq is the "roughness length", the height abovethe surface where ü becomes zero

(ideally) and can be used to characterize the surface.For Om, various forms have been

proposed e.g. by Businger et al. (1971) and Dyer and Hicks (1970), who found,
however,different values for k. Högström(1988) has re-analyzed the von Kärmän
constant and foundk ~ 0.4. He gave die reformulatedfunctions Om as foüows

Om = (1-15.2 z/L) -V4

<X>m = (1-19.3 z/L) AU

Om= (1+4.8z/L)

Om = (1+6 z/L)

Dyer and Hicks (1970)

Businger et al. (1971)

Dyer and Hicks (1970)

Businger et al. (1971)

> unstable

stable

(2.29)

Integrating (2.26) for non-neutral conditions yields

-^--iHß-Htl (2.30)

where

Vm(f)=| [l-*mfe)]|- ,4 = ^L (2.31)

is the integrated form of Om or the "diabatic departurefrom the logarithmicprofile".
¥mis usually given by an analytical expression (Paulson, 1970) depending on the
functional form and the constants in <E>m. Similarrelations as (2.26) exist also for the
non-dimensionalprofilesofpotentialtemperature0 and specifichumidity q:

d6_. ki _

dz 0,
= <Mz/L)

%'^'^W

(2.32)

(2.33)

whereq* is a humidity scale definedin analogy to 0*

u'3qq* = —=-i-
H u*

(2.34)
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Theseequationscan be integrated in a simüar manner to (2.26).

The scaled Standard deviation ofvertical wind fluctuations is weüdescribedby

TI? = <Mz/L), (2.35)

whüe die horizontal fluctuationsare dependent on the height of the PBL,rathertiian die

heightof Observation z, so that Monin-Obukhovscaling cannot be expected to apply
tiiere. For temperaturefluctuationswefind

^ = d>r(z/L) (2.36)
0*

Considering die energy spectrum of surface layer flows, anotherlengtii scale enters

the problem: the wavelengdi X (often expressed as die wavenumberk). The spectral
density of die vertical velocity maybe expressedthen

I^L<5w(z/L,k-l) (2.37)
u*2

where f is the frequency.This formulationholds if Taylor's hypothesiscan be appüed.
What was mentionedfor the variancesof horizontal velocity fluctuations also applies
for die spectral density of horizontal wind component (at least in die energy containing
subrange).They scale better with the PBL heightand were therefore not subject to

Monin-Obukhovscaling. In the inertial subrange,however, all three spectral densities
obey Monin-Obukhovscaling (which is consistent witii Kolmogorovtheory) and can

be expressed by (2.19).

2.3 ObservedBoundary LayerCharacteristics

The PBL can be subdivided into varioussublayers according to two criteria: one is

the height witiiin the PBL and die otiier is a subdivisioninto various scaling regions.
Starting with the latter,we can adopt a picture proposed by Holtslag and Nieuwstadt

(1986), (Fig. 2.2). For a wide ränge of stabilities, the lowest 10% of the PBL is
characterized by surface stress, surface heat flux and the heightz. This part is usually
called die surfacelayer and Monin-Obukhovscaling appüesfor many problems. If z/L
becomes smaüer than approximately -1, buoyantprocesses dominate shear induced
turbulenceand u* becomes unimportant in thefree convection layer.Higherup in the

boundary layer, the fluxes tend to vary strongly in a stable Situation, so that local
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values are likely to be used as scaling variables (local scaling) and the height may
become unimportant (z-less scaling). The upper part of the unstable PBL is still
determined by die surface heat flux, whüe u* becomes unimportant and the boundary
layer height z{ replaces z (mixed layer). The near neutral upper layer is poorly
understood at present so tiiat no suggestions are given for scaling variables.
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Figure 2.2 Definition of the scaling regionsin the unstableatmospheric boundary
layer. Basic scaling parameters for the turbulenceare indicated. In this

figure, x0 corresponds to the surface shear stress and w0o to the
kinematicheat flux. h denotes die mixingheight.Adapted from Holtslag
and Nieuwstadt (1986).

The boundary layer height exhibits a strong diurnal cycle over land and is, of

course, dependenton synopticand mesoscale features. As an example, Fig.2.3 shows.
the evolutionin a high pressureregion. The boundarylayer heightis often defined as

the heightof the lowest (potential)temperatureinversion. From Fig. 2.3 it is apparent
tiiat an Observationat a fixed height may, depending on the local time, fallinto different

scaling regions.

The verticalstructureof die PBL is strongly dependent on stability. Usually, the first
few centimeters (in homogeneous terrain !, see Section 3.1) are called the microlayeror
interfacial layer. Above that, we find a surface layer, regardless of stability. The SL is
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characterized through a gradient ofpotential temperaturethat is eitiierpositive (stable),
negative (unstable) or near zero ("neutral").The layer above the SL is often called

Ekman Layer if convectiveprocessesare unimportant (in a sensethat does not rely on
scaling considerations). Here, the winddirection changes with height towards the

geostrophicdirection in die so-caüed Ekman-spiral,which was first derivedby Ekman
for a stationary,homogeneous,neutral and barotropic atmosphere with no subsidence.

These conditions are indeed sometimes fulfüled in the boundary layer so that the

Ekman-spiral can be a useful approximation.This finding ülustrates, on the odier hand,
die fact that die stability of the PBL is determined by die gradientof the potential
temperature in the surface layer, a resultthat can be inferred from die definition of L

usingsurface layer values.
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Figure 2.3 The evolution of the boundary layer within a high pressure zone.

Adaptedfrom Stuü (1988).
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3. The Structure of the Lower Boundary Layer

The lowest part of the atmosphereadjacent to die ground1 is called die "canopy
layer" and consists of die air volume between die "roughness elements" - if there are

any (and this is die case on almost every surface). These roughness elements can, in

principle, be as large as houses or as small as sand grains, in which latter case the

question of flow and turbulencewithin the canopy layer is quite academic, however.

The lower part of the boundary layer, usuallyreferred to as die "surface layer" is

generally considered in two different sublayers: one, the roughness sublayer (or
transitionlayer or turbulent wake layer) Starts at the top of the canopy layer and ranges
up to a certain heightz*, abovewhich the influence of an individual roughness element

cannot be distinguishedanymore. The regionabove z* is caüed die inertialsublayer,
where the flow "sees" a surface of a certain roughness depending on size and
distributionof the roughness elements.In the case of uniform, flat terrainthe inertial

sublayer is often called die "surface layer" since the roughness sublayer is then

indistinguishablysmall. Flow and turbulence within the inertial sublayer can be

describedby semi-empiricalfunctions using Monin-ObukhovSimilarity (see Chapter
2). Fig. 3.1 summarizesthe different regions of the lower boundarylayer together with
somesuggestionsfor the heightof die roughness sublayer.
The flow within the canopy layer (CL) and the roughness sublayer (RS) is

essentiallythree dimensional.Measurementsor model predictions for a Single point in

die horizontal plane can not lead to a generaldescription of the flow. It is therefore

appropriate to consider horizontal averages (Raupach and Shaw, 1982). Formaüy, an

averagingOperatorcan be defined(Raupachand Shaw,1982) as

»-ii/= | Q(x,y)dxdy, (3.1)

whereßdenotes a scalar field defined in the air but not at the points occupied by the

roughness elements, andA is die area of a regionR of die xy-plane. The anglebrackets
denote die horizontal average. In analogy to the decomposition of a time dependent
scalarflow variable into its mean and turbulent parts we can write

fi(x,y,t) = (Q)+ Q"(x,y,t)j (3.2)

1 apart from a very thin laminar layer
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wherethe double primeindicates a departure from die horizontal average. Raupach and
Shaw (1982) show that the averaging Operator (3.1) satisfies all but one of the

commutationproperties requiredof a turbulenceaveraging Operator. The exception is

that horizontal averagingand spatial differentiationdo notcommutein general: i.e. if Q

is not constantat die air - canopy element interface \dQ/dx]) * 8\Q/9xi (for i =1, 2).
This implies in particulardiät (3Q"/9xj) * 0 in the latter case. Raupach and Shaw (1982)
further point out the importance of the sequence of temporal and spatial averaging.
When the time averaging is appliedfirst, an extra contribution to the Reynoldsstress,
the so called dispersive covariance (üi"üj") is introduced. It arises from the spatial
correlation of quantities averaged in time but varying with position. The total spatially
averaged covariancedien reads

("iX')=KV>+(^7). (3.3)

This dispersive covariance can, fortunately be neglected for many flows (see
Chapter 7).

It has to be noted tiiat it is very difficult in die real atmosphere to obtain datafrom a

sufficient number of points in a horizontal plane in order to perform an averaging
according to (3.1). Therefore,assumptions often have to be made about the horizontal
Variation of a certainvariable, using e.g. wind tunnel results(where a sufficiendy large
density of measurementsis possible).
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Figure 3.1 Boundary layer structure over a rough (urban) surface. Zj denotes die
mixed layer height Modified after Oke (1988).
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3.1 The CanopyLayer

For roughness elements of uniformheight, the canopy layer (CL) ranges from the

ground (z=0) to the top of these roughness elements (trees, houses, bushes, plants
etc.) at z=h by definition.If there are different roughness elements,such as plants and

bushes,or houses and trees etc. their averaged height (z = h) is usuaüy considered as

die top of die CL. For die urban canopy layer (UCL), Oke (1988) refers to "aboutroof

level" as a "definition"ofits top.
Uniformplant or tree canopies have been widely investigatedin recent years.

(Thom, 1975; Raupach and Thom, 1981; Shaw et al., 1983; Gao et al., 1989).
Turbulencewithin the CL is found to be highly intermittent (e.g. Baldocchi and

Meyers, 1988), i.e. large contributionsto the Reynolds stress within an averaging
period occur during a relatively short periodof time. Profiles of mean variables and

higher order moments turn out to be characteristic for a certain type of canopy and

depend on the densityof die roughness elements and die vertical structure of the CL

(e.g. the vertical distributionof die leaf area index for Vegetationcanopies). Organized
structuresof turbulenceeventshave been shown to contribute to a large extent to both
fluxes of heat and momentumwithindie CL (Gao et al., 1989).
The urban canopy layer (UCL) consists of many different structuralelements such

as street canyons, Squares, parks, suburban residential districts and all possible
combinations of these. This makes it very difficult to find a generaldescription for the

UCLas a whole. The variousstructureshaveto be consideredseparately;together with

their respective interactions.Row characteristicshaveespecially been investigated for

die caseof an urbanstreetcanyon. This feature of urban morphology, however, cannot

be considered as a true canopy layer (in the sense a forest canopy can, for instance)
since the flow within the street canyon can exhibit certain flow characteristicsthat are

only weakly related to above-roof atmospheric situations. A numberof equallyspaced
(or randomly distributed) street canyons as an "ensemble" would be necessary to

investigate the interactions between the UCLflow and the urban roughness sublayer.
Exchange characteristicsand die knowledgeof transport processeswitiiin and out of an
urban street canyonare nevertheless very importantwith respect to air quality control.

Unfortunately,a street canyon's air volume is not only the place where most people
spend tiieir day but also a region where large amounts of pollutants are released: near

the street level from the exhaust of motor vehicles and near the roof tops from
chimneys. When the above-roof wind direction is perpendicular to the axis of the

canyon, a vortex (Fig. 3.2) can develop within the canyon (Georgii et al., 1967; De
Paul, 1984) with its strength and location essentially being dependenton the ratio
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between the canyon's height and width. This vortex can also have the form of an

along-axis spiral if the wind direction aboverooflevel is not exactly orthogonal to the

canyon (e.g. Yamartino and Wiegand, 1986). Mostof the time, the horizontal wind

speed within the canyon (as measured with an ordinary cup anemometer) is

considerablyreducedas compared to above-roof values. For long and straight street

canyons, however, channeling can produceeven higher wind speeds than above die

roof when the flow is paraüel to its axis (Hosker, 1984). These pictures can be

considered"ideal cases" in die sensethatreal street canyonsare usuaüy "disturbed" by
crossings, intersections or Squaresetc. which make die flow much morecomplex.

Table 3.1: Severalapproaches for the estimation of z*, the heightof die roughness
sublayer. h = mean element height, D = Separation of roughness
elements,lr = breadthof roughness elements,Zq = roughness length.

formulation criterion typeof
experiment

authors

z* = h + D meanvelocity
variations

Windtunnel,
randomsurface

Mulhearnand
Finnigan (1978)

z* = h +2D shearstress
variations

Wind tunnel,
random surface

Mulhearnand
Finnigan (1978)

z*=h+1.51r wakediffusion
effective

Windtunnel,
regulär surface

Raupach et al.
(1980)

z* = h + D horizontal
inhomogeneity

Windtunnel,
regulär surface

Raupach et al.
(1980)

z* = 100 Zq inertial sublayer
considerations

Tennekes(1973)

z*>3h horizontal
inhomogeneity

Windtunnel,
regulär surface

Sadeh et al.
(1971)

z* = 3D non dimensional
gradients of
üandG

field study, forest Garratt(1980)

z* = 4.5 h non dimensional
gradients ofü

forest Garratt (1978a)

z* = 3 h non dimensional

gradients of 8
forest Garratt (1978a)
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^

A

Figure 3.2 Schematicrepresentation of a vortex within a street canyon. Adapted
from DePaul (1984).

3.2 The Roughness Sublayer

Theroughness sublayer(RS) is, as mentionedabove, the air volumejust above the

roughness elements,where the influence of individual elements can still be feit in die

flow. One of die key problemswith this layer Starts with its definition or heightränge.
Its lowerboundary can be defined as die top of the CL (z =h) or , with respect to the
wind profile of the inertial sublayerabove, as z = d + Zq, where d is die displacement
heightand z0 die roughness lengtii (see Chapter 6). Its uppertimit is physically the

height z = z*, where turbulentmixing has "merged" with the three-dimensional

structureof the flow to an extent tiiat horizontal variations vanishand the flow "sees" a

homogeneous,rough surface.Note that for certain flow conditions die top of die RS is
so high that an inertial sublayer cannot develop, or in other words the latter is

"squeezed" between the RS and the mixed layer above. The height of the RS is

dependent on die heightof die roughness elements and tiieir spatial distribution.Many
suggestionshave been made to express z* as a function of the roughness element's

heighth and tiieir Separation distance D or the roughness length Zq. Some of these are

compiledin Fig. 3.1. One difficultyin definingz* arises from the fact that horizontal

variabüity does not vanish at the same level for all properties. Table 3.1 lists several
approaches for z*, together with die criterion used and die typeof experiment.
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Wind tunnel studies provide a very good approach to investigate the characterof

horizontally averaged flow over surfaces with randomlydistributed (e.g. Mulhearn and
Finnigan,1978) or regularly arrayed (Antonia and Luxton, 1971; Raupach et al., 1980
and 1986) roughnesselements. Here, profiles of mean wind speed show a smaller

gradient tiian in the inertial sublayer. Thus, we have a layer where the eddy diffusivity
Km,defined through

ui = KmfH (3.4)
dz >

is considerablyenhanced (u* is consistentiy the value from die IS). This extra mixing
in die RS is, at least partiy,due to the superposition of turbulent wakes generatedby
individual roughness elements upon the shear flow. This general behaviour of

horizontaüy averaged flow may not be observed at a Single point (e.g. in the lee of a

roughness element; see Raupach et al., 1980). Reynolds stress is found to decrease
with height (larger negative values higher up) for most of the surfaces investigated
(Antonia and Luxton, 1971; Mulhearnand Finnigan,1978; Raupach et al., 1980). This

phenomenonis, however, attributedby most of the authorsto erroneous measurements

(see Chapter 7). The flow at different locations along the wind tunnel exhibits a self-

preservingprofile of die turbulenceand velocity field increasingly with heightover a

rough surface. Hence, the turbulence structureis self-preserving even below the inertial

sublayer (Raupach et al., 1986). Rather contradictory results are found when

consideringspectra of verticaland longitudinal velocity, respectively.While Mulhearn
and Finnigan (1978) report spectra of w (and partiy of u) that coüapse with inertial

sublayer scaling for z > 2h, Raupach et al. (1986) find die natural frequency to be
much moreappropriate. This indicates tiiat die large structures(eddies ofdie size of the

boundary layer depth) may dominate the energy distribution even in the roughness
sublayer (see the discussion in Chapter 12). All results of these wind tunnel

experimentswere obtainedin neutraüy stratified flows.
In field studies, the RS has been widely studied over rough surfaces such as crop

fields and forests. Gradients of mean wind speed have also been found to be smaller
thanin logarithmicprofiles (e.g. Garratt, 1978b).This finding is consistent with wind
tunnel results. The dimensionlessgradients of momentum,heat and water vapourdiffer

significantlyfrom inertial sublayer predictions (Garratt, 1978a; Raupach, 1979). For

mostof the surfaces investigated it is found that

<I>i < 3>P. (3.5)
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The extentof this departure(and sometimeseven its sign) is, however, dependent
on heightand wind direction (Högströmet al., 1989). Dimensionless gradients of wind

speed and of temperatureusuaüydo not show die same departure from inertial sublayer
predictions, especiaüy at heights close to die rough surface (Garratt, 1978a;Högström
et al., 1989). While Thomet al. (1975), Raupach (1979) and Denmeadand Bradley

is
(1985) report a dependencefor Om - Om on stability, Garratt (1980) and Högström et

al. (1989) find only a dependenceon height(see Chapter 11 for a detailed discussion).
The turbulencefield close to a roughsurface turns out to be quite intermittent(Shaw et

al., 1983) and organized structures, such as repeated patterns in the time series of

temperature and water vapourfluctuations can contribute more than 50% to the total

transfer processes (Gao et al., 1989). Over different surfaces, the contributionsof

"sweeps" and "ejections" and "outward" and "inward interaction" (for theirdefinition
see Section3.3) to the total momentumtransfercan be substantiaüy düTerenL

The urban roughness sublayer (URS) is quite poorlyunderstood at present. Mostof
die urban turbulence experiments are designed to avoid die URS (e.g. Clarke et al.,
1982; Roth et al., 1989) or are restrictedto turbulenceintensities and non-dimensional

velocity variances(e.g. Yersel and Goble, 1986). Högström et al. (1982) showspectra
oflongitudinal, lateral and vertical velocitiesrespectively tiiat were measuredwithinan

URS. These sparse possibilitiesfor comparisonwül be discussed in detail together
widithe present results in the respective chapters below.

3.3 ConditionalSampling

From what was said in the foregoing section, it is clear that in a RS and CL
turbulenceis not locally governed (at least not entirely) and tiius, gradient diffusion
modeis are not likely to apply in diese layers. Furthermore, there is some evidence

(Finnigan,1979 a,b) tiiat turbulence in the CL (and RS) is strongly influenced by
coherent structures of larger scale from the overlying layers. A useful tool for

investigating the nature and mechanisms of turbulent processes is the mediod of

conditional sampling for Reynolds stress. Contributionsto the total mean Reynolds
stress originate from four different quadrantsin die (u,w)-plane. FollowingRaupach
(1981) tiiey are termed as follows:

- outwardinteraction, i = 1, u' > 0, w' > 0
- ejections, i = 2, u' < 0, w' > 0
- inwardinteractions, i = 3, u' < 0, w' < 0
- sweeps, i = 4, u' > 0, w' < 0
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Quadrantsone and three give positive contributions and quadrants two and four

negativecontributions to the turbulent flux of momentum.Additionaüy, a hyperbolic
hole H is defined (Fig. 3.3) excluding from the analysis a region of instantaneous

valuesof I u w I that are smaller than H • | u' w' |. SystematicVariation of the hole sizeH

allows the investigation of the contributions to the total Reynoldsstress, whetherthey
are large and sparseor small and frequent. If [••] denotes a conditionalaverage,we

have

[u'w']i>H= lim-H u'(t)- w'(t)Ii>H(u'(t),w'(t))dt (3.6)
T.^~TaJo

whereTa is the averagingtime and I the indicatorfunction definedas

1 if (u',w') is in quadrant i and

Ii,H (u',w') =

|u'w'| >H|u'w'|

0 otiierwise.
(3.7)

The stress fraction for quadranti, Si,H, is dien

S.H=[U^H_ (38)
u'w'

and die time fraction, ${#, is the averageof Iijr over the time periodof interest

#i,H = Ii.H(u',w') (3.9)

Note that through (3.8) the sum of Sj,o for i = 1,4 is one. Different quantities can be
definedfrom die stress fractions. Thedifference ASh betweensweepsand ejections

AS^S^H-Syi (3.10)

ortiieir respective ratio

Y = |^ (3.11)
^4,0

at hole size zero. ExuberanceE (Shaw et al. 1983) is definedtiirough
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E =
Sl,0 + S3,o
S2.0 + S40
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(3.12)

Raupach (1981) points out that the stress fraction Si,H is related to the probability
distribution of u' and w'. If p (u, w) is the Joint probability densityfunction of the
rescaled velocity components

u = -y-, w = •=-

Ou OW

and

Rc = JLW_= Sw
OuOw

die correlationcoefficient,we find

(3.13)

(3.14)

i,H=jM I üwp(üw)li,pH(u,w)düdw. (3.15)

Furthermore, p (u, w) is completelyspecified by an infinite set of Statisticalmoments

(Raupach, 1981):

Mjk = Üjwk, j.k = 1,2,3,... (3.16)

and tiierefore such a set of moments also determines Sijj. Raupach (1981) shows that
A Sh can be describedby a set of tiiird ordermoments (j +k =3) and the special caseof
a hole size equal to zerowül be adaptedhere (for detail see Raupach, 1981)

AS0 _ 1+Rc 2Ci , C2
RcV27t"[l+R2 1+Rc (3.17)

where

Ci=(l+Rc)(l(Mo3-M3o)+ (M2l-Mi2))
C2 = - (^(2-Rc)(Mo3-M3o)+ (M21-M12))

(3.18)
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Thus, third order moments give important information about distinguishingdie
difference betweensweepsand ejections.

EJECTION
OR BURST

INWARD
INTERACTION

OUTWARD
INTERACTION

lu'w'l = H lu'w'l

W'

Z

4

u'

SWEEP
OR GUST

Figure 3.3 The definition of a hyperbohchole in the u' - w' plane. Adapted from
Shaw et al. (1983)
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MEASUREMENTS

4. Case Study in the City ofZürich

Turbulence widiinand abovean urban canopy layer was studied experimentallyas a

case study in the city of Zürich, Switzerland.This type of surface with its horizontal

variabüity would require a dense networkof observationsin orderto resolve the three

dimensional structure of the flow and turbulence(e.g. Schmid and Oke, 1990), and the

approach adopted here should be viewed as a first step in the direction of a deeper
understanding of the processes contributingto turbulence in such an environment.

These turbulencemeasurements were part of a larger scientific programmein urban

climatologythat consisted of:
- a network of 25 wind speed and wind direction sensors spread over the whole

city and its surroundings (some stations also equipped with temperature and
humidity sensors). Each of them was mounted some 5 m above die ambient roof
level. It was designed to yield informationon the mesoscale windfieldclose to

the urban surface (Schuhmacher, 1991),
- three additional "mobile" wind and temperaturestations, used to close gaps in the
networkfor the specific investigation of local wind Systems (Mazzoni, 1988),

- a "semi-mobüe" 10m tower, equipped with four levels of wind speed and
temperature sensors and one level of wind direction sensors, mounted for a

certaintime at three distincüy differentsites of the city (commercial,industrial and
residential)in order to study die variabüity of the mean vertical structure in the
first few meters above rooflevel (Schädler, 1988), and

- last but not least, the "central Station" of the network that will be described in
detaü below. The measurementsfrom this site are the subject of analysis of the
present study.

4.1 The Site

The city of Zürich is surrounded by somemoderately high hüls (about200 - 400m

higherthan the city center). This topography is responsible for the mesoscale features
of the flow over the city, together with the lake to the SE of the urban area

(Schuhmacher,1991). The site ("Anwand") is located in the centerof the flat part of

the urban area with no distinct terrainelevation within a radius of about 2 km (Fig.
4.1).

This part of the city is mixed residential/ commercialarea that can be considered

typicalfor a European city. Blocks of buüdings,a few small parks and schools, streets

and Squares can be foundin die close vicinity. Buildingsare fairly regularly distributed
widiin die die dosest ~ 300m and do no vary significantly in height(~20m). A plan
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view of the site is given in Fig. 4.2. For the distribution of die buüding heights over

the city see Fig. 4.3. The setup for the measurementsconsistedof two towers: one of

them, locatedon die top of a five-story buüding, was 20m high and die otiier, erected
on a "bridge" over the street next to that buüding, ranged from 5.5m above street level

to die heightof the lowest level of die roof tower. The whole experimental setup is

shown schematically in Fig. 4.4. Figs.4.5 and 4.6 show photographs of the two

towers to give a Visual impression ofthe site.

River Limmat

5 km

ailway

A•

^
River Sihl

0 ofLake

Zürich,

S^\ (\

Figure 4.1 Schematicmap of Zürich showing the Anwand site (A) and die city
center (dark hatched). The surrounding hüls are indicated by the solid
(topographic) lines.
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2: Tover in the street canyon
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Figure 4.2 Plan view ofthe site where die measurementsweretaken.

4.2 Instrumentation

The roof-top tower was equipped with four levelsof cup anemometersand one wind
vane at 10m (Fig. 4.4). Temperature and specific humidity (i.e. dew point) was

measuredregularly at two levels (3m and 20m)and for certain time periodsat three or
four levels. For a detailed description of die instruments, calibrations (and specific
problems) see Appendix AI. The tower's layouthad die form of a triangle with a side

lengtii of 0.5m up to a heightof 12m and from tiiere to the top with a side lengthof
0.25m (see Fig. 4.5). The instruments were mounted on booms witii a diameter of
0.04 m at a distance of 1.1m from the tower (at the top level, these distances were

0.25m larger). The levels were 3, 5,10 and 20m, respectively above die roof.
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Figure 4.4 Schematic view ofthe site. The symbolfor "sonic anemometer"denotes
aü (but not simultaneously) realized positions of measurements.

The towerwithin the street canyon was mounted on the "bridge" in such a way that

two profiles of mean wind speed could be measured, one in the middle of the canyon
and one (termed "waüprofile")in a distance of three quarters of the canyon widtii from

one of the waüs (see Fig. 4.4).This tower had a rectangularshape with a width of
1.5m (cross canyon). Instrumentswere also mounted on booms of 0.04m diameter at a

distance of 0.9m from die tower.The levels for wind speed measurements were 7.7,
12.2, 16,7 and 21.3m above street level on each side of the tower.The heightof the

top level corresponded to the lowest level on the roof-top tower. Temperatureand
specific humidity were observed regularly at the 7.7m and 21.3m levels of the middle

profile. For a short period of time an additional temperature/humidity sensor was
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mounted within the canyon at 14m. A wind vane was mounted at the 16.7mlevel of the

middle profile.
The turbulence measurementswereperformed with two sonic anemometer Systems.

During the variousstages of the study, they were mounted either at two levels on the

roof-top tower, one at each tower, or both at the canyontower (see below).
The Performance of the instrumentsis discussedin detail in appendices AI (profile

Instrumentation) and A2 (sonic anemometers). All requiredinformationon the type of
the instruments, their calibration(s) and how the specific problems were handled can be

found there.

»«

y*»l

Ä?'^Ä¦ -,..

¦c

Fig. 4.5 The rooftop tower
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4.3 MeasurementProgramme

All measurementswere taken between November1986 and May 1988. Wind speed
and wind direction were recordedthroughoutthis period with someshort interruptions.
Table 4.1 lists the duration ofthe different configurations ofthe continuoustemperature
and humidity measurementsat the two towers. Note that because of variousproblems
with the dew point hygrometers,the actual amount of usabledata is for certainperiods
considerably smaller than indicated in Table 4.1.

Table 4.2 shows date, configuration and number of obtainedintervalsof the various

turbulenceobservations. The number of obtained intervals refers to the number of

continuous measurementsduring a periodof duration Ta, where Ta is the averaging
period (see Section 5.1).
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Figure 4.6 The tower within the street canyon.
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Table 4.1: Configurationsof temperature and humidity measurements and tiieir

respective duration

Year Days: from - to Positions* of
temperature
observations

Positions* of dew-
point Observation

1986 210 - 300 campus** campus**
1986 310 - 336 5, 8, 9, 12 5, 8, 9, 12

1986 338 - 341 5, 9, 12 5, 9, 12

1986 343 - 365 5, 8, 9, 12 5, 8, 9, 12

1987 1-222 5, 8, 9, 12 5, 8, 9, 12 •

1987 223 - 224 5,8,9 5,8,9

1987 225 - 232 5, 8, 10 5, 8, 10

1987 247 - 272 5, 6, 8, 9 5, 6, 8, 9

1987 274 - 365 8,9,11, 12 8,9, 11, 12

1988 1-68 5, 8, 9, 12 5, 8, 9, 12

1988 70-99 5, 8, 9, 10, 12 5, 8, 9, 10, 12

1988 99 -137 5,9, 10, 11, 12 5,9, 11, 12

1988 137 -147 10, 10, 10, 10, 10 ** 10, 10, 10, 10 **

* "Positions" as shown in Fig.9.1
** relative caHbration period

Table 4.2 Configuration and durationof turbulenceobservationsat the Anwand
site.

No 3D Sonic

Position* Height
ab. street

2 x 2D Sonic

Position* Height
ab. street

Number of 50-Min.
runs**

3D 2D

Date

1 10 23.3 10 23.3 15 3 10/11.03.87
2 10 23.3 10 23.3 15 15 16.06.87

3 11 28.3 10 23.3 4 4 7.10.87

4 11 28.3 10 23.3 4 4 5.11.87

5 4+ 23.3 10 23.3 6 6 8/9.12.87
6 4+ 23.3 2 13.0 11 11 16/17.3.88
7 3 16.7 2 13.0 3 3 23/24.3.88
8 3 16.7 2 13.0 9 9 27/28.3.88
9 3 16.7 2 13.0 1 1 29.3.88

10 6 13.0 2 13.0 15 15 4.-6.4.88

11 11 28.3 10 23.3 25 25 15.-25.4.88

13 11 28.3 10 23.3 15 15 6/7.5.88
* as defined in Fig. A3.1
** not yet subject to any rejection(due to errors, unstationarity,...)
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5. Data Validation

5.1 AveragingTime

It has been shown in 2.1.3 that the averaging time Ta plays a crucial role in

determining whetheror not a turbulencetime series may be considered stationary.In
relationto atmosphericturbulence, the upper limit forTa ües somewhere between2 and

3 hours. Its optimal length, however, depends strongly on the process under

consideration. Lumleyand Panofsky(1964) givean estimateofthe possible Statistical

uncertainty (error), introducedthrough the choice of a certain averaging time. It takes
the form

Ta = 2xi9* (5.1)
a2^2

whereTa is the averagingtime required to determinethe meanquantity 9 to an accuracy

a, 9' is die ensemblevariance of <P aboutits ensemble mean and ti is die integral time
scale of 9. Wyngaard(1973) points out that "a" maynot only be a measureof the error

introduced tiirough unstationarity, but in generalthrough "non ideal" circumstances.

Usingequation (5.1) and anumberof runs, die optimalTawas found to be of die order

of one hour for die present experiments.
The actual choice for Ta, however, was determined by anotiier constraint.Thedata

loggerused to störe die sonic datadid not aüow a continuousregistrationof morethan
approximately 100 minutes. After this time, the tape had to be spooled back and ca. 2

minutes of data were lost. In order to obtain as many uninterruptedtime series as

possible, it was decided to choose Ta = 50 minutes as an averaginginterval.

5.2 Run Test

A properaveragingintervalmay be a necessary, but is never a sufficient condition to

obtain stationary time series. As a test for stationarity, a run test (Bendat and Piersol,
1986) has therefore been applied to every averaging period (and component). The
variance1) is calculatedin this run test, the averaging period is subdivided into a

numberof sub-intervals. For each of these sub-intervals, as well as for the whole

*) Strictly speaking, all Statistical momentswould have to be testedwith the same proceduresince
stationarity requires time independenceof Statistical moments. For the present study, the run test was
only applied for the secondorder moments.
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averaging period and each sub-interval variance (g\,g2,...) is checked to determine

whetherit is smaüer or larger than the variance for the whole averaging period g. If

öi>a and g2<g (i.e. if die sign of (ö - aO changes for two subsequent sub-intervals)
the run test index RI is augmented by one, and otherwiseunaltered. Depending on die

numberof sub-intervals, a ränge for RI (RIi,Rl2) can be calculated, within which the

hypothesis, tiiat die time series is unstationary can be rejected witii a certain confidence

level. Thus, if RIi < Ri < RI2, die time series may be considered stationary.If either,
RI < RIi or RI> Rl2, processes of significantly different time scales than the chosen

averagingtime dominatedie time series. Due to the fact that the second order moment

was chosen for die run test (see above), it was possible to detect whetiier or not the

sub-intervals may be treated as "random observations". It was, however, not possible
to detect possibletrends withinan averaging period. Therefore,each time series was

"detrended"(ünearly) before applyingthe run test

5.3 RejectionofData

Before being included in the analysis, each data point was routinely checked for

physical plausibilityandother causesof possible rejection. Thecriteria wül be outiined

in the following. Furtherconstraints (e.g. the rejection of near neutral runs for certain

appücations)wül be noted where necessaryin die respective chapters.

5.3.1 Profile Data

In general, the profile data did not give much cause for rejection. This is however

only partiy true for the dew point (specific humidity) measurements.The following
checkson physical plausibüity were performed:

- Cup anemometerreadings were tested for sudden drops to zero. This could
happeneitiierdue to snow deposition on the cups or a faüure in die electric circuit.
Data were excluded from the analysis when smallerthan 0.5 ms'1 (the threshold
speed of die instruments)

- The temperature measurementsonly had to be tested for a faüure in the electric
circuit (e.g. wet cables). Physicaüymeaningless data at a certain height could
easüy be detected by checking the gradients.

- Dew point data were most problematic. Dueto die effectsof improper mirrors and
electrical problems, many hours of data were lost. Dew point measurementshad
to be rejected if they eitiier read higher than the corresponding temperature
measurement (!) or if one of the sensors showeda completely different daily
course than all die otiiers
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5.3.2 Turbulence Data

For each run (i.e. an averagingperiodof 50 minutes) the foUowing wastested:

a) Stationarity
Using the run test, each component was checkedfor stationarity. In the analysis for

e.g. (Jv/u*, a run was included if the u-, v- and w-components passedthe run test,

irrespectiveof die stationarity ofthe temperaturetime series.

b) Error

In analogy to (5.1), the error due to "non-ideal conditions" was calculatedfor
u'w', v'w'(both Sonics) and w'6'. The simpüfiedform of (5.1) was used (after
Wyngaard, 1973):

0^,^= jlJ2^L_1) (5.2)

a2__ z ((W9')2 (5.3)
laU uie*

where Ta is the averaging period. If all errors were smaüer than 25% a run was

included.

c) Wind direction

The wind tunnelinvestigation of the sonic anemometers showed that certain angles
of attack (with respect to the instrument's geometry) led to irreproducible and strongly
distorted readings (see Appendix A2). If die mean wind, eitiier at the rooftop tower or

within the canyon (depending on the sonic's position), was such tiiat the flow
approachedthe sonic with an angle of attack of 180" ± 30* (see Appendix A2 for the
definitionof the angle),the run was excluded from analysis.

The influenceof the toweritself on the measurements(i.e wind direction such that
the instrumentdes in the wake of die tower) was also tested. It turned out, however,
that the results were insensitive to this restriction. Therefore,no runs were excluded
because of tower shadowing.

d) 2x2D Sonics

Electronic problemswith the 2D Sonics resulting in sudden "outbursts" are outlined
in Appendix A2. Althougha correction was shown to be possible, runs were excluded
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if the cumulative numberof "outbursts" (the sum for aü three components)exceeded
10.

5.4 Calculation of Spectral Estimates

The spectral representation of a time series may be obtained through the Fourier

transform of its auto-correlation functionor, equivalenüy (since the auto-correlation

function is even), by taking the modulus Square of the (complex valued) Fourier

transform of the time series itself. It can be shown (e.g. Stuü, 1988) that this latter

definition corresponds to multiplying the Fourier transform of the time series by its

complex conjugate. Simüarly,the cross spectrum G of two time series A andB can be

definedas

GabW = F[A(t)]*- F[B(t]) (5.4)
= Co(n) + Q(n)>

where F[ ] Stands for the Fouriertransform, n is the natural frequency and * denotes
die complex conjugate. Since the correlationfunction of A andB is not even, die cross

spectrum consists of a real part, the cospectrum Co and an imaginary part, the

quadraturespectrum Q.
To use Standard Fast Fourier Transform(FFT) routines, one is advised to set the

number of data equal to an integer power of two. Thus the averaging time for the
calculation ofthe spectra was chosen as 3328 seconds (approximately55 minutes), the

absolute maximumpossible with respect to die problemsdiscussedin Section 5.1. The
series were then supplementedwith zeros to yield a 4096 point time series. This so-

called 'zero padding' is an often used approach to treat end effects due to non

periodicity of real time series. In terms ofthe auto-correlation function, die additional
zeros ensure that time lags smaller than 768 seconds (=4096-3328)are unspoiled by
end effects. Before applyingdie FTT, die data set were subjected to a Parzen window.
The resulting spectral estimateswere block-averaged into 32 "frequency bands",

approximately equidistant in die frequency domain (Kaimal and Gaynor, 1983). Thus

the high frequency ränge of the resulting spectral curves (the average spectral density
calculated from many frequencies) shows much less scatterthan the low frequency
ränge. Dueto the zero padding of the time series (see above) the lowest frequencywas
not includedinto die analysis.
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RESULTS

Since die urban roughness sublayerand die canopylayer are poorly investigated,die
resultsof the present measurementswill be presented and discussed under different

aspects.As a background, profiles of meanvariables,averaged over characteristictime

periods (e.g. "spring" or "all year") are shown in Appendix A3. The turbulence

characteristicsare presentedas profilescoveringthe whole height ränge of observations

from the mid canopy to the uppermostsonic level (10 m above roof), as long as the

property under consideration is meaningful at aü heights in botii layers. If this is not the

case (e.g. die dimensionlesswind shearis not meaningful within the canopy) only the

measurementsfrom levels widiin die layer of interest are discussed. For the roughness
sublayer, a method widely used in bio-meteorology has been adapted: although
acknowledgingtiiat the semi-empiricalrelationships derivedfrom simüarityarguments
and experimental evidence in the inertial sublayer cannot be expected to hold,
turbulence statistics are compared to die latter. Thedeparturesfrom the inertial sublayer
formulationscan thenbe used to characterize the turbulencein the roughness sublayer.
The scaling variables used (e.g. u*, 0* and L) are eitiier the local values at the height
under consideration(suggested by Högström et al. (1982) to be appropriatefor an

urban roughness sublayer), or an estimate ofthe respective inertial sublayerproperty.
It was pointed out in Chapter 3 that horizontally-averagedvariables are needed in

orderto obtainvaluable and consistent results. In the presentobservations, more than

one position in the xy-plane has been measured only at two heights(5m above roof

level and 13m abovestreet, respectively).Thesetwo positions certainlydo not yield die

required horizontal averages. It can be argued, however, that for different wind

directions, a fixed instrument on a boom represents a variety of horizontal positions
relative to the respective upwind (and downwind) geometryif there is no predominant
wind direction because of channelingof the flow due to topography or other processes.
Since this is not the case at the present site, it is assumed that, as a first order

approximation, the horizontal average can be replaced by an average over all wind

directions.

An overview over aü positions of measurementstogether with their respective height
above street level is given in Fig. A3.1, which is reproduced in this paragraph for

convenience. For simplicity,the measurement levels are numbered as depictedin Fig.
A3.1.
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Figure A3.1 Schematic view of the Anwand site showing the definition for the
variouspositions (Pos.) of measurementwith their respective numbers.
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6. ZeroplaneDisplacementHeight and RoughnessLength

6.1 Zeroplane Displacement

The heightof the measurement above die surface is of great importance for "ideal"

surface layer (SL) experiments , because the earth's surface is the natural boundaryof
the air flow. For homogeneousfetch conditions, it is no problem to determine this

measurementheight However, the problembecomes more serious for complex terrain,
especially if there is no clear regularity as in a (European) urban area. From many
studies over vegetated areas (such as crop or forest) the concept of an elevated

"zeroplane"is known, and has been widely used with success (cf. e.g. Lettau 1969;
Thom 1975). This concept states that if die vertical scale of the roughness elements

exceeds a certain value that is dependent on tiieir density, die flow behaves as i/there
were a (physical) boundary at a height z=d, where d is called the zeroplane
displacement.This zeroplane displacement must clearly be greater than zero and in

generalnot greater than the average heightof the roughness elements in the upwind
fetch. If the roughness elements in this source area for the measurement(as definedby
Schmid, (1988) as die surface area that influences a measurement at a certain height)
are not uniformly distributed and of different heights (non uniform fetch) the

appücabüityof the zeroplane displacement concept is quite questionable.This is
obvious in the case of an urban environment, where buüt up areas are surrounded by
parks, open water etc., but also divided by streets, gardens and so on. Interpreting the

zeroplane displacement height as the level of mean momentum absorption (Thom,
1971), i.e. looking at d in terms of the flux-gradient relation for momentum, will not

necessarily be possible in such an environment. On the other hand, it is clear that also
in complex terrain (i.e. in an urban RS) some"zeroplane" or reference level is required,
since the heightabove the "surface" remains an importantvariable for die RS flow. For

convenience, we wül caü die referencelevel in the urban RS zeroplanedisplacement
too. In the foUowing, the physical meaning of d is outiined, methods ( and their

problems) of determiningd are discussedand a method is presentedto find a reference
level in the urban RS.
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6.1.1 PhysicalMeaning of the Zeroplane Displacement

At first glance, d can be interpreted purely as a Statistical best-fit parameter,that
serves to extend the description of the steady, homogeneousSL to field conditions
where the surface is covered witii uniformlydistributedroughness elements (such as in

a crop field or a forest). In this contextit is importantto note that every surface can be

characterizedby such a distribution of roughness elements of a certain height h, and

what is usually called "homogeneous, undisturbed flat terrain" (e.g. desert, calm

waters) is nothing more than a case in the limit h —> 0. This extension of the

commonly used SL concept reflects the fact that the height above "ground" is an

importantSL scaling factor, which indicates the size ofthe largest(energycontaining)
eddies. If the roughness elements are not rigid (like trees or crop) or their density is

rather smaü (as in the case of houses), it seems that this 'Virtual surface" lies well

within the canopy, in its Upperpart (cf. e.g. Garratt (1978a), who found d*0.75h for

a savannah type surface). This is equivalentto the finding that large eddies can to a

certainextent penetrate die canopy.

Alternatively, Thom (1971) has shown for an artificial crop field in a wind tunnel

experiment tiiat tiie zeroplanedisplacementheight can be identifiedas the levelof mean

momentum absorption by the rough surface (Raupach, 1979). This concept is

consistent with the Interpretation of (d+Zo) as die heightof a Virtualmomentumsink,
since u(d+zo)=0 by definition (Thom, 1971).

All diese considerations on the concept of zeroplanedisplacement are based on die

assumption that i) d is a property of the underlying surface and ii) die heightof die

zeroplanecan be determined from wind profileor momentumabsorption measurements

alone and can therefore also be used to describe profiles of turbulence or mean

properties of heatand water vapour.Hicks et al. (1979) raised the question(in contrast

to the above Statements) whetherdifferent values for d^, djj and dg should be taken

into consideration, in orderto describedie flux-gradient relations for momentum,heat

and water vapourconsistently with the formulationsfor ideal terrain. This meansthat

they assume that not only the flux-gradient relations (equations2.26, 2.32 and 2.33,
respectively),but also the constants in these formulationsdetermined for ideal sites are

valid and d^, djj and dg are used to fit the experimental data to tiiose equations. In

other words, tiiey State implicitiy that there is no RS above very rough terrainand SL

simüaritycan be used to describedie flow over such terrain. This implies, however,
that d would have to be a function of height (as can be deducedfrom resultsby Garratt,
1978a), in order to make the flux-gradient relations obey their "ideal formulations"

(e.g. Businger,1971, or Dyer and Hicks, 1970). Such a height dependence would
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make it very difficult to find a physicalInterpretation of the zeroplane displacement,
especiaüy since the length scale z' (see equation 6.1) would becomeheightdependent
itself.

If we consider an experimental Situation with a very homogeneousdistribution of
roughness elements which have varying thermal properties (e.g. large, irregularly
distributed Spots of "blacksand" among die white one) over avery large fetch (a sandy
desert, say), the concept of Hickset al. (1979)would then leadto a value dM « 0 and

dg * 0 but djj would certainly becomemuch larger thanzero (in order to fit die data to

die "ideal" flux-gradient relations). This shows that du in this case would be nothing
more than a correction parameter (function) with no physicalmeaning. And it would

clearly be no "height" as a level at which an important physicalprocess takes place.
Due to die lackof betterknowledge it is often assumedthat dM=du=dEfOT ^ properties
momentum,sensible heatand water vapour.

6.1.2 Commonly UsedMetiiods to Determine die ZeroplaneDisplacement

Since it is common in SL work to describe fluxes in terms of profiles of mean

quantities (flux-gradient-relations,see Chapter 2), the zeroplanedisplacement is often

determined from the mean windprofile. Insteadof equation (2.28) we consider the

wind profilefor neutral conditions

u<z>=fln(ir) (6-d

with

z' = z-d

and d is die zeroplanedisplacementtiiat is definedas die the "truereference level of the

logarithmic law" (Lettau, 1969) and can be determined from wind speed measurements
at different levels. Various methods for the determination of d from wind profile
measurementshave been proposed (Lettau, 1957; Stearns, 1970; Lo, 1977) for "only
neutral" cases or generalstabtiity. They all have in common that a certain minimizing
procedureis apptiedwhen comparingmeasuredprofiledata witii (6.1), tiiereby using a
set of estimates for u*, z^ and d. Twomain problems arise from this approach:

- two length scales, z0 änd d, have to be determined from the sameprofile. This
makesthe "partition"between the two heights in some cases quite arbitrary. This
especially when the profiles are not necessarily well behaved (e.g. in an urban
RS, as in the presentstudy).

- die logarithmic form of (6.1) is very sensitiveto smaüdeviations from the "ideal"
values of wind speed. This can be seen through the following example: If one
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calcülates a wind profile by (6.1) with prescribedvaluesof u*, z0 and d and then

varies the wind speed of any level by a small amount (die uncertainty of a wind
speed measurement,say), the possibüityis very smaü to find more or less the
prescribedvaluesof u*, z0 and d from this "data set" by these methods.

The above procedures can therefore only be appliedin a Statistical sense: as many

profiles as possiblehave to be considered,as long as they refer to the same source

area. Since aü surface properties in an urban area (i.e an irregulär, complex terrain) are

dependent on i) wind direction and ii) the source area (Schmid, 1988), which is related

to die measurement heightand tiierefore difficult to define, die requirement of many
profiles corresponding to the same Situation is very hard to meet. In a recent study,
Schädler(1988) evaluatedfrom wind profiledataof a mobile 10mtower in Zürich u*,

z0 and d according to tiiose "profile methods". It was found that within the RS (and
even if neutral conditions can be assumed) die profilesshowlarge departuresfrom the

logarithmicform (6.1) for certain wind directions.The shapes of the profiles seemto

be influencedvery locaüy (but showa simüar behaviour withincertain sectors of wind

direction). For sectors with "weübehaved" profiles the evaluatedvaluesof z<, and d he

between0 and 4m below rooflevel in areas with mean buüdingheights of die orderof
20 m. This indicates tiiat the ratio d/h is largertiian about 0.7 for die buüdingstructures
consideredhere.

Anothermetiiodhas been suggestedto determine the zeroplanedisplacementheight
in terms of the geometricalproperties of the upwind fetch. In a wind tunnel, Counihan
(1971) systematicaüy varied the distributionand numberof roughness elements and

fitted an empiricalcurve for d/h as a function of Ar/A (where h is the heightof the

roughness elements,A the total area and Ar the area covered withroughness elements).
A simüarcurve can be found from the resultsof Kutzbach (1961), who evaluated d

from experiments with different distributions of bushel baskets on a frozen lake

surface. Fig. 6.1 gives a comparisonof the two approaches after Clarke et al. (1982).
It can be seen that the two experiments yield quite different results, especially in the

region of lower roughnesselement density. Note tiiat both studies determine their

respective "reference d value" (in order to fit die empiricalrelationship to the surface

geometry) by meansof the logarithmicform of the wind profile. This can be done if

profile measurementsare avaüable up to heights z » zQ or z > (2-4)h (see Chapter 3),
which was the case in both studies.
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Figure 6.1 The ratlosof Zg/h and d/h as a function of Aj/A from the empiricaldata
of Kutzbach (1961), dashed line and Counüian (1971), solid line.
Adaptedfrom Clarke et al. (1982).

6.1.3 The Temperature Variance Method(TVM)

From what has been mentioned at the beginning of this section it foüows that it is

very difficult to determine a value for the zeroplane displacement d from profile
measurements in general. In the case of die presentstudy, two additional difficulties
must be considered:

- when measurements are carried out within the RS, profiles for certain wind
direction sectors are too much locaüy disturbedand show a shape tiiat does not
aüow one to deriveavalue for d for diät sector (Schädler, 1988).

- As it is one of die objectives of this study to investigate to what extent the flux-
gradient relations are disturbed in die RSjust abovethe very complex surface of a
city, it does not seemto be appropriate to use these formulations(in the neutral
cases) to determine d. Also, even for neutral conditions one cannot "a priori"
expect the wind velocity gradients to be in equüibrium witii die momentumfluxes.
One part of die possible difference would thenbe "absorbed"in a wrong value for
d.

To avoid the usage of such an implicit assumption, one can only rely on the

geometric approaches describedabove.However, tiiere are also someproblemsin their

application:
- the differentformulationsyield quite differentresults
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- a completely new data set (information on the distributionand heightof roughness
elements is required

- actual roughness features in urban areas differsignificandy from die simpleforms
that have been used to derive the empirical formulations in the wind tunnel
(Counüian, 1971) or from the bushel baskets (Kutzbach, 1961). This has been
pointedout already by Clarke et al. (1982).

For these reasons, it seems worthwhileto look for an independent method to

determine die zeroplane displacement. Resultsof Clarke et al. (1982) show that the

functional dependenceof «Vq* on stabüity in an urban area is in good agreement with

the "ideal" formulationfrom the Kansas data (Wyngaard et al., 1971, Tillman, 1972).
Similarly, de Bruin et al. (1988) find the Kansas formulation to be a valid

representation of theirdatain die caseof a modestiy rough terrain (Cabau region, The
Nedierlands)without distincttemperatureinhomogeneities (in contrast to an irrigated
field surrounded by hot dry terrain, where the temperaturevariance was found to be

very much affected).These resultsshow tiiat undercertain conditions(see below) the

surface of an urban area can be considered "thermaüy homogeneous" even if it is

dynamicaüy very rough. Using results of Schmid(1988) one can put this in a more

precise way: for a suburban area in VancouverBC (Canada) a spectral analysis of the

surface temperatureshowed that the dominantwavelengtiis of the spatial temperature
variance spectrum correspond roughly to the distributionof roughness features (such
as street width, block size, etc.). If the source areaof a temperature measurement is
much larger in diameter than the dominant wave length of the surface temperature
distribution(or moregeneraüy: spatial features), the thermal regimecan be considered

"homogeneous".In tiiis case, measurementsof öe/0* can be used to derivea value for

the zeroplane displacement d. This method wül be outlined in detaü in the foUowing.
Its generalidea states that for certain types of dynamicaüy roughsurfaces (de Bruin et

al., 1988) the temperature variance distribution is affected very little and is well

describedby its "ideal-site" formulation. The height dependenceof Gq/q+ can therefore

be used to determinethe height (above the reference level) tiiat die temperaturevariance
field "sees" for differentwind directions.Under die assumption that tiiis reference level
is equal for otiier properties of the flow such as momentumand water vapourthe height
of this referencelevel can be identified with the zeroplanedisplacement (as it will be

termed in the following).
Simüaritytheorypredicts for the dimensionlesstemperaturevariancein die unstable

SL a -1/3 dependenceon z/L only. This prediction has been experimentallyverified,
e.g. by Tülman (1972), who suggests
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5e=-C1(C2-fV1/3 (6.2)
e

For the parameter Cx a value of 0.95 (after Wyngaardet al., 1971) is suggestedand
Cj is determined by die neutrallimit of the function. This neutral hmitcan be expressed
as

*L ¦c'. <6-3>

and thus

*-&)c/ (6'4)

Tillman (1972) findsa value "larger than 2.5" for C3, while Beljaars (1982)
suggestsa value of 3.5 and datafrom de Bruin et al. (1988) indicate C3 « 3.

If instead of the height z in (6.2) die modified height z' according to (6.1) is

introduced, it is possible to vary d in order to find the closest correspondence to (6.2).
It is clear that measured data for gq/q+ can only be compared to (6.2) in a Statistical

sense, i.e. for a Single value (or only afew) it makes no sense to calculate the "optimal"
d. As much dataas possible are therefore desired. For near neutral stability, however,
two problemsarise. Firsüy, the measurementsbecomequite inaccurate. This is due to

die very smaU energy fluxes in generaland due to die correction procedure that has to

be appüed to the temperaturedatabecause of water vapoureffects(see SectionA1.5).
According to Schotanuset al. (1983) these corrections (especially for o"e) become

doubtfulin the near neutral limit. Secondly, the only avaüable dataon urban <V0* in

die titerature showawide spreadin the neutrallimitwhüe foUowingclosely the relation

(6.2) in the unstableregime(Clarkeet al., 1982). This might be due to die uncertainty
in die measurementsmentionedabove, but could also be a characteristicof an urban
environment. Near neutral measurements are therefore to be excluded from the

analysis.However, tiiis requirement ,raises a fundamental problem, since the Variation

of d affects die calculated value of the stability. Measurements that are included for

smaU d (apparentiy moreunstable) maybecome "near neutral" for larger d and will be
excluded from further analysis. This, however, changes the data set so that it is

difficult to compare the errors for different estimates of d. Especially Single
measurements with large deviations from (6.2) can change die calculatederrors

significantlyif theyare includedin die analysis for smaUd but excluded above a certain

threshold "stabüity".Thus they produce a Sharpchange in the error. This can possibly
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lead to errors in the estimate of d. It is therefore important to vary d from the largest

possible value (apparently "mostneutral case") towards smallerones and to exclude

those measurementsfrom the further analysis that fall into the "neutral ränge" for the

largest d. This ensuresthat for every estimate of d the same data set is used and errors

become comparable with each other.

A detailed description of the method and the restrictions used is given in the

following:
- 15 min. samples of a9, 0* and L are used in order to maximize die number of data

points.A subsequent comparisonwith the results from 30 min or 50 min samples
show no significant differences in the obtained d if there are still enough data

points.
- for every measurement the wind direction is determined from the wind vane

reading (at 10m, on the tower) and it is attributed to one of 8 wind direction
sectors of 45° width. 45° was chosen to keep the number of data points per sector

high enough and since a ± 22.5° Variation of wind direction corresponds to what

one can typicallyexpectover arough surface.

- data are excluded from the analysis if the normof l* = (z-D*/L) is smallerthan

0.015, where D* is the largestvalue for d allowed (the heightabove street level,
in the present case). They are also excluded if the estimatederror of the turbulent

flux of sensible heat (after Lumleyand Panofsky, 1964, see Section 5.4) exceeds
30%. Resultsare very insensitiveto this latter restriction, apart from the number

of data! (This error estimate requires a height measurement, too. In order to

calculate it, a constant value for d of 14 m has been used).
- the Variation of d ranges from street level (d=0m) to rooflevel (d=18.3m). As an

increment 0.5 m was used.

The error is calculated as

--töe-eurr-
where N is the number of data points for the respective wind direction sector and

(°e/e*)(6.2)isthe value calculated by (6.2). The parameters used in (6.2) are C] = 0.95

(Wyngaard et al., 1971) and C3 = 3.5 (Beljaars, 1982).
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Table 6.1 d values for the different wind directions sectors of the Temperature
Variance Method. The along street direction is 120° and 300°,
respectively.

Sector d(m) err Number of data points
1-45° 14 0.346 »20
46-90° 15.5 0.376 »20

91-135° - - -

136-180° 16 0.199 11

181-225° 9 0.247 7

226-270° 13.5 0.637 >20

271-315° 10.5 0.262 9

316-360° 14 0.243 10

An example of errors "err" for the Variation of d is given in Fig. 6.2. From the

resulting d values (Table 6.1) it can be seen that there is a quite large difference

between the wind direction sectors, with d ranging from 9 m to 16 m. This

corresponds to d/h from 0.5 to 0.88 if we take die local rooflevel (18.3 m) as h. For

the sector 91°-135° it was not possible to determine a value for d, since for this wind
direction the sonic anemometerwas situated in the lee of the tower and tiius the

measurementswere distorted. Sectors 181°-225° and 271°-315° are calculated in fact

from too few data points. Fig. 6.3a and 6.3b show all die Gq/q+ data used for the

determination of d as calculated with the respective optimal d (Fig. 6.3a) and with

d=18mfor aü sectors (Fig.6.3b).Althoughthe Visual differences are obviously small,
it wül be shown in the foUowing that the zeroplane displacement heightscalculated
using die TVM are in good agreement with valuesobtainedfrom other methods.

These resultsare compared to those obtainedby die geometric approach mentioned
eariier in this section.A land use inventoryfor the city of Zürich with a resolution of
100 x 100m was used for this purpose. The data available for each Square were the

following:
- numberof buüdings
- tiieir averageheight
- fractionof buüt up area

- if no buüdings are present: code for landuse category(cf. Table 6.2)
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Figure 6.2 Examplefor die Variation of the error (err) for variousestimates of the
zeroplanedisplacement height d. Example for the wind direction sector
0-45°.

The procedure used to calculate the required parametersfor the modeis of Counihan

(1971)and Kutzbach (1961) respectively can easüybe describedwith reference to Fig.
6.4. The cartesian grid of surface data is convertedinto polar coordinates witii the point
A ("Anwand") at its centerand a resolution of Ar = 15 m and A0 = 2.5°. This is done

by sweeping the cartesian grid with a radial comb and using a distance weighing
scheme to reassign die polar grid valuesfromthe respective fournearest cartesian grid
points. This "radial data set" is dien used to determine an estimated value for d

according to Counihan (1971) and Kutzbach (1961). For every event (a 15 minutes

averagingperiod, for compatibüitywith dieTVM) die wind directionis determined first

and it is attributedto one of the eight wind direction sectors. Then, the source area for
this event is determined witii the so caüedmini-SAM (a StatisticalVersionof the source
area Model, SAM, as described by Schmidand Oke, 1990). Numberof buüdings,
average heightsetc. of the "radial data set" for those rays (and those radii) tiiat fall

within the 0.9 effect level (see Fig. 6.4) are averaged subsequentiy.The weights for

this averaging procedure are given by Schmid and Oke (1990) and correspond to die

relativeimportance of the differenteffect levels. Fig. 6.4 also iUustrates this averaging
procedure.Since the mini-SAMmodel requires a measuring height as input (and hence
a value for d), die zeroplanedisplacement has been prescribedas calculated from the

TVM (avalue of0.75h, however, would not yield significantiydifferentresults).
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Table 6.2 Land use categories and the respective heightsand area fractions that
were attributed to them. hb and Ab indicates tiiat these values are

avaüable from the landuse inventory.

Landuse category Averageheight Fraction covered by
roughness elements

Buüdings hb*) Ab
Gardens,Courts 2m 0.1

Streets, Corners 2m 0.1

Playgrounds, Parks

Sport-areas 7m 0.3

Agricultural ground,
grass land 2m 0.2

Forest 15m = 1

Raüway area 2m 0.2

MisceUaneous 2m 0.2

Open water Om 0
*) Ifthere are houseson the Square considered, it is assumed (fromVisual inspection of the Situation)

that halfof the area not coveredby buildings is coveredby trees of mean height ht = 10 m. The

mean height for that Square is then calculatedaccording to h = h^Ab + h{l - Ab) 0.5

A comparisonof the TemperatureVariance Methodresultswith the estimates from

the geometricalapproaches is given in Fig. 6.5. Already from Fig 6.1 it is clear that the

formula of Counihan (1971) will always yield smaüer values of d than Kutzbach's

(1961). The Kutzbach-formulaestimates lie quite close to the values of die TVM for

most of the wind direction sectors. Also, the shape of the two curves is very simüar

apart from the sector 181 - 225°. On the other hand, sector 7 (271 - 315°) shows quite a
low d as determined by TVM,and also Kutzbach'sgeometricalapproach yields at least

a somewhat smallervalue than the two adjacent sectors. Only in sector 5(181-225°)
not only the numerical valuesof the two methods are quite different but also die the

Position relativeto the two neighbouring sectors. This mightbe mainly due to the very
small numberof observationsfalUng into this ränge of wind direction.In general, the

TVMshows a larger Variation of d with wind direction than eitiierof the geometrical
approaches.This is beüeved to be mainly due to die relativelyroughresolution of the

original data base on land use distribution.Also, it reflects the crude formulation in

terms of die distributionof the roughness elements of the two geometricalmemods.

It is concluded that TVM provides a simple tool for the determination of the

zeroplane displacementtiiat
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- is related directiy to the surface features of the measuringsite (in the sensethat d
is obtainedfrom what the measurements"see" of the temperaturefield)

- does notrequire an extra data baseon the distributionof die roughness elements
- is not restrictedto unübrmly distributedroughness elements
- is not dependent on die "behaviour"of die wind speed profile.

The restrictions to the application of TVM were given at the beginning of this

section. Theyrequire thatthe sourcesand sinks for sensible heat are equaüy distributed

as the roughness elements.EspeciaUy, for lower densities of roughness elements the

geometric approaches of Counihan (1971) and Kutzbach (1961) yield quite different

results. A comparison with the TVM indicates tiiat for an urban environment the

formulationof Kutzbach(1961) is more appropriate dianthe one of Counihan (1971).
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Figure 6.4 Definitionsfor the transformationof surface characteristics data in a
cartesian grid into polar coordinates. a,b,c denote characteristic
distances for the source area (Schmid and Oke, 1990), and a',b',c',d'
are the distances to die nearest cartesian grid points.Dr andD0 denote
Ar and A0, respectively as describedin die text.
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Figure 6.5 Comparison of estimated zeroplane displacement d for the different
wind direction sectors.

6.2 The Roughness Length

The roughness length z0 is an importantlength scale for the description of the mean
wind profile in the inertialsublayer. It is, however, also definedby the latter and can

therefore not be deduced from measurements taken entirely within the roughness
sublayer. Clarke et al. (1982)have suggestedto calculate Zq as

Zn =
exp(u/u*k) (6.6)

in near-neutral stabüity and in an urban environment, where they used the wind speed
and friction velocity measuredat die same height. (6.6) corresponds to the assumption
that surface layer scaüngholdsat the height ofObservation(or, in other words, tiiat this
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heightdoes not belong to the roughness sublayer). As will be shown in the following
chapters, this conditionis not fulfilled for the presentmeasurements.Especiallythe
height dependenceof Reynoldsstress (andtiierefore the local u*, see Chapter 7) makes

Zq height-dependentitself. If Zq is calculated at the fourlevels above the roof by (6.6),
using a local u* determined also from the profile for near-neutral stabüity (equation
(2.26)), Zq is found to vary by about one order of magnitude(typically between Zq =

0.2 m at die 3 m level and Zq ~ 2 m at the 20 mlevel). Also, the Zq -valueobtained for

the 10 m and20 m level, respectively may differ by more thanone meter.

Althoughthis brief analysis has shownthat Zq is not a useful length scale withinthe

RS, a determination of the roughness length can be of importance e.g. for modelling
applications. The "geometric approach" considering size and distribution of the

roughness elements in the upwind fetch (sourcearea) has therefore also been used to

determine Zq. The samelanduse inventoryand procedure as describedin the previous
section was utüized. In addition to die two parameterisationsproposedby Kutzbach

(1961) and Counihan (1971), two otiiers were included for comparison. Lettau(1969)
suggested

Zo = 0-5hs (6.7)

where S is the so-called lot area (measured in the horizontalplane), and s is the

Silhouette areaof the roughness elements and h is theirheight. Kondo and Yamazawa

(1986)proposed a model for Zq based on die relationbetweenthe roughness length and

die geostrophic drag coefficient using Rossby number similarity (see Kondo and

Yamazawa (1986) for details). An average "height" hfc is definedafter

hk = jL2HiSi (6.8)

diroughwhich Zq can be related to die upwind geometry by

z0 = 0.25 hk. (6.9)

Here, hk is the geometricalroughness,Sj the area occupied by elements of height Hj
andA die total area under consideration.

Fig. 6.6 shows a comparisonbetween the four z0-models and die Variation of the

roughness length with the wind direction.The estimates from the different approaches
are distinctly different in magnitude and Variation over the winddirection sectors.

Largest variations are obtained by die method of Lettau (1969) witii z0 ranging from
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1.8m to 5.4m. Not surprisingly, the method of Kutzbach (1961) yields very simüar

results, since Lettau's formulation is based on Kutzbach's experiments.On the other

hand, the approachof Counihan (1971) results in rather small Zq with no Variation

between the different wind direction sectors. Equations (6.8) and (6.9) (Kondo and

Yamazawa, 1986) yield ZQ-estimates that are intermediatein magnitudeand show a

simüar Variation betweenthe wind direction sectors as die two metiiodsdiscussedfirst.

Since the approach of Kondo and Yamazawa(1986) has been estabüshed using data

from various field studies in large and small cities (and does not rely on experiments
using artificial roughness elements), this method is considered to be most useful for a

site simüar to die present

Zo[m]
jj
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2.5

1.5

Roughnesslength

+ +
0 0-45 46-90 91-135 136-180 181-225 226-270 271-315 316-360

Wind direction sector

O Kondoand -» Counihan (1971) o Kutzbach (1961)
Yamazawa (1986)

»Lettau (1969)

Figure 6.6 As Fig. 6.5, but for roughness length.
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7. Reynolds Stress

The total turbulent transport of horizontal momentumin the vertical directionis given
by

x = p(üW~2 +7w^2)l/2 (7.D

in the inertial sublayer and referred to as Reynolds Stress. From this quantity the
friction velocity u* is derivedas an importantscaling variable in the inertial sublayer

u*=fef/2 (7.2)

Under ideal conditionsand if die coordinateSystem is defined such that the x - axis

points in the direction of the mean wind, die second term on the right hand side of

(7.1), v'w', vanishes (Busch, 1973) so that die fluctuating componentsof longitudinal
andverticalwind suffice to determine u*. The measurementsof the fluctuating wind

components at die presentsite show that even if the coordinateSystem is alignedwitii

the mean wind direction for each run, the vertical flux of lateral momentum(~v'w')
does not vanishcompletely for aü runs. This indicates tiiat the direction of the action of

friction forces is not exactiyatigned with the mean wind direction. The more general
definition of u* (as in (7.2)) has therefore been adopted for the calculation of the

Reynolds stress. However, the results presented in die following chapters, are not

sensitive on this definition of u* (i.e. the non-alignment of the stress-tensor with the

wind direction does not seemto have an influenceon the derived relations).At the

lower levels of Observation (within the canyon), where the total vertical transport of

momentumis smaU in general, v'w' is sometimes positive and for some runs even

larger than u'w'. Physically, this means that the net turbulent flux of momentum is

directed upwards (though very small). In order not to hide tiiis behaviour through the

definitionof die localu* (7.1 and 7.2), die followingsign Convention has been applied

u*(z)>0ifu'w'+ v'w' < 0

u*(z)< Oifu'w' + vV~> 0 .

If variables such as Reynolds stress are considered as spatially averages in a

roughness sublayer, (7.1) is modified according to equation (3.3). It will be shown,
however, that the additional term, the dispersive covariance, is generally smaU in the
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present observationsand tiierefore wiU be neglected. In addition, Reynoldsstress in the

URS turns out to be not constantwith height (see below). Thus, the "friction velocity"
as in (7.2) is not a characteristic velocity for the whole layer anymore and is thus

meaningless as a scaling variable.A possible choicefor u* could therefore be the value

derived from the inertial sublayer above. However, with the present experimental
configuration, it was not possible to measure Reynolds Stress (via eddy correlation)
highenough abovethe surface to prove that

i) there is an inertial sublayer at aü above an rough urban surface and

ii) to obtain valuable data at z* or higher.

To derivea scaling velocity for the URS, local valuesof ReynoldsStress have been
used as suggested by Högströmet al. (1982) and the local friction velocity derived

from this quantitywül be denoted as u*. Note that through this choice also 0*, the

characteristic temperature scale and the Obukhov lengthL are essentially local and

heightdependent. To derive profiles of Reynoldsstress, however, the assumption that

the uppermostof the profilelevels (z = 38.3m) Ues close to the heightof the roughness
sublayer (z*) has been adopted in order to obtain an overaü scaling variable for the

whole RS and canopy layer. In the foUowing,results are therefore presented eitiier

locaüy scaled (die notation u*(z) refersto (u'w'2(z) + v'w'2(z)) ) or through "inertial

sublayer" variables (the notation u*c(38m) refers to a value calculated ("c") from the

profileof mean wind speed at z =38.3m).
In Sections 7.1 and 7.2 the vertical and horizontal characteristics of the Reynolds

stress fieldis discussedand analyzed,whereasin Section7.3 and 7.4 someadditional

informationis presentedin orderto get somedeeper insight into the processesthat are

possibly responsible for the observed characteristics.

7.1 Height Dependence of Reynoldsstress

A comparisonof Reynoldsstress as measured simultaneouslyat two heights above

the roof level is shownin Fig. 7.1 (expressedas local friction velocity). " Level 1" is

located at 5m above the roof (position 10) and "level 2" at 10m above the roof

(triangles, position 11) or also at 5m (diamonds).These latter runs have been included

to make sure that the observed increase of Reynolds stress with height is not due to

systematicinstrumentdifferences (at die two levels, two different sonic Systems have
been used, cf. Appendix A2). If a gradient for u* is calculated between the two levels,
it is found to be almost constantfor the near-neutral runs (z'/L > - 0.05, L determined

at the 10m level), with an average value of 0.064 ± 0.009 s'1 (Fig. 7.2). Beyond
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Figure 7.1 Comparison of simultaneous u* at different levels. (A): level 1 =

position 10 and level 2 = position 11. (©): level 1 = level 2 = position
10).

z'/L = -0.05 the gradients of u* sharplydecrease to much smaüer values. Not so much
the numerical value of the near-neutralgradient of u* , which is certainly specific for

the presentsite (height above d, roughness and structure of the underlying surface) is

an interestingfearure of RS flow, but rather the relatively smaU scatter. In many wind

tunnel experiments,where flow over rough surfaces was studied, a simüar increase of

Reynolds stress with heightwas observed (Antonia and Luxton, 1971; Mulhearn and

Finnigan,1978; Raupach et al. 1980) but usuaüy attributedto measurementdifficulties
close to the surface.In the present case, there is no reason to beUevethat the two Sonics
differ systematicaUy (Fig. 7.1) or that the measurementsat the lower level were biased
for some reason. If the observed gradient of Reynolds stress (or equivalentlyof the

derivedlocal u* ) is extrapolated downwards to the zeroplanedisplacement height d of

die respective wind direction sector,a mean value u*xt(z=d) = - 0.03 ± 0.05ms-1 is

found for the near neutral runs (the superscript "ext" referring to "extrapolated"). For
tiie unstable runs, u*0 (z = d) tends to increase to slighdypositive values (Fig. 7.3).
Högströmet al. (1982) recommend for the urban RS to use the logarithmicwind

profile to calculate u*. It is clear from the dependenceof Reynolds stress found in the

present observationsthat this method cannot yield proper estimates at any height. Fig.
7.4 shows the profile of the local u* as derived from (neutral) wind speed profiles
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(assuming the logarithmic profileto hold) and as measureddirectiyby eddy correlation.

It is evident from Fig. 7.4 that this approach mightlead to erroneouslylarge estimates

of u* close to the rooflevel.
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Figure 7.4 u* as measuredby eddy correlation and calculated with equation (2.26).
Examplefor neutral stabüity.The dashedline refers to an extrapolation
from the eddy correlationmeasurementsto z=d.

Unfortunately, it was not possible witii the avaüable Instrumentation to determine the

Reynoldsstress at more than two levels simultaneously.To make the results from the

different runs comparable, the measuredReynolds stress is scaledwith the Reynolds
stress at 20m above roof level (z=38.3 m), calculated from the gradient of the mean

wind speed by equation (2.26) and assuming inertial sublayer scaling to hold

approximately at this height. This has the advantage tiiat the profile data are available

for aü turbulence runs. The assumption concerning the inertial sublayer scaling at

38.3m wül be justified through the results. Fig. 7.5a shows the overall decrease of

Reynoldsstress when approaching the surface.However, there is considerablescatter

which shows that there is anotherimportant quantity influencing the stress at a given
height. In Fig. 7.5b only those runs are shown, for which both wind directions, at

10m abovelevel and withinthe canyonread widiin±30° from an axis orthogonalto the

canyon (winddirection = 30°± 30°). Here, the scatteris clearly reduced, especially at

13m and at 23.3m above ground. The Reynoldsstress is essentially zero at the lower
level within the canyon for both positions, at the canyon center (triangle) and closer to

the (upwind) waü (+ sign). For this wind direction, for which one would expect a

vortex to develop (see Section3.1), the Reynoldsstress is different at 23.3m abovethe
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(downwind) roof and over the canyon (closer to the upwindwall). Fig. A2.7 shows

tiiat for this Situation the wind shear at the top of die canyon (especially on the

windward side) is very large and tiius shear production must be responsible for the

large and distinctdifference in Reynoldsstress over the canyon and over the roof. At

the highest level, the scatter is not reduced to die same extent as for the other levels, but

is stül considerablysmaUer. For die other diree well definedwind directions (parallel to

the canyon from eitiier side, or at a right angle but from the oppositedirection),only
one or two runs at each level are available, so that no meaningful statistics can be

obtained. It is interesting to note, however, that for flow paraüel to the canyon , the

Reynoldsstress at die mid canyon level (16.7m) is very smaU (oreven positive),while
at the other levelsits valueis simüar to that shownin Fig. 7.5a.

The shape of the scaledu*-profile changes considerablywhen looking at different

rangesof stabüity.Due to the heightdependenceof Reynoldsstress and thus stability,
the latter was calculated from the Richardson Number Ri at the uppermostlevel (z =

38.3m), using the relation betweenz'/L and Ri (equation2.24a; see also Section 11.3)
iteratively. Fig. 7.6 shows the scaled profiles of local u* for near neutral (z'/L >

-0.05), weakly unstable (-0.05 > z'/L > -0.5) and strongly unstable (z'/L < -0.5)
situations. Again, the scatterat the different levels is considerablyreduced, indicating
die influence of stabüity upon the verticalprofileof Reynoldsstress. It is interestingto
note that the observed gradient of Reynoldsstress from simultaneous measurementsat

23.3m and 28.3m (Fig. 7.2), is much less pronouncedin scaled profiles (Fig. 7.6a)
and, surprisingly,decreasestowards greater instabtiity. This is oppositeto the stabüity
behaviour of the scaled profiles (Fig. 7.6a-c). However, these two contradictory
findings, are difficult to compare, since "stabüity" appears to be height dependent
(tiirough the heightdependence of Reynolds stress): For Figures. 7.1 - 7.3 the local

Reynolds stress and turbulent heat flux at z = 28.3m was used to determine z'/L,
whereasz'/L at 38.3m were used to determine die stabüity class of the scaledprofiles.
This again points out the difficulties of the stability concept as long as die turbulent

fluxes of momentumand heat are not constant with height. Since the second approach,
using u*c(38m) as a scaling variable, i) Covers more cases and ii) is a more general
approach because it uses the most undisturbed (since most distant from the surface)
variables, it is concluded tiiat the behaviour shownin Fig. 7.6 provides a moregeneral
picture of the stabüity dependenceof the Reynoldsstress profile. It can be summarized

as follows:

- Reynoldsstress decreaseswhen approaching the (rough)surface for aü stabüities
(of the inertial sublayer).
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- while u*(z)/u*c(38m) is approximately 0.8 at z = 28.3m for all stabüities,the
decreasewitii decreasingheightis least pronouncedfor nearneutral situationsand
strenger with increasing instabüity.

- at the lowest level (z = 13m, within the canyon) momentumtransport is clearly
downwards in near neutral situations,but much smaüer and sometimes even
upwards in strongly unstable situations.

The present data show that die Reynolds stress field is strongly influenced by the

local geometry (and therefore flow direction) as weU as by the stabiüty in the close

vicinity of the roughness elements.The largesthorizontal differences (see Section7.2)
we find close to the rooflevel h, especiaüyfor the flow orthogonalto the canyon.
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7.2 HorizontalInhomogeneity

The presentdatacertainlydo not allow the calculation of true horizontal averagesas

it would be requiredin a roughness sublayer(see Section 3.2). For an urban structure,
as in the vicinity of the Anwandsite, die location of the measurementsat 23.3m can be

considered"extreme" in die sense that tiiere is no possible position for which it must be

assumed that Reynolds stress could take values that are much smalleror much larger
than those given e.g. in Fig. 7.5b. The same can be said for the two positions at the

13m level, within the canyon. Takinginto consideration tiiat the averagingover aü runs

(and tiius over different winddirections) combines a variety of different positions
relativeto the upwind geometryat each level, it is concluded that the present data yield
useful estimates of horizontaUyaveragedmomentumfluxes.

Both, the variance of the observed values u*(z)/u*c(38m) at a particular position
(shown as error bars in Figures 7.5 and 7.6) and die differences of the average values

between the two horizontal positions at 23.3m and 13m provide a measure for the

horizontal Variation of the Reynolds stress field. In addition, die variancesindicate
whetiier the chosen scaling variable (i.e. u*c(38m)) and the chosen stratification scheme

of the data (according to the wind direction and the stabiUty) reflect important
influences upon the stress field. In general, horizontalvariabüity increases when

approaching the surface. At 23.3m, the Reynolds stress appears to be quite well
defined at each position for a given wind direction and/or stabüity. Close to the roof

level (z = 16.7m), the run-to-runvariabüity increases considerably (Fig. 7.5a), but at

this level too few data are available to study the influence of wind direction and

stability. The relatively large scatter at the lowest level (z =13m, widiin the canyon)
indicates that the flow at this level is very much influencedby die local (geometrical)
configuration. Nevertheless, a comparisonof the mean values for the differentinertial

sublayerstabüities (Fig. 7.6) shows that the influence of the above-canyonflow upon
the Reynoldsstress field widiinthe canyonmay not be neglected.

Assuming that an average ofthe scaled Reynoldsstress over aU wind directions and

(where available) horizontal positions provides a reasonable measure for the

horizontaUy averaged stress field, the following Statistical model for the height
dependenceof u* has been evaluated

-J7#Tssa(ln£P Wu*c(38m) l V

Here, a and b are numerical coefficientsand zr is somereference height, where the
verticaltransport of (horizontal)momentumvanishes. The mathematical form of (7.3)
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and the measuredvalue of u*/u*c(38m) at z=13m (0.206) require that eitiierzr < 13m or

that b be an integer. A parameter fit for die whole data set (Table 7.1) yields a = 0.92, b
= 0.48 and zr = 12.4m. Note that the uppermost level, from which u*c(38m) was

calculated, is includedin die data set (anticipatinga result of Chapter 11, where it will

be shown that Reynolds stress is in local equüibriumwith the gradient of mean wind

speed).

Table 7.1: Measured and calculated (7.3) valuesof u*/u*c(38m)

z measured calculated after (7.3)
38.3 1.0 0.975

28.3 0.823 0.839

23.3 0.710 0.737

16.7 0.543 0.514

13.0 0.206 0.213

The value of the reference heightzr is of particularinterest. If the formulation (7.3)
is of any general significance (and not only a best-fit model), zr must be related to a

more fundamental length scale of the problem under consideration. The most obvious

choice in this case is certainly the zeroplanedisplacement height d, the level of mean

momentumabsorption(Thom, 1971). The average d (over all wind direction sectors)at
the presentsite is 13.6m, indeed not significantlydifferent from what has been found

for zr. Unfortunately,not enough data for aü wind direction sectors (and aü heights )
are avaüable to determine,whetherthe analogy betweend and zr holds for aU wind

directions,at least quaütatively. Furthermore,Figs. 7.6a - 7.6c indicate that zr might be

stabüity dependent: in strongly unstablesituationszr seems to lie somewhere close to

rooflevel h, whereas formoreneutral situations zr is situated deeperwithin the canyon.
Again, the limited amount of u*-profüesfor different stability ranges prohibits one to

establisha functional relationbetweenzr and z'/L.
From the present data set it is (in principle) not possible to decidewhedier or not the

chosen scaling variable u*c(38m)is identical with u*s, die inertial sublayer friction

velocity.From the fact tiiat measuredReynoldsstress is in (local) equüibriumwith the

gradient of mean wind speed (see Chapter 11) at even lowerlevels than 38.3m, the

most obvious assumption is that this is also the case at the uppermostlevel. Thus, the
TP

"true" u* may be somewhat larger than u*c(38m). Nevertheless,the shape of die u*-

profile (e.g. Fig. 7.5) indicates tiiat Reynolds stress tends towards a constant value
above the RS. In addition, die relatively small scatterin the u*-profüe suggests that
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u*c(38m) is a vatid and useful (dioughsomewhat smaU) scaling variable for the present
data.

The rate of change with respect to heightof the functionu*(z)/u*c(38m) (equation
(7.3)) may provide an estimate for z*, the heightof the roughness sublayer. Above

z=42m, the derivative of (7.3) yields a less than 1% changeper meter. It is therefore

concluded tiiat the interface betweenthe roughness sublayerand the inertial sublayerat
the present site is locatedat z = 2.5h - 3h (h being the roof level at the presentsite).
This compares best to the formula given by Garratt (1980), z* ~ 3D (D being the

spacing of die roughness elements)if D is set equal to the canyon width (D ~ 15m) at

die presentsite. However, it is very difficult for an urban-like distributionof buüdings,
blocks, etc. to define a quantity such as D (see Fig. 4.2 and also die discussion in

Section 11.1.3). It is impossible to conclude from the presentcase study, whetiier or

not tiiis relation is of general applicabihty for urban rough surfaces.

The aboveconsiderations lead to die followingdescription of the heightdependence
of Reynoldsstress (expressedas local friction velocity):

u*(z)= uls-aln(%)1/2 (7.4)

where a is a coefficient of the order of 0.9. It remains to be shown whetiier (7.4) is of

general vaüdityfor a typicalEuropeancity structurewithin the height ränge between die

meanzeroplanedisplacementd and die roughness sublayerheightz* ~ 3h.

7.3 The DispersiveCovariance

If the horizontal averaging Operator is applied as described in Chapter 3, the

streamwise Navier-Stokes equation for stationary and horizontaUy homogeneous
conditions with negligible mean horizontal pressure gradient and neutral flow (no
buoyancy forces) within and above a canopy can be written as (Raupach and Shaw,
1982)

az Kw") = -l^+v(v2u") (7.5)

= fD + fv

where fo and fv are the forces per unit mass of air exerted by form and viscousdrag,
respectively. The term on the left hand side describes the total flux of momentum(if
molecular stress is neglected) as noted in equation (3.3). However, the measured

gradient of Reynoldsstress does not include the dispersive covariance(ü"w"").Although
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it has been shown for windtunnelflows over highlyrough surfaces (Mulhearn, 1978;
Raupach et al., 1986) that the dispersive covarianceis much smaüerthan the Reynolds
stress, it might be instructiveto justify this finding for the presentSituation. Since no

horizontal flow fieldwas measuredfrom which (ü"w") could be calculated, an upper
limit for the dispersive flux at the 23.3m level is estimatedas foUows:Assume that ü"
is of the orderof Lm(dü7dx) betweenthe rooftop and the canyon towers, whereLm is a

length scale for dimensional consistency. If a very simple mixing length concept is

introduced, L„, may be written as Lm = k-Dg^/l, where D9 g is the horizontal distance
betweenpositions 9 and 8 (Dg g = 20m). The difference between the mean wind speed
at diese two positions is smallerthan approximately 1/4 ü~p9 (position 9, roof top) as

can be found from Fig. A3.9 or A3.10. Thus ü" is of the order of (or smaller than)
1/20 üP9. Ifwe further assume thatw" is not largerthan ü" (De Paul, 1984) for a street

canyon, it foUows that an estimate for the upper limit ofü"w"" is given by

ü"w" < 2.5-10-3üp29 (7.6)

which is an estimate for the upper limit of (u"w") if ü" and w" are not perfectiy
correlated in the horizontal plane. If die dispersive covariancevanishesat only 5 meters

above the level considered (28.3m) which is probably a conservativeassumption, its

derivative with respect to z becomes smallertiian 4.5- 10-3 ms-2 (üP9 = 3ms-1). This

comparesto die measuredgradient ofReynolds stress under neutral conditions of about
0.065 ms"2(p. set to unity,dimensionless)Thus, it is concluded tiiat closely above the

roof level of an urban street canyon, the dispersive covariance can be neglected.
Penetratingdeeper into die canyon, the gradientof Reynolds stress increases (Fig.
7.5a) while ü" diminishes. For a doubled w", (7.6) can still be assumed to hold

approximately and thus, die dispersive covarianceis still much smaüer than the rate of

changeof the Reynoldsstress.

Foran urban street canyon, viscousdrag (equation 7.5) can be neglected, so diät die

verticalgradient of Reynoldsstress must be caused essentiaüyby form drag. Inserting
the numerical values (du*/dz= 0.065ms"2, p = 1.3 kgnr3, Ax =20m ) into equation
(7.5) we find the horizontaUy averaged streamwise gradient of pressureperturbations
to be approximately 0.085 Panr1 (Note that @p"/9x) * d(p")/9x, since the latter is

identicaüyzero by definition,cf. Raupach and Shaw, 1982). This value, calculated for
the layer between positions 10 and 11, shows that experimental determination of

horizontal pressure perturbationsclose to roof level would require very accurate

measurements.
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7.4 ConditionalSamplingfor ReynoldsStress

The Reynolds stress field withinand above the street canyon was examined using
die techniqueof conditional sampling (see Section 3.3) in orderto ülustratethe effect of

forces exertedon the flow by form drag at different heights. Since in the present study
Reynolds stress is defined according to (7.1) and thus includesvertical transport of

lateralmomentum, tiiis latter contribution would have to be analyzed separately using
the conditional sampling technique. For most of the runs, however, v'w' turns out to

be much smaüerthan u'w'. In addition, die different stress fractions (of v'w') do not

show any typical or characteristicbehaviour at the different heights. For this reason,

the analysis wül be constrainedto the main contribution of momentumtransport. i.e.

u w.

Fig. 7.7 shows the vertical distribution of the averaged stress fractions Sj 0, i.e. at

hole size zero. At the Upper most leveloutward and inward interactionsare smaUand of

the same order of magnitudewhile sweeps (i =4) slightiy dominatedie ejections (i=2)
(see Table 7.2). At the 23.3m level, the dominance of sweeps is much more

pronounced, mainly due to the "above canyon" runs (position 4), whereas the ratio

between S2,o and S4)0 above the roof remains unchanged as compared to 28.3m.
Below roof level the contributionof sweeps further increases and thus AS0, the
difference between S4 0 and S2)0» becomes larger (S2,o/S4j0 smaller). The large
contributions of the stress fractions Si,0 at the lowest level arise from averaging over a
numberof runs with smaU, sometimespositive momentumtransport. At this height,
the total turbulent flux of momentum is often found to be die small sum of large
contributions of the individual sectors.Note that for the averaging as shown in Fig.
7.7, those runs with total Reynolds stress smaller than 0.05m2s"2 were excluded to

avoid the results to be dominated by Single runs (this, essentially only affects the

contributions at die lowest levels and in particularthe mid-canyonposition at 13m. For
tiiis position none of the runs passed the üireshold given above).
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Si0,i= 1, 2, 3, 4.

A comparisonof the exuberances (i.e. the ratioof upward to downwardtransport of

momentum, equation (3.12)) at the two levels above the roof (Table 7.2) shows the

increasing importance of inward and outward interactions at 23.3m as compared to the

upper level. These arise from the disturbance of the moreor less organized shearflow
at a, presumably, smaU length scale. Fig. 7.8 ülustrates this in an example. While the

fluctuations of the longitudinal component are often simüarat both heights, the low-

frequency variations of w' are broken up at the lower level into fluctuations of higher
frequency that are less correlated to die u'-component. This leads to the larger
contributions ofinteractions at the expense of sweepsandejections close to die surface.

Furthermore,from Fig. 7.9 it is evidentdiät for die lower level over the roofthe larger
contribution of the sectors 1 and 3 is due to small scale turbulent motion. For example,
the contribution of inwardinteractions,S30, is approximately -0.34 while at position
11 S3 0~ -0.11. For hole size 5, on the other hand, the contribution of inward

interactionsis already smaüerthan-0.05 at both heights.
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Table 7.2 Parameters relatedto quadrant analysis.See definitionsin Section3.3

Position z[m] z/h S2,o/S4>0 AS0 E*>
11 28.3 1.55 0.921 0.051 -0.190

10 23.3 1.27 0.887 0.107 -0.415

4+ 23.3 1.27 0.655 0.273 -0.237
3 16.7 0.91 0.592 0.383 -0.331

2 13 0.71 0.856 0.321 -0.758

) Exuberanceas defined in equation (3.12)

The contributions of the four quadrants at varying hole sizes and for the different

heights (Fig. 7.9) indicate that sweeps are associated with processes of much larger
scale than ejections. Particularly at positions 3 and 4, closely above and below roof

level, respectively, significant contributions to momentum transport due to sweeps
occur at hole sizes up to 30. This is, to a somewhatlesser extent, also observed at

position 10 but not at the uppermostlevel. This behaviour indicates that momentumis

transported into the street canyon by sporadically (see below) penetrating eddiesfrom

aloft. From Fig. 7.9, a tendency for increasing, partiy offsettingcontributions from the

four quadrants can be observed with decreasing height at both positionsin the

horizontal plane (i.e. "above roof and "above and widiin the canyon"). This is a

further indication for the "disorganisation" of the flow or, in other words, the reduced

correlation betweenthe u'- and the w'-fluctuations when approaching the surface.

Fig. 7.10 gives a comparison between the summed stress and time fractions

(equation (3.9)) at hole size zero and at differentheights as a measurefor intermittency.
The most intermittent turbulenceis observed at the 16.7m level. Here, about 70% of
the total momentumtransfer at hole size 5 occursduring less than 10% of the time and
the ratio between total time fractions and total stress fractions is only 0.129 (cf. Table

7.3). At the otherextreme, the level near the zeroplanedisplacement heightwithin die
canyon (position 2), large fractions of total stress occur up to hole size 30 during at an

almost comparablefraction of time (note, that total stress is very close to zero at this

height). There are no significantdifferences in intermittency betweenthe tiiree positions
above roof level (Table 7.3) Thus, from Fig. 7.9 (and Fig. 7.7) the transport of
momentumat the differentheights can be characterized as foUows:
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z/h = 1.55: About 30% of total stress contributions occur at hole sizes smaUertiian 5.
Sweeps sUghtiydominate ejections. SmaUinteractions.

z/h = 1.27:

"roof Enhancedcontributionsfrom the interactions (as comparedto z/h =

1.55). Tendency to smallerscale transport of momentum (40% of total
stress contribution at hole size smaUer than 5). Sweeps slightly dominate
over ejections.AU Si,0 largerthan at z/h = 1.55.

"canyon" Sweeps clearlydominateejections at all hole sizes, while die interactions
are much smaller than at the same height over the roof. No enhanced
intermittency as compared to positions 10 and 11.

z/h = 0.91: Transport of momentum occurs at large hole sizes (more than 70% of
total stress at hole sizes larger than 5) and strongly intermittent.
Downward transport is partially offset by upward transport
(interactions). Sweeps clearlydominate.

z/h = 0.71: Almost no net transport of momentumwitii large contributions S{>0 (>1)
from all sectors.Large stress fractions at hole sizes up to 30 with also
considerable time fractionsat this hole size.

Table 7.3 The ratio of summed time fractions to summed stress fractions

E#iiH/£SijH.(i=l to 4) at hole sizes 5 and 10

Height Hole size

z[m] 5 10

28.3 0.166 0.081
23.3 (roof) 0.199 0.111

23.3 (canyon) 0.171 0.092
16.7 0.129 0.065
13 0.633 0.571
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The presentresultsare in very good agreement with what wasreportedby Raupach
(1981) from artificial rough and smooth surfaces in a wind tunnel study. The inertial

sublayeris identified in these wind tunnel experiments as a layer with S2,o ~ S4,o ~
0.6, both having significantcontributions at H > 10, whereas Si,o = S3,o ~ -0.1 with

vanishing contributions for H > 5. Within the roughness sublayer over the roughest
surface, sweeps are dominating turbulent transport of momentum and have
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contributionsto total stress up to H > 20, whereas ejections cease to contribute at

H > 3. Themain differences to die present observations are:

- Raupach (1981) observes clear roughness sublayer behaviour at z/h = 1.46,
whereas at z/h = 1.55 over the urban surface (which seems to be a comparable
height), the distribution of the 4 quadrants tends towards inertial sublayer
behaviour.

- The fast decrease of contributions from ejections as hole size increases, is not so

pronounced in the URS as observed in the wind tunneLHowever,he points out
that the ratio of sweeps to ejections (or the difference between them)is strongly
dependent on die density ofroughness elements.

- The behaviour of his "withinCanopy" level (z/h = 0.53) rather compares to the
presentposition 3 (z/h = 0.91) than to position 2 (z/h = 0.71). However, this is
associated widi considerablylarger total downwardtransport of momentumat the
mid-canopy height in the wind tunnelexperiment than at the presentposition 2
(see the resultsof Raupach et al.1980). It seems, that for "d-type" roughness (in
the notation of Perry et al., 1969, see also Section9.4 for a detailed discussionof
"d-type" and "k-type" roughness')where recirculating vortices can be formed
behind roughnesselements (as can be anticipated for the present case), not

ejections dominate the momentum transfer (Townsend, 1976), but rather
momentum transfer is stopped at a certain level (identified to be the mean

zeroplanedisplacementin the present study).
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Figure 7.10 Comparison of the summed stress fractions ZSj H.(i=l to 4) and the
summed time fractions 2$^ (i=1 to 4) for different hole sizes H. a)
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position 3 and d) position 2.
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This last point is also the main discrepancywhencomparingthe presentresultsto a

com canopy flow (Shaw et al., 1983). For this type of canopy, no decrease of die

exuberance (to larger negativevalues) withdecreasingheight was observed but rather a

relatively constantvalue of -0.2. It arose from approximately constantcontributions

(within the canopy) from the interactions whüe the contribution of sweeps increases

widi decreasing height (in the upper half of the canopy) and the one of ejections
decreases. Within and above a deciduous forest (Baldocchi and Meyers, 1988), the

verticalstructure of the stress field is also somewhat simüar to the presentresults. At a

level (within the crown area), where the total momentumtransfer is alreadysmaUwith
respect to abovecanopy values the contributions to total stress from die fourquadrants
becomevery large (> 1.5) and are partially offsetting each other. Furthermore, the

exuberance withina deciduous forest canopyranges between-0.3 and -0.8 (associated
witii small total momentumtransport) comparableto the values found for the UCL.
Baldocchi and Meyers (1988) argue that large (negative) exuberance values may be

associated with wake turbulence and secondarycirculations. The presenturban canopy,
for which the importance of wake effectshas been shown eariierand the presence of
vortices (at least in some cases with appropriatewind direction) can be assumed,
strongly Supportsthis hypothesis.

7.5 ResultingProfile of MeanWind Speed

ff die observed profileof Reynoldsstress is the dominantmomentumsource close to

the surface (in stationary flow and non-advectiveconditions) and thus counteracts the

momentumloss due to frictional forces, tiiis has some importantconsequencesfor the

profileof mean wind speed. Starting with a qualitative argument, one may considera
thin layer of height 8z within the roughness sublayer. Turbulent transport of

momentumsupplies this layer with a certain "amount"of momentumfrom above and,
due to the decrease of Reynolds stress in the profile near the surface, the turbulent

transport through the bottom of this layer is somewhatsmaUer. Thus, the resulting
profile of mean wind speed can be expected to have a smaller gradient than the well-
known semi-logarithmicprofile (equation(2.30)) and, close to the surface, the wind

speed must be larger than predictedby equation (2.30). This qualitativebehaviour has
been reported by Raupach et al. (1980) for the flow close to various types of rough
surfaces in a wind tunnel experiment.
Assumingthat local scaling holds for the non-dimensional gradient of mean wind

speed, i.e.
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where u*(z') refers to equation (7.3), it is possible to calculate a profilefor mean wind

speed. The assumption concerning local scaling wül be justified in Chapter 11. For

every Single turbulencerun, equation (7.7) has been integrated numericaUy startingat
the uppermost level and propagating downward. The turbulent flux of sensible heat
(for the calculation of the local Obukhov length L(z')) has been parameterised using
Fig. 8.3 (see Chapter 8). To make different runs comparable to each other, these
calculated wind speeds have been scaled with u*c(38m) and then averaged over all
runs. In Fig. 7.11, this average "calculated" profile (evaluated at the heights of actual

measurements)is compared to the measured profile, which has been averaged in the
same manner. Note tiiat the lowesttwo levelswithinthe canyon have not beenincluded
since they are located below the mean zeroplanedisplacementheight and thus, equation
(7.3) may not be apptied. It can be seen tiiat the correspondence betweencalculated and
measured average profiles is excellent. For comparison, a "constantflux" profile has
been calculatedin the samemanner but with assumed constant turbulent fluxes of
momentum and sensible heat. Fig. 7.11 shows that the observed profile of turbulent

transport of momentumis indeed sufficientto explain the measured profile of mean
wind speed, i.e. diere is no other relevant transport of momentum in the roughness
sublayer.
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The above considerations are valid for average profiles, reflecting the requirement
for horizontal averages. Corresponding to the differing shapes of die Reynolds stress

profiles for differentranges of stabüity (Fig. 7.6), the calculated and measuredprofiles
of wind speed may differ when restrictingthe data to one of the respective stabüity
classes (not shown). A comparisonof calculated and measured profiles of wind speed
for individual runs shows that theirdifference is usuaüy smaUer than about 20% apart
from the lowest considered level. The scatterdecreases with height and reflects the

larger horizontal inhomogeneitynear the surface (see also Mulhearn and Finnigan,
1978).

7.6 Summary

The findings of die foregoingsections are summarizedas foUows:
- the horizontalinhomogeneityof the Reynolds stress field is quite large and
increasingwhen approaching the "surface". In a field study, an average over all
runs (with different wind directions) may yield an estimate of a horizontal
average.

- Reynolds stress increases with height, from very small values at the zeroplane
displacementheight d to an inertial sublayer value at z*. The height dependenceas
foundin die presentstudy can be expressedby equation(7.4).

- an estimate of die dispersive covariancecontribution to total momentumtransport
shows, that the dispersive covariance cannot be the main reason for the height
dependence (decrease) of Reynolds stress in the roughness sublayer. Pressure
effects (form drag) must therefore be responsible for the observed height
dependenceof Reynoldsstress.

- As a resultof form drag acting upon the flow (the moreeffective the closer to the
roughness elements), its "organized" structure is broken up by small scale
disturbances, resulting in larger ("random") upward contributions to total
momentumtransferand smaller("organized") downwardcontributions.

- Using the heightdependenceof Reynoldsstress, the profileof mean wind speed
can be calculatedunder the assumption of local scaüng (equation (7.7)). On
average, difference between the observed and calculated profiles of wind speed
are very small, thus indicating that turbulent transport of momentum is the
dominant process for the descriptionof the momentum balance within the
roughness sublayer.
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8. TurbulentFlux of Sensible Heat

With the equipmentavaüable,it wasnot possible to measurethe turbulent heat flux

(~ w'0') simultaneously at more than one height (the 2x2D sonic did not yield a

temperature measurement).Since the findings concerning the vertical structure of

Reynoldsstress made any constantflux assumption for turbulent heat flux in the urban

roughness sublayerquestionable, it was desirable to definea temperature scale in order

to make the different runs comparableand evaluatethe vertical structure of turbulent

heat flux in the URS. As a scaüngtemperature, 0»c(38m) was therefore calculated from

die gradientof potential temperatureevaluated at the uppermost (profile) level. This

means, simüar to the calculation of u*c(38m), that it wasassumed that inertial sublayer
scaüng is vaüd at titis level (equation 2.32). For the dimensionlesstemperature gradient
Oh, the formulation of Businger et al. (1971) (modified after Högström, 1988) was
chosen:

<|>h = 0.95(1-19.3^)"1/2 unstable

<|>h = 0.95 + 7.8^- stable
(8.1)

Stabüity was determined at z=38.3m using die Gradient Richardsonnumber Rj and
equation (2.24).
Two problemsconcerning the calculation of 6*c(38m) had to be taken into account

in the nearneutralränge:
- very smaU temperature gradients: die accuracy of the temperaturemeasurements
does not allow to distinguish between e.g. d6/dz = 5xl0"5 Km-1 and
d9/dz = 5xl0"3 Km-1 altiiough 0*c(38m) changes by two Orders of magnitude.
Runs with a gradient of potential temperature smaüer than the resolution of the

gradient (i.e. d0/dz < 2x10~3 Km1 wereexcluded from the analysis.
- Although during all runs (and at all heights) a positive turbulent heat flux

(w'0' > 0) was measured, indicating an unstable stratification, a few cases with
(valuable, see above) positive Richardson numbers at z=38.3m occured. These
runs, were also excluded from the analysis dueto their "chaotic" behaviour.

The scaled turbulent flux of sensible heat w'0' (z) / u*c(38m)-0*c(38m)> averaged
over all wind directions, is shown in Fig. 8.1. The varianceof the individual runs at a

particular position (expressedas error bars in Fig. 8.1) is considerablylarger than for
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the scaled Reynolds stress. It amounts to roughly 50% of the mean value at most

positions.This mayhave three reasons:
- the horizontal variabüityis considerablylarger for turbulent heat flux than for
Reynolds stress (see 7.2). However, this is not supported by die difference of die
mean values at the 23.3m level.

- 0*c(38m)is less useful as a scaüng variable than u*c(38m),in otherwords, while
the resultspresented in Chapter 7 support the use of u*c(38m), the temperature
field is such tiiat the calculationof 0*c(38m) maynot be justified.
die fact tiiat u*c(38m) and 0*c(38m) are bodi necessary in order to scale w'0' (z),
introduces die uncertainty concerning the assumption of inertial sublayer scaüng at

38.3m twice into die analysis.
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Figure 8.1 As Fig. 7.5 but for w'0'. 0*c and u*c are calculated from the profile
data at position 12.

A detaüed inspection of the limited number of cases where two or more subsequent
runs are avaüable for analysis shows indeed that a change in turbulent heat flux (as
measured by eddy correlation) is not necessarily accompanied by a corresponding
changein the gradient ofmean potential temperature(or, sometimesvice versa).While
die mean gradient is strongly influencedby the proximity of die surface (see Appendix
A3.3), it must be assumed that processesof larger scales (such as large eddy motions)
may influencethe characteristicsof the observed turbulent heat fluxes. The few runs

where "counter-gradient turbulent heat fluxes" were measured(positivew'0', while die

local gradient ofpotential temperatureindicatesa stable stratification) point to a possible
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importance of large eddy influences (see also Chapter 11). These latter runs, however,
have been excluded from the presentanalysis, since even one Single "counter-gradient
run" at a particular position introduces a very large variance in the average scaled

turbulent heat flux w'0' (z) / u*c(38m)-0*c(38m)through the change of sign. Even if

taken together into a separate group, no characteristic behaviour can be observed,

indicating tiiat in diese cases 0*c(38m)fäüs completely as a scaüng variable.
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Figure 8.2 As Fig. 8.1, but for a) near neutral stability and b) weakly unstable
stratification.
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Eventhough it was shown that 0*c(38m) is less suitable as a scaling variable than

u*c(38m), it mightbe instructiveto look at the meanvaluesof die scaled turbulent heat

flux in Fig. 8.1. Vertical turbulent transport of sensible heat appears to be very small

(but srül positive) withindie street canyon. On average, die maximumis observed close

to roof level h, whüe die horizontaUy averaged turbulent heat flux first decreasesand

then tends to increase again witii increasing height
The heat source (or sink) is locatednear the roof level, at the level which has been

termed"active surface". Both, the heatedroof surface (during the day) and the canyon,

acting as a "heat trap", contribute to the source. Since the horizontal differences of

potential temperature at 21.3m betweenthe roofand die canyon are usually very small

(cf. Appendix A3.3), the local maximumof turbulent heat flux close to the top of the

canyoncan be understood consideringthe distortedflow structure(Fig. 7.5): below the

active surface verticalturbulent transport of sensible heat is quicklysuppressed by the

increasingdisorganisation of the flow, as it was observed for turbulent transport of

momentum.The close presence of the heat source counteracts the generaldecrease of
the "transport capacity" of the flow (Chapter 7) near the roof level. Thus, the scaled

turbulent heatflux somemeters aboverooflevel is smaUerthan at die active surface. In

this sameheightränge, we often observe perturbedprofiles of potential temperature

(Fig. A3.18). The numerical valuesof w'0' (z) / u*c(38m>0*c(38m) above rooflevel

that are alwaysless than unity and the fact that the turbulent flux of sensible heat is in

reasonableequüibrium witii die gradient ofpotential temperatureat 28.3m (see Section

11.2), indicate that

- the kinematic turbulent heat flux at 38.3m, w'0' (38m) , should also be in local

equüibrium witii the temperaturegradient at tiiis level, and tiierefore
- die turbulent flux of sensible heat is likely to furtherincrease at heights larger than

die uppermostposition of the present measurements.

In other words, there is some evidence tiiat the tendency for increasingvalues of
w'0' (z) / u*c(38m)-0*c(38m)betweenpositions 10 and 11 reflects such an increase of

die turbulent heat flux in the Upper part ofthe roughness sublayer.
In spite of aü shortcomingsmentioned above,concerningthe vahdity of 0*c(38m) as

a scaling variable in the presentcase, a conceptual sketch of the vertical structure of

turbulent heat flux is given in Fig. 8.3. Due to the large run-to-run variabüity it cannot

be definitelyconcluded from die present data whetiier die turbulent flux of sensible heat

has a vertical structure as depictedin Fig. 8.3 or whetiier it is simply increasing with

height Nevertheless, it seems clear tiiat this vertical structureis morecomplex than that

observed for Reynoldsstress.
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The question arises, to what extent the observed turbulent flux of sensible heat is

responsible for die heatexchangein die roughness sublayerbetweenthe "surface" (i.e.
die roofregion) and the layers lying above.A simüar analysis as for the profileof mean
wind speed (where it has been shownthat the profileof Reynoldsstress is sufficientto

explain the momentum budget) has therefore been carried out for the potential
temperature. Starting at the uppermost level, equation (2.32) has been integrated
downward numericaUy using a interpolated profile of the observed average turbulent

is
flux of sensible heat instead of 0* . The average measured and calculated profiles of
potential temperature are clearly different (not shown), thus indicating that processes

otiier tiian turbulent transport sigmficandy contribute to die vertical heat exchange.
The first law of thermodynamics for a stationary flow (for which molecular

dissipationand radiation divergencecan be neglected) can be written

ü§i+w^= --i^0T-Av^.l.^^ (8.2)
dx dz 3x 3y 3z

i n m rv v

where the advectionterm associated with the lateral wind component vanishes due to

die choiceof die coordinateSystem.From the present measurements, only terms II and

V can be estimatedat morethanoneheight. In addition,v'0' is usually very small (due
to die choice of die coordinateSystem) so tiiat term IV becomes much smaUer than the

others;Thereis someindication from the present data diät terms I and DI are somewhat

smaller than the remaining two and may vanish if true horizontal averages are

considered.It therefore seems that, apart from the turbulent flux of sensible heat, the

verticaladvection termmay significandycontribute to vertical heat exchange. This is

supported to a certain extent by the presentmeasurements of term fll. However, the

spatial resolution of mean verticalwind in the presentdatais much too small to allow

definiteconclusionsconcerning the contributions to the heat budget at differentheights
ofthe variousterms in equation (8.2).

In future work, die spatial distributionof the verticaladvectionterm and the vertical

flux divergence wül have to be evaluatedin much moredetaü in order to explaindie
heat exchangewithinthe roughness sublayer and in particularat its bottom, i.e. close to

rooflevel. In addition, it wiU be necessaryto performsimultaneous measurementsof
turbulent heat flux at sufficiently large heightsto check whether i) there exists an

inertial sublayerwith respect to turbulent heat transferand ü) at which heightränge (ff
not the same as for Reynoldsstress).
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\//////////A
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Figure 8.3 Conceptualsketch of the vertical variabiütyof the turbulent flux of
sensible heat Vertical axis in units of h, the buüdingheight.
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9. Velocity Variances

9.1 HorizontalVelocityComponents within die RoughnessSublayer

For purelymechanical turbulence over ideal terrain die horizontal velocity variances

can be expected to obey die simplerelations

o\i,v = Au>v-u* (9.1)

where AU)V are constantsto be determined in neutral stabüity. Valuesfor AU)V are in

very good agreementfor different sites (as long as only homogeneous fetch conditions

are considered) and can be given as 2.4 and 1.9 respectively(e.g. Panofsky and

Dutton, 1984). In complex (or roUing) terrain, however, they can be considerably
larger(up to 4.5 and 3.8, respectively) or smaüerdue to die fact tiiat horizontal velocity
variance is mainly produced by large quasihorizontaleddies tiiat are modified only
slowly and "remember"rougher conditions of the upwind fetch (Panofsky and Dutton,
1984). For non neutral (convective)conditions low-frequency variations of large
amplitude are superposed to horizontal velocity records. These variations are

independentof height so tiiat Monin - Obukhovscaling is not likelyto apply. Therefore

Panofsky et al. (1977) suggesteda dependenceon mixed layer height zj

Ou/
u* ¦M!) (9.2)

Nevertheless, some authors report a certaindependenceof 0"u>v / u* on stability, too

(e.g. Steyn, 1982; Clarke et al., 1982; Ramsdell, 1975). In general, also the scatterof

crU)V / u* increases considerablywidi larger - Zj/L.
Forvariousurban environments neutral values for ou>v / u* have been reported (see

Table 9.1). Whüe o\,/u*show little differences to results from homogeneous terrain

(2.2 - 2.8), values for o\/u* vary between 1.5 (Bowne and Ball, 1970) and 2.8

(Högström et al. 1982). No dependenceon surface characteristics can be found for

these large departuresto "ideal fetch"-values (Table 9.1). This mightbe partiy due to

die fact that not all autiiors provide the same information on geometry of the urban

surface (height of roughness elements at the experimentalsite and - moreimportant- Zo
and / or zero plane displacement in the upwind fetch or source area) or use different
mediodsto determine tiiose numbers.
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Resultsfrom the presentstudy are presentedin the following. In Figs. 9.1 and 9.2

gJvl* and oVu* respectively are plotted vs. the local value of stability (note that all

turbulencecharacteristicsincludingu* andL are taken as local values throughout the

following). Different Symbolsindicate the 8 wind direction'sectors.For die along-wind
component a lower boundaryof approximately 1.8 can be observed but no Variation

over the (relativelysmall) ränge of stability. An average value for all data from runs

with stabüities (z'/L) larger man - 0.05 is determined as 2.2. For oVu* (Fig. 9.2) the

same overaUfeature is observed and die mean value in the near neutral ränge is 1.5.

Two very distinctgroups of data, however, are foundfor small negativevaluesof z'/L

producing a larger scatter tiian for oVu* (these distinct groups are evenmaintained if all

unstationary or otherwiserejected data - cf. Section5.3 - are included in the analysis).
Small values of oVu* are found only for situations with flow from wind direction

sectors 1 and 2 (0 - 90°). These wind direction sectors have no predominant
characteristics,neither close to the site (in a distance of the order of the surface areas

for the various measurements,or approximately 1km) nor on a regional scale: the

distance from the Anwand site to die surroundinghüls - and tiieir height - is not very
different for die varioussectors, apart from sector 3 where the lake provides a further

opening. A reducedratio of o\ to u* might be an indication for a flow over rough
ground, downstream of a smootherterrain (Panofsky an Dutton, 1984). However, an

inspection of the Zq values for die wind directions sectors (see Section6.2) and of the

city map does not providefurther evidence that this could be the reason for the reduced

oVu*when die flow approaches from sectors 1 or 2. Recallingequation (9.2), it has to

be assumed that large-scale processes are responsible for die differences in oVu*
betweenthe wind direction sectors.

9.2 Vertical VelocityComponentwithinthe RoughnessSublayer

As the horizontalvelocity components, awis in non-buoyant situations over

homogeneous terrain expected to obey the simplerelation

aw =AW • u* (9.3)

where Aw is a constant found to be approximately 1.3 over wide ränge of different
sites. For non-neutral(convective)conditions, ow scales - other than the horizontal

velocity variances - with the heightof Observationand is expected to follow Monin -

Obukhov scaling.

^=OwW (9.4)
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Panofskyet al. (1977) suggestfor <X>W

S- 13 (l "3# (9-5)

while other authors find slightly different formulations (e.g. Businger, 1959;

Wyngaard et al., 1971; cf. Fig. 9.3 ). In the limit of free convection, the vertical

velocity variance becomes independent of frictionvelocity and can be described in

termsof the convectivevelocity scaleuf

¦/3«.-l^J«-«?*!« (9'6>

In various studies, vertical velocity variances have been determined in urban

environments. The values given in Table 9.2 for the neutral limit indicate a good
generalcorrespondence to ideal terrainvalues. Clarke et al. (1982), who provide the

most extensiveresultson urban turbulence statisticsin the literature, observed Gw/u* to

be smallerin magnitude than predictedby (9.5) especially for weakly unstableruns

(smaU negativevaluesof z'/L) at tiieir urban sites.

In Fig. 9.3 die stabüity dependenceof oVu* at the Anwand site is depictedtogether
with two examplesof (9.4). A neutral value is determined from aü measurementswith

Iz'/Ll ^ 0.05 as 1.0. In general, verticalvelocity variancesare smallerthan predicted by
e.g. (9.5) but die relatively small amount of data does not aüow strong conclusions.

Due to smallränge of stabüitiesobserved,results are not conclusivein terms of die -1/3
power for strong convection. Thereis, however, no contradiction, either.

Using a simptified TKE budget equation(Clarke et al., 1982)

e=4 + JwY + LM&Z) + 1 f(pw)1 T 2 dz} '
o dzVF '

= h! + l^f +l-d/w^+ 1 JLIW^A (9.7)

and an expressionfor die dissipationrate ofTKE (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972)

3
e = °wL (9.8)

Mw) '
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equation (9.4) can be rearranged: rf the last two terms on die right hand side of (9.7)
are neglected (results of Wyngaard and Cote (1971) indicated the net effect of these

terms to be smaU) and 1 = kz', Clarke et al. (1982) find

Gw = C(u*3 + kUf3) v3 (9.9)

with C ~ (Lg(w)/1)^. To determine the relativeimportance of the thermal and shear

induced vertical motions, a simüar form as (9.9) but consistent with (9.5) can be

obtainedthrough a least Squarefit of the form

ow3 = Ci u*3 + C2 Uf3 (9.10)

as done by Clarke et al. (1982). In this notation, (9.5) by Panofsky et al. (1977)
corresponds to Q ~ 2.2 and C2~ 2.6.
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Figure 9.3 As Fig. 9.1 but for gJu* . Soüd and dashed lines are predictions by
Businger (1959) and Panofsky et al. (1977), respectively.
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In Fig. 9.4, the right hand side of (9.9) is shown vs. cw. The factor of

proportionatity, C, is slightly larger thanunity (C ~ 1.12) but smaüer than reportedby
Clarke et al. (1982) (1.18 for their urban sites, 1.27 for the rural site and the same

stability ränge). These differences mightbe due to differentmeasurement heights z or

boundary layer states (see definition of C after equation (9.9)), since Lg(w) can be

expressed in terms of X,m, the peak wave length ofe.g. die w-energyspectrum, Clarke

et al., 1982). It is also not farfrom experimentaluncertainty. Table 9.3 lists the values

for Ci and C2 (9.10) for the Anwanddata and St. Louis data(Clarkeet al., 1982).

Table 9.3 also lists die Parameters C\ and Q.2 determined after (9.10) in a form

consistent with (9.5). In tiiis notation we have

C^Ci^and C2' = Cl
0.4CT

For comparison, results from an ideal site (Panofsky et al., 1977) and from the

StLouis study (Clarke et al, 1982) are given. As compared to ideal sites (or at least

rural sites), the urban measurementsshowa less pronounceddependenceon stability,
indicated by considerablysmaüervaluesfor C2'. The parametersCi and C2 are smaller

in urban areas indicating that both friction velocity and uf are larger while the ratio

aw/u* remains relativelyunchanged(or slighdy smaüer). The relative importance of the

two processes that are involved in generatingvertical fluctuations, mechanical and

thermal effects, is quite different for urban and non-urban sites. In the former,
mechanical productionclearly dominates (see Table 9.3, C1/C2) whereasfor rural sites

thermallyinduced vertical fluctuations seem to be moreimportant than those that are

mechanicaüy induced. In the case of the presentdata one might argue that due to the

small stabüity ränge (0>z'/L> -1) diis result could have been anticipated.The fact that

almost the same ratio C1/C2 wasfound in St.Louis for a stability ränge of 0 >z'/L> -5,
however, indicates that die dominance of mechanical over thermal production can be

viewedas a general feature ofvertical fluctuationsover urban surfaces.
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Table 9.3: Parameters for the determination of aju* = C^l - C2z'/L) and

0"w = Qu3* + C2U^, respectively from varioussites.

study C'i C'2 Ci c2 C1/C2 site

Panofskyet al. 1.3 3 2.20 2.64 0.83 "ideal"

(1977)

Clarke et al.(1982) 1.16 2.95 1.56 1.84 0.85 rural reference

site*), z'/L > -5

Clarke et al. (1982) 1.13 1.56 1.44 0.90 1.60 four urban sites,

averagevalues *

present study 0.94 1.29 0.83 0.48 1.73 urban site,
0>z'/L>-l

*) averagedover a value for the summer and fall data set, evaluated separately.
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Figure 9.4 aw/u* vs. the right hand side of equation (9.9). DifferentSymbols for
wind direction sectors as indicated.
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9.3 Temperature Variance

The non-dimensionalized variance of temperature was used to determine the

zeroplane displacement height (see Chapter 6.1). Thus, using the optimal d for the

variouswinddirection sectors, °Vö* is in fact forced to follow the inertial sublayer
prediction (equation6.2) as closely as possible. It was one of die prerequisites of the

TVM (temperaturevariancemethod to calculate d) diät the temperaturevarianceobeys
inertial sublayer scaling (even within die roughness sublayer over a certain type of

surface) andsmall systematic departures mayoccur dirough an erroneousestimate of d.

Nevertheless,this "forcing" of <Ve* towards its inertial sublayer prediction does not

change die fact diät there are no large deviations from the inertial sublayerprediction for

the present data (Fig.6.3a). If d would have been determinedby e.g. a geometric
method, this would not alter this result drastically. Fig 6.3b shows that even an

extreme value of d (d ~ h) has no severe effecton die general agreement of the present
data with the inertial sublayerprediction. Note, however, that the temperaturevariance
in Fig. 6.3 is scaled with the local 9* and also stability is calculated from local values.

Clarke et al. (1982) report a simüaraccordance of 0V9* over an urban surface (St.

Louis). Their temperature variances were also locally scaled (since only one

measurementlevel was available).It appearstherefore to be a generalresultthatrough
(urban) surfaces do not change die behavior of the non-dimensionaüzedtemperature
varianceas long as theycan be consideredthermaUyhomogeneous (see 6.1).

9.4 Scaled Profilesof Velocityvariances

The same scaling variable as for Reynolds stress, u*c(38m), was used to obtain

vertical profiles of the velocity variancesand 6*c(38m) for the profiles of 09. See

Chapters 7 and 8, respectively, for the definition and limitations in the use of these

variables.Note especiaüy that stabüity rangesgiven in the followingrefer to stabüity as

determined at z = 38.3m.

a) longitudinalvelocity variance
The averaged profile of au/u*c(38m) over all wind directions and therefore

corresponding to a horizontal average is presentedin Fig. 9.5. Note that this type of

scaling (i.e. non local), results in "too small" values as compared to ideal sites. This

simply reflects the heightdependence of the local u*. The scaledou increases with

heightthroughout the canyon and remains more or less constantwidiin the RS. At the

lowest level within the canyon, we find a very large variabüity at both horizontal
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positions and a clear difference in the averages among them. The two positions at

z=23.3m stül showconsiderablescatter but no systematic difference.
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to the numberof runsfor which averages (and variances) are shown.

a) longitudinalvelocity variance
The averaged profile of au/u*c(38m) over all wind directions and therefore

corresponding to a horizontal average is presentedin Fig. 9.5. Note that this type of

scaling (i.e. non local), results in "too smaU" values as compared to ideal sites. This

simply reflects the height dependenceof the local u*. The scaledau increases with

heightthroughout the canyon and remains more or less constantwithin the RS. At the

lowest level within die canyon, we find a very large variabüity at both horizontal
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positions and a clear difference in the averages among them. The two positions at

z=23.3m stül showconsiderablescatter but no systematic difference.

The profile does not showany weü defineddependenceon wind direction.For the

near neutral runs, the vertical dependence within the canyon almost completely
vanishes and a constant value of 1.75 throughout the whole height ränge under

consideration is observed (not shown). Whüedie profileof Gju*c(3Sm) for the weakly
unstableruns is quite simüaras Fig. 9.5, no clear vertical structure can be observed if

z'/L < -0.5. These latter runs, however, largely contribute to the large scatter at all

levels in Fig. 9.5. It seems that the longitudinal velocity variance within the street

canyon is only weaklyinfluencedby the above-canyon flow in these cases.
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Figure 9.6 As Fig. 9.5, but for av/u*c(38m)

b) lateral velocity variance

0"v/u*c(38m) behaves very simüar on average as au (Fig.9.6). There is, however, a

slight tendency within the RS to decrease with height. This tendency originates from
the near neutral runs (Fig. 9.7). For z'/L < -0.5, we observe again a completely
different picture,contributing to the scatter in Fig. 9.6. No characteristicbehaviour for

differentwind directions could be observed.
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Figure 9.7 As Fig. 9.6, but for near neutral runs.

c) vertical velocity variances
The verticalvelocity variance has the most complex structure. While showing littie

vertical variabüity in die overaü average (all wind directions)but a large "scatter" at the

lowest level (Fig. 9.8), the Situation changes drasticaUyfor the three stability ranges

(Fig. 9.9). In the near neutral runs, aw/u*c(38m)decreaseswith heightover the whole

height ränge (Fig. 9.9a), under weakly unstable conditionsit does not change very

much with height (Fig. 9.9b), and it increases with height if z'/L < -0.5. At z=28.3m

and also at z=16.7m (!) we find radier lüde Variation of aw/u*c(38m) with stability. At
z= 23.3m (especially die "above canyon" position) on the other hand, and clearly at

z=13m within the street canyon, ow seems to be strongly influencedby the stabüity of
the overlyingflow.
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Figure 9.10 As Fig. 9.5, but for turbulent kinetic energy.

d) Turbulentkineticenergy

Taking all three velocity components into consideration, it might be instruetive to

look at the turbulent kineticenergy e, i.e.

J_
uic(38m) 2 uic(38m)

{oi? + c? + Gl) (9.11)

An average over aü wind directions (Fig. 9.10) shows e to increase within the

canopy up to a height close to (and presumablyabove) h. In the RS, the turbulent
kinetic energy decreasesagain with height.The variabüity aroundthe average at each

position is again (and particularly at the lowest position within the canyon)
considerable, and at least partiy due to the different behaviour for the stabüity ranges

(Fig. 9.11).
It has been stated in Section7.2 that the layer close to roof level h is characterized

through die break-up of die organized flow due to wake effectsresulting in a reduced

transport capacity (turbulent fluxes of sensible heat and momentum). The same

processesare probably responsible for die local maximumof turbulent kinetic energy at

the interface betweenUCL andURS.
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In orderto Interpretdie stabüity dependence of the e - profiles (or diät of die velocity
variances) it may be appropriate to recall the conceptual picture of Perry et al. (1969)
concerning different types of rough surfaces. Their most important findings (for the

present purpose) are the following:
- there are two types of rough surfaces: above "k-type" surfaces, velocity profiles

are predominantly determined by die roughness scale k (corresponding to the

roughness element heighth in the present notation).Above "d-type" surfaces, the
important scale determining the velocity profile is an outerflow scale d (the pipe
diameter in theirexperiments).See Fig. 9.12 for a conceptual sketchof die flow
over both surfaces.

- d-typeroughness is associated witii a much shallowerroughness sublayer.
- for roughness elements of equal height, the transitionbetweenk-typeand d-type

roughness dependson the ratio betweenthe widtiiof the roughness elements and
die inter-element spacing.

- the pressure distributionwithinthe canopyis for d-type surfaces very sensitive to

"vertical misalignment" of the roughness elements.This means that e.g. a five

percent change in height of the cavity under investigation resulted in a ~ 35%
changeof the surface dragcoefficient(proportional to die waü shear stress).

- the results of pipe flow experiments mightbe appüed to real boundarylayers in
the case of zero (mean) pressure gradient. Then, the pipe diameter d might
correspond to die mixingheight z^

gs^
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Figure 9.12 Flow over a) k-type and b) d-type surfaces. Modifiedafter Perry et al.
(1969).
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Especiallythe second last point shows that d-typeroughness is an idealized concept
for roughnesselements of exacdy the same height. Thus, real rough surfaces can

hardly be expected to behave according to d-type roughness. Although Perry et al.

(1969) treat the "misalignment" of the roughness elements as an error in the
determinationof surface shear stress and therefore keep the element's heights withina
small tolerance, it must be assumed tiiat the observed pressure differences in the case of

roughness elements of not exactly die same height are real and wül lead evenfor d-type
distributionofroughness elements to a k-type behaviour.

Clearly, the observed profiles of turbulent kinetic energy and the velocity variances

indicate a k-type surface in the case ofneutral stability or weaklyunstable stratification,
where the turbulent State within the UCLseems to be related to a certain extent to the

RS turbulent structure (Fig. 9,12a). In the case of stronger instabüity, the flow within

the canyon appears to be decoupledfrom the flow above (e.g. Fig. 9.11) and thus, it

seemspossible that, despite the irregularities in surface geometry, the flow behaves like

over a d-type surface. In particular, the following characteristics may support this

hypothesis:
- the very small turbulent kinetic energy within the canyon indicates a certain

decoupling of the canyon flow.
- the large run-to-run variabüity of all velocity variances points to highly

intermittentturbulence dominated by (rare) large scale events.
- the generalincrease of e with height and in particulardie lackingmaximumclose

to the roof level indicate that large scale processes dominatethe distribution of
turbulent kineticenergy.

Althoughthis hypothesisis highly speculative and cannot be provedwith the present
data, a conceptual sketchof the flow over an urban surface is given in Fig. 9.13 for

nearneutral and strongly unstable situations.
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Figure 9.13 Conceptual sketchof die flow close to an urban surface togetiierwith
schematic profiles of turbulence variables, (u* denotes the inertial
sublayer value). a) near-neutral and b) strongly unstable situations

e) Comparison to other rough surfaces
Profiles of velocity varianceshave beenreportedfrom several wind tunnel studies.

Results of Raupach (1981) indicate that close to the roughsurface (z < 2h) Oi - profiles
are highly dependenton the surfacegeometry. Whüe the profiles of the horizontal

velocity componentsare comparableto the present results, Gw/u* increases with height
in the lower roughnesssublayer (or even canopy) in contrast to the present (near
neutral) observations. A clear decrease of both ou and ow within die canopy is also

reported by Raupach et al. (1986). These differences in ow profiles between wind

tunnel and the presentresultsmust probably be explainedby the completely different

geometry and distribution of the roughness elements (even in "rough surface"

experiments in the wind tunnel, the roughness elements are distributed with much less

density and are of different shape thanurban buüdings).
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9.5 Scaled Profileof Temperature Variance

In order to obtain a profile of the temperature variance, the measurements of the

various runs were scaledwith 8*c(38m). Fig. 9.14 shows that, on average, 09 is

approximately constant with height above the canyon. Within the canyon, the

temperaturevariance is remarkably reduced (-50%) apart from its uppermostpart. The

variabüity is, especially at the uppermost level, very large mainly for reasons

concerning 0*c(38m)as a scaüngvariable as discussedin Chapter 8.

Unfortunately,not enough measurements are available (in particular within the

canyon) to presenta 09 profile for strongly unstablestratification. This would be very

interestingin the contextof the flow behaviouras hypothesizedin die previous section.
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10. Turbulence Intensity

Turbulence intensityis definedas the ratio of die Standard deviation of the respective
wind component to the mean wind speed

Ii = Oi/ü»i = n.v,w (10.1)

For ideal fetch conditions, one can use the equation for the mean wind speed ü
(2.28) and (9.2) to derive a relation between Iv and zi/L, z'/L and z'/z0. This is

desirable since Iv is an importantvariable for diffusion modeüing.However, Panofsky
and Dutton (1984) point out that through a tendency to a strong (negative) correlation

between z\ and -L, Iv is predominandy dependent on stabüity.For observationswithin
the roughness sublayer, a generalrelation for Ii using the non-dimensional wind shear

(for a description ofü) seems unlikely.Results are morelikely in terms ofthe departure
of the non-dimensional wind shearfrom ideal formulation(see Chapter 11) than for Ii.
Fig. 10.1 shows Iv vs. stabüity for the Anwand site, Iu being very simüarto Iv. There

is no strongVariation with stability to be observed since the amount of data is rather

small. Nevertheless, a regression has been performed to indicate a tendency in stabüity.
Iv (and Iu, too) is alwayslarger than about 0.25 and Iw ^ 0.15. These "lower lirnits"

are considerablyhigher than what is observed over ideal terrain (e.g. Panofskyet al.,
1977) but also somewhathigher than what can be deduced from average Ii (and its

Standard deviation) reported for various urban sites (e.g. Brook, 1972; Högströmet
al., 1982; Clarke et al. 1982). Very large turbulence intensities(IU)V « 0.8, Iw ^ 0.3)
can be observed for very light wind conditions(u < 1ms"1). Although many authors

report a dependence of Ii on wind direction in urban areas (Brook, 1972; Ramsdell,
1975; Clarke et al., 1982) indicating that turbulence intensity is dependanton the

roughness characteristic in the upwind source area of the measurement, no such

variabüity can be observed for the presentdata (Fig 10.1). This is probably due to the

relativelysmall difference in urban structurefor all wind directions at the Anwandsite.

Clarke et al. (1982) report a dependence of Iv and Iw on z'/zq using the logarithmic
wind profile to calculate Zq. From what has been stated in Section6.2 concerning this

approach for zQi it seemsthat die givenrelationmightbe rather a hidden dependenceon
u* /ü than on Zq. If Zq is calculated from land use characteristics(see Section6.2) as in

the present study, no such characteristic can be found. Table 10.1 lists the overaü

averages (and Standard deviations) of Ii for the Anwanddata set together widi the linear

regression coefficientsfor die (very weak) stabüity dependence.
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Turbulence intensities can vary significantly with height of Observation,z', as

pointed out e.g. by Bowne and Ball (1970), Brook (1972), Ramsdell (1975) and

Högströmet al. (1982). All authors agree that turbulence intensities decrease with

increasing height. This Observation is confirmed by the present data (Fig. 10.2)
between positions 10 and 11. Differences in Ij can amount to more than 50% of the

upper value but showno distinct dependence on Ii itself. Note that all data are shown in

Fig. 10.2, even if they are considered unstationary or rejected for otherreasons (see
Section 5.3). The only exception is die locally disturbedw component by the sonic
itself (Appendix A2) for certain wind directions. In general, the observed
characteristics do not change if die "rejected" data are included. Even for a small
increase in the heightof Observation(5m), turbulenceintensities decrease remarkably.
This tendency is less prominentfor large u*. For small u* a considerable scatter in

Ii(z2) - li(zi) is found, whereasfor u* ^ 0.8ms*1 the difference in Iv (and also Iu, not
shown) is of the order of -0.05 and the difference in Iw disappears for the given
interval in measurementheight. The measurementsfor which z^ = zq = position 10 are

shownin Fig. 10.2 for comparison. Theresults from these few runs indicate that the
scatter between the two instrumentsamounts to approximately 0.05 (Iu v) and 0.02

(Iw), but is considerablysmallerthan the observed differences if the instrumentswere

mounted at different heights. As the mean wind speed increases with height, height-
constantvelocity varianceswould result in decreasing Ii. A direct comparisonof 0"i

simultaneouslymeasuredat heights zi and z2 shows that, in addition to the increase of

wind speed with height, a more or less continuous decrease of G[ with height can be

observed.

Table 10.1 Parameters of regression analysis for the stabüity dependence of
turbulence intensities Ii=a(z'/L)+b. The third column is calculated
including the rejected data in the case of w (disturbed vertical
component by the sonic itself, see Appendix A2).

Ou/u oVu 0"w/ü 0"w/ü

A 0.0114 0.592 0.145 0.392
B 0.566 0.438 0.263 0.207

R2 0.0056 0.239 0.129 0.623
Mean 0.567 0.482 0.274 0.235

sd.-dev.
numberofob¬

servations

0.131

74

0.109

74

0.072

74

0.042

26
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11. The Dimensionless Gradients of Wind Speed and Potential

Temperature

In order to study the behaviour of the dimensionless gradients of wind speed and

temperature (equations (2.26) and (2.32) respectively) in the urban roughness
sublayer, all turbulenceruns with at least one sonic anemometer abovecanyon height h

is
were analyzed andcompared to die wellknown semi-empirical relationshipsOm for the

inertial sublayer(often referred to as surface layer). Since the turbulent moisturefluxes

(~q'w') were not directly measured, it was not possible to calculate the dimensionless

gradient of specific humidity.With die 2 x 2D Sonic System no directmeasurementsof
the fluctuating temperature were available. The average vertical Variation of u* and

w'0' between die heights of interest (23.3mand 28.3m, respectively),in particular the
relatively small change with height of w'8' (see Chapter 8), led to the following
assumption: the local 6* at the height of the 2 x 2D sonic was calculatedusing
Reynoldsstress as measuredby the 2 x 2D sonic and w'0' from the 3D sonic (i.e. 5m

higher up in most of the runs). Results will be shown to be not affected by this

assumption (concerning essentially the dimensionless temperature gradient and, less

important, the local stabüity z'/L). Gradients of mean wind speed were calculated by
fitting a second orderpolynomial in In z1 to the fourmeasuredwind speeds and taking
the derivative with respect to z' at the height of interest. In the case of the gradients for

potential temperature, the same procedure was applied in principle. For some

turbulenceruns, however, only two temperature levels were avaüable (at 3 and 20m

aboveroof level, respectively) and thus, for these runs the differentialwas replacedby
the differences of potentialtemperatureandheight

11.1 TheDimensionless WindShear

The calculated values of dimensionless wind shearOm are shown in Fig. 11.1 in

comparisonwith a semi-empiricalformulationof Businger et al. (1971) modified after

Högström (1988). Two features are apparentat a first glance:
- At the higher level (10mabove rooflevel, position 11), the correspondence to the

inertial sublayerprediction is fairly good. <£m at this level seems to be rather small
and tiiere is considerable scatter (not dependent on stabüity).

- At the lower level on the other hand (position 10), large deviations from the
Businger et al. (1971) formulation are observed over whole (small though)
stabüity ränge.
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Figure 11.1 <I>m for different stabüitiesat positions 10 (¦+) and 11 (CD).The sotid line
represents equation (2.29),Businger et al. (1971).

From the first point, it can be concludedthat the gradient of wind speed is in

equihbrium widithe local turbulent flux of momentumat the height distinctiy abovethe
mean roof level but well within the roughness sublayer. If scaledwith the proper u*

from the inertial sublayer(see Chapter 7), Om can be expected to be biased by some

15% below its IS value (for that particular height). At only 5m (or ~0.25h) closer to

rooflevel, this equüibrium betweenlocal flux ofmomentumand gradient of meanwind
is

speed is completely absent. <X>m is either much larger or much smaller than <|>m.
Althoughduring most of the time, the 2 x 2D Sonic was used at this level (and the 3D

System at the upper level, cf. Table 4.2) this discrepancy cannot be attributed to

systematicmeasurementerrors, since the 3D Sonic, mounted for short time at position
10, too, does not yield different results (under- and over-estimatingdrasticaüy). This

finding also justifies die use of w' 0' as measuredby die 3D sonic for die calculation of
the local stabüity z'/L at die position of die 2 x 2D sonic (see above).These runs are

also included in Fig. 11.1. When classifyingthe runs at the 5m level accordingto wind
direction, it is found that in general, Om is underestimated if the above roof wind
direction ües between46° and 270° and overestimatedeise. There are, however, two or
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three exceptions from this "rule" that may well be attributed to the fact that wind

direction was measured instantaneously with a 10 minute interval between the

measurements.

11.1.1 PossibleReasonsfor the ObservedOmDepartures

a) distanturban structure

An inspectionof a city map (Fig. 11.2) shows that for the wind direction sector

where Om is overestimated,we find the buüding structure to be quite different in the

upwind (source) area, i.e. loosely arrayedlarge industrialcomplexes, as compared to

the other wind direction sector with its moreregulär urban structure.This region of

industrialcomplexes is located some 500 - 2000mfrom the Anwand site, whereasin

the closer environment, die urban structureis quite simüar for aü wind directions.The

questionarises whetiier diis difference in buüdinggeometryin a (distant) upwind area

can be the reason for the observed difference in <E>m. To find a conclusive answer, the

followinghas to be taken into consideration:
- wind direction sector 1 (see Fig. 11.2) certainly represents the rougher upwind

fetch. Raupach et al. (1980) show diät the eddy diffusivity Km (proportional to

<Dm-u*) is not dependent on the surface roughness and, in general, larger within
die RS than over smooth terrain. Thus, from this pointof view, air advected from

both wind direction sectors would have to showthe same characteristics(i.e. <X>m
is

being smaller man Om).
- It is very unlikely that in a layer of high turbulenceactivity with enhancededdy

diffusivity a disturbancecan be advected over several hundredsof meters in a

distinct shaüow layer (<I>m at position 10 does not showdie same characteristic).
- Whencalculating the source area (Schmid, 1988) for the runs at position 10, its

extension is found to be of the order of 50 - 100 m. (Note, however, that the
source area model of Schmid (1988) requires as an input a value for z0, the
surface roughness, which is defined in relation to the inertial sublayerprofile of
mean wind speed; see also Section6.2)

It is dierefore concluded that the differences in the (distant) upwind sectorscannot be

the reason for the observed under- and overestimationrespectively of <I>m. Since a

closer look at the nearby environment does not show any features being characteristic

for eitherwind direction sector 1 or 2, it has to be assumed that die dependenceofOm -

is
Om on wind direction only "masks" anotherfactor of influence.
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b) estimation of z1

The only wind direction dependent variable in the calculation of <I>m is in fact the

zeroplane displacement height (see 6.1). At this low level under consideration(z1
varying between 6 and 13 m) a change in d (and therefore z') can indeed seriously
affect the calculationofOm. For all runs, a quantity d' was calculated through

^ kjz^ is (U1)
dz u*

TP

where Om is the inertial sublayer prediction given by equation (2.29). Results are

averaged over the same wind direction sectors as the zeroplane displacement d and

compared to the latter in Table 11.1. Differencesbetweend and d' üe between Im and

2.5m (or 5 and 25%) in general. For one sector (226° - 270°) all valuesof d, and for

another(316° - 360°) the value of d' for one run, however, are negative! This shows

that the possiblywrong zeroplanedisplacement heightcannot be considered the main

source of the d>m departures at the 5m level. It shows, on the other hand, also

drastically how severe the <bm departures can be. There is another reason, why a

systematically biased zeroplane displacement cannot be the source of the <I>m
departures. If this would be the case, z' would also be biased in the same direction at

position 11 (howeverless pronounced) and correspondinglyd>m. This is not proved
by the data.

c) measurementuncertainty
The scatter in 3>m at the different heights introduced by the uncertaintyof the

determination of dü/dz, z' and u* respectively, can be calculated through

dOm
=

A(dü/dz) Azl + Au^ (11.2)
m dü/dz z' u*

whereA indicates the uncertainty of the respective variable.Inserting typicalvaluesinto
equation (11.2) for the two levels and estimating the uncertainties (A z' = 0.5m - the

resolution of d; A(dü7dz)) from the relative accuracy of the wind speed measurement;

Au* after equation (5.2)) yields very small differences in dOm/Om at 5m and 10m

above roof level respectively. Some 30% at die upper and around 35%at the lower

level. Whüe this figure correspondsreasonably wellto the observed scatter at position
11 (Fig.11.1), the Om departures are much larger than35% at position 10.
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Table 11.1 Comparison of the zeroplane displacement height d and d' (equation
(11.2)) for differentwind direction sectors at position 10.

wind direction d[m] d'[m] numberof

sector observations

0° - 45° 14 12.5 3

46° - 90° 15.5 14.5 4

91° -135° 17 15.9 2

136° -180° 16 14.9 2

181° - 225° - -

226° - 270° 13.5 -4.2 5

271°-315° 10.5 13.1 2

316° - 360° 14 12.5 4

d) wakediffusion effect

Accordingto Raupach et al. (1980) a reduced <I>m (or an enhancededdy diffusivity
Km) close to a rough surface can be attributedto the so-caüed "wake diffusion effect".

They point out that it may be associated with die "horse-shoe" vortexwhich develops if

an isolated roughness element is exposed to a shear flow (see Fig. 11.3). The shear

flow's (transverse) vorticity will be transferred to streamwisedirected vorticity
concentratedin the two horse-shoe ümbs. From the direction of rotation in the two

horse-shoe ümbs, it foUows that high velocity fluidis is transported into the center of

the wake. Further downstream of the obstacle, the horse shoe vortex breaks up and

thus contributes to the turbulent kinetic energy in the roughness sublayer. Since eddies

with a streamwise axis of rotation are very effective in transporting momentum(in the

vertical), a region of interacting wakes is likely to be one of enhanceddiffusivity(for
detaüs see Raupach et al., 1980). Fig. 11.3 shows the complicated turbulencestructure
around an isolated obstacle leading to the above described effects (adapted from

Hosker, 1984)). It is easily seen from this conceptual drawing that horizontal

inhomogeneity may "mask" the wake diffusion effect leading to locally large
differences in <I>m.

11.1.2 Qualities of Om in die Roughness Sublayer

To obtain "horizontal averages"(Fig. 11.4), the dimensionless wind shearhas been

averaged over all wind directions and grouped into classes of stabüity (note thatfor the

lower level two horizontal positions - "above roofand "above canyon", respectively -

are included, whereas at the upper level but one position is available). If ®m i s

calculated using local values of u* (and w'0' for the determination of L) and
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horizontaUyaveraged,it is quite weUrepresented by the inertial sublayerformulationat
botfi heights (Fig.11.4). Closer to the roughness elements, the departures are still

somewhat larger. Calculatingthe run-to-run varianceof the valuesshown in Fig. 11.4,
it is found to increase by a factor of 2-5 between the upper and the lowerlevel (Table
11.2).

If the gradient of the mean wind speed would alternatively be scaled with uis
(correspondingto the Reynolds stress in the inertial sublayer), Om would be smaüer

than <£^ at both heightsand for all stabüities at the present site (cf. Fig. 7.5). Using
is

this type of scaling, Om was often foundto be smaüer man Om over similarly rough
but different types of surfaces such as forests (Garratt, 1978 a,b; Raupach, 1979;
Garratt, 1980; Beljaars et al.,1983; Högström et al., 1989). Thus, considering these
differences in scaling, the characteristic departures of Omfrom inertial sublayer
behaviour is simüarin the roughness sublayer over an urban surface as over various

types of rough natural surfaces.

-SEPARATEO ZONES
INCIDENT WIND / ON ROOF AND SIDES
PROFILE /

' -REATTACHMENT LINES
ON ROOF AND SIDES

LATERAL EDGE AND
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TURBULENT
WAKE

MEAN CAVITY
REATTACHMENT LINE

HORSESHOE VORTEX
SYSTEM AND MEAN
SEPARATIONLINES

SÄ>

Figure 11.3 Row near a sharp-edgedthree-dimensionalbuüdingin a deep boundary
layer. Adapted from Hosker(1984).
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Table 11.2: Variance of the average <Dm (Fig. 11.4) for the various stability ranges
and numberofruns,N, contributing to the respective ränge.

<Dm

stability ränge, z'/L 10m number 5m number

<0.03 0.091 10 0.374 6

0.03 - 0.05 0.050 5 0.297 7

0.05 - 0.07 - 1 0.244 4

0.07 - 0.09 0.063 6 0.153 3

0.09 - 0.15 0.076 5 0.167 4

>0.15 0.143 2 0.333 7

The aboveconsiderations can dierefore be summarizedas foUows

- Om as measuredat a mid-roughness sublayerheightover an urban surface is weü

representedby the inertial sublayerprediction if local covariancesare used for its

calculation.
- If, alternatively, the fluxes from die inertial sublayerare used to scale the gradient

of mean wind speed,<I>m becomes smaller than its inertial sublayer prediction.
This is consistent witii findings over rough surfaces of differentqualities.

- Close to the roof level, the departuresof Omfrom its inertial sublayerprediction
are large and, if locallyscaled,positive and negative.

- Theycannot be explainedby differences in urban geometry, possible errors in the
determinationof die height and the measurementuncertainty. It is very likely tiiat

the wake diffusion effect is responsiblefor the observed Om departures at this
level.

- In the horizontal average, the locally scaled Omis still reasonably well

representedby the inertial sublayerprediction.The scatter, however, is large.
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11.1.3 HorizontalInhomogeneityof <X>m

It was found that at position 11 the run-to-run variance corresponds roughly to the

measurement uncertainty as calculated by equation (11.2). Furthermore, there is no

dependence ofthe Om departures on wind direction to be observed at this level. Thus it

is concluded tiiat horizontal inhomogeneity plays a minorrole at z/h = 1.55. At position
10, on the other hand, horizontal inhomogeneity must be consideredimportantand the

run-to-run variance is large as compared to the measurement uncertainty. It can

therefore be stated that horizontal inhomogeneityranges up to a height z^ that des

between 1.27h and 1.55h. Note that zh is not necessarily equal to the lowerboundary
of die inertial sublayer, z*: processessuch as the wake diffusion effect may influence

the average flow characteristics, but stiü exhibit the same (within measurement

uncertainty) departures from inertial sublayer behaviourat aü positions in the horizontal

plane.
Raupach et al. (1980) give as a characteristic height zj,, up to which horizontal

inhomogeneityis non-negügible, zj, = h + D, where D is the inter-elementspacing
(centerto center). Different thanfor a wind tunnel experiment (Raupachet al., 1980), it

is very difficult to define a quantity like the inter-element spacing for an urban

configurationof buüdings, streets, Squares etc. Difficulties arise especially when
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considering large combined houses (cf. Fig. 4.1) that may be considered as one

"element"or, equivalendy,as "many". However, for the particular structureof blocks

near the Anwand site, D ranges from 15m to 100m for the different winddirection

sectors. Since zh was found to lie between positions 10 and 11, zh = h +D is not a

useful parameterisationfor the presentsite. Thelack of datafrom other real-scale sites

with different buüding geometries makes it furthermore impossible to give a general
description for zh from the presentobservations. It is clear that more experiments are

necessaryat different sites in order to establish such a generalrelationship betweenzh
and the buüdinggeometryover an urban surface.
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11.2 TheDimensionless Temperature Gradient

The dimensionlessgradient for potentialtemperatureOh (equation 2.32) is shown in
TC

Fig. 11.5 as compared to the inertial sublayerprediction Oh (Businger et al. 1971;
modified after Högström 1988). At the upper level, it is found that Oh is strongly
underestimatedfor the nearneutral runsand slightiy overestimatedforweakly unstable

TC

stratification. Closer to the roof, deviationsfrom Oh are again much larger and

negativefor most of the runs. Oh can also take much smaller, even negative, values. It

is againimportant to notice, that the erratic behavior of the dimensionlesstemperature

gradient at position 10 is not due to the use of the 2 x 2D Sonic for most of the time at

this height: the (few) runs with the 3D Sonic at the 5m level cover almost the whole

ränge of Oh shownin Fig. 11.5 (where they are included as crosses). In contrast to the

Om departures, over and underestimation,respectively, of Oh is not characteristic of

any wind direction sector. Thus, the departurefrom the respective inertial sublayer
prediction of the locaüy scaled Om andOhmay have a different sign.

The thermal properties of the roofhave a large influence on the calculated value of

Oh- In the average profiles for the potential temperature(see Fig. A3.18)it can be seen

that cooling and heating Starts at roof level propagating upwards and strongly
influences the temperature profile. The resulting "wave like" structure in the

temperature profile can be much morepronounced for individual averaging periods
(i.e. 50 minutes) than for the average profiles shown in Fig.A3.18. The differences

between two neighbouringlevels are typicaUydistinctiy larger than the relative accuracy

of die measurements. (Fig. 11.6). These "wave like" temperature profiles (it mightbe
inadequate to speak of inversions) lead to even negativevaluesof Oh at both levels.

These cases of "counter-gradient-flux" indicate (as speculated in Chapter 8) that

processes of different scales may determine the local flux of sensible heat and the

gradient of potential temperature.Not even a "local simüarity"as for momentumcan

therefore be observed in general in the case ofthe turbulent flux of sensible heat.
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Figure 11.6 Arbitrarily chosenprofileof potential temperatureabove roof level for
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Looking at Fig. 11.5 in detail, we find that die above Statementmay not hold for

weakly unstable runs. At least at some distance from the "active surface" (i.e. at

position 11), the scatterof Oh aroundOif is relatively smaU. Althoughruns with very

small gradients of potential temperaturewere excluded from the analysis (see Chapter
8), the near neutral stability ränge is one of very large run-to-run variabüity. The two
negativeOh at the upper level arise from runs where very small (positive) values of
w'0' were observed in conjunction with a positive gradient of positive temperature.
The fact that also negativeOh are observed even for strongly unstable stratification,

Supportsthe hypothesisof large scale motions (large eddies) influencingthe turbulent

sensible heatfluxes, whüe the gradients of potential temperatureremain determined by
die close (active) surface.

At the lower level (position 10), local simüarity betweenturbulent fluxes of sensible

heat and temperature gradients seems to be completely absent. EspeciaUyfor weakly
unstable runs Oh is usually very smaU.This is, at least partiy, due to the decreasingu*
when approaching the surface (increasing 0* and therefore decreasing Oh)- When

is
grouping the data into stabüity ranges (Fig. 11.7), the large departuresfrom Oh close

to the active surface are obvious. In contrast to the dimensionless wind shear, the

varianceof Oh within each stabüity ränge is not systematicaüy reduced at the higher
level (Table 11.3).

It has to be noted that it is not even possible to speak of horizontal inhomogeneity
when consideringOh departuresin the RS. If looking at the temperature profiles (see
Fig. 11.6 as an example), it becomes clear that large changesin d0/dz (and even a

changeof sign) can occur over very smaUverticaldistances. It is, however, very likely
to find a simüar temperaturegradient at a different horizontal position over die roof(not
over the canyon). Thus, Oh is influencedby both, horizontal inhomogeneity(tiirough
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0*, i.e u*) and a temporal variabüity due to the extraordinary heatingor coolingof the

close roof surface. Although the roughness sublayer is in a region of enhanced

turbulence and dierefore mixing,the "distorted"temperaturegradients persistas long as

the heatingor cooling persists. It was shownin Section 7.4 that the exuberance (the
ratio between upward and downward flux of momentum, respectively) increases

considerably when approaching the roof level. At this height of distinct wake

influences, die shear flow is distorted and large eddies are broken up to smaller

irregulär eddies.which are no longer governedsolely by die mean properties of the

flow field.
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Figure 11.7 As Fig. 11.5, but averaged over stabüity ranges.
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When scaling the dimensionlessgradient of potential temperaturewith the local 0*,

die observationscan be summarizedas follows:

is
- close to the active surface, the measured Oh are very smaU as compared to Oh •

There is a tendency forOh to decreasewitii increasing instabüity.
- At a mid-roughnesssublayerlevel, Oh, when locaüy scaled, is well represented
by OhS for weakly unstablestabüity (-0.05 > z'/L > -0.15).Beyondthis stabüity
ränge,Oh departures are very large and countergradient flux can occur.

- Processes of different scales seemto determine turbulent fluxes of sensible heat
and gradients of potential temperature, respectively.
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Table 11.2: As Table 11.1 , but for Oh

(LH.

stabüity range,z'/L 10m number 5m number

<0.03 0.473 (10) 0.389 (6)
0.03 - 0.05 0.084 (5) 0.238 (6)

0.05 - 0.07 - (1) 0.070 (3)

0.07 - 0.09 0.107 (5) 0.010 (3)
0.09 - 0.15 0.096 (5) 0.681 (4)
>0.15 -

- 0.466 (7)

11.3 The Richardson Number

Accordingto Monin-Obukhovsimüarity tiieory, the gradient Richardson numberRi

can be expressedthrough

Ri = (z/L). K/Om) (11-3)

whichleads to die expücitsemi-empirical expression (2.24a) for unstable stratification

=0.95 z/L(1-19.3 4L)* (|m|aHe) (2.24a)
(1-11.6 z/Lp

If Rj is calculated from the gradients at position 11, its dependence on stabüity is

(with some exceptions)very well representedby (2.24a). This leads to the interesting
Observation, that - although flux-gradient-relations may not be preserved in the

roughness sublayerover the whole stability ränge - a "gradient - gradient" relation still

holds. This can be seen best in the near neutral ränge (Fig. 11.8), where Om and Oh
behavedistinctlydifferent. It has, however, to be noted that z'/L in Fig. 11.8 refers to

local stabüity (i.e. calculated from u* and w'0' at position 11).
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12. Spectra

12.1 Scaling

It is traditionalin atmospheric workto plot spectral densities not against the natural

frequency n (as measured in s_1 or Hz) but rather against a non-dimensional frequency
f=nz/ü (Kaimal et al., 1972). Nevertheless,Raupach et al. (1986) have reported for

tiieir spectra obtainedwithinan (artificial)roughness sublayerthat they coUapse in the

inertial subrange when plotting against n. If plotted against the inertial sublayer
frequency f on the other hand, tiiey appeared much morescattered.The effectof using
the non-dimensional frequency has therefore been estabüshed for all of the present
spectra and will be outiined using those for the longitudinal velocity component as an

example.
Fig. 12.1 compares the spectral representation of u as plotted against n and f,

respectively, at the uppermost height of turbulence measurements (position 11).
Firstly, the increase of spectral densitiesat die high frequency end has to be recognized
(Fig. 12.1a). It is most likely that this has to be attributed to aliasing due to the

relativelylow sampling rate of 1 s_1. Apart from this, die scatterin the high frequency
ränge is considerably reduced when plotting the spectra with the inertial sublayer
scaling f (Fig. 12.1b). Looking at the spectra within the street canyon (Fig. 12.2),
there is no difference in high frequency scatter between plotting against n or f,

respectively. Inspectingthe whole ränge of non-dimensional heightsz/h, it is found

that the positive effect of using f instead of n decreaseswith decreasingz/h. Close to

roof level or within the canyon it is clear that one cannot expect f to be a useful

dimensionless frequency. However, no other dimensionless frequency f, using
another length scale, could be found for the spectra at z/h < 1, for which the data

coUapse at the high frequency end. The same behaviour wasreportedby Raupach et al.

(1986) for their measurementswithinan artificialplant canopy. Theyconclude that titis

may haveto be explainedtiirough the fact tiiat in tiiis particularheight ränge at least two

length scales are significant in the spectra: one associated with larger-scale coherent
eddies above the canopy (possibly proportionalto z) and another referring to the

element-wakescale. For different heights die relative importance of the two lengtii
scales changes, so that no Single scale can be deduced for the spectra within die

canopy.
Since f is preferable to n at z/h > 1 and equallybad as the latter within the canyon,

the compositespectra presentedin the following sections wiü be plotted against the
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non-dimensional frequency f. Note, that through this choice, f=nz/ü has to be used

rather than f*=n(z-d)/ü, in order to avoid negative frequencies at the lowest level

z=13m(d being larger than 13m for certain wind direction sectors). Fig. 12.3 shows

the spectra at z/h = 1.55 when plotted against f*. A comparison with Fig. 12.1b

indicates that z and z' (=z-d) are equally suited for the calculation of the non-

dimensional frequency.

12.2 Composite Spectra

Compositespectra havebeencalculated at aü non-dimensional heights separately.In
order to reduce the influence of aliasing, die fourhighest frequencies were not included

into the analysis.Due to the averagingofthe original spectral estimates into frequency
bandsof approximately equal width in the log space (see Section 5.5) the run-to-run

scatteris much larger at the low frequency end of the spectra.At theirhigh frequency
end, the scatteramong the spectra at the uppermostlevel is considerablylarger than

what can be expected over ideal terrain (e.g. Kaimal et al., 1972). Nevertheless,
individual spectra appear to be characteristicfor that particularnon-dimensional height,
so diät die construction of acomposite spectrum is certainlyjustified. When penetrating
deeper into the street canyon, the scatter among individual spectra increases (see
above). Thus, compositespectra within die canyon are less representative for Single
runs, but may nevertheless be informative to show the overall shape of energy
distribution.

In Fig. 12.1, different Symbolshave been used for runs with average wind direction

rectangularor parallel to the canyon (see captionFig. 12.1). Since at neither heighta
characteristicaccordingto wind direction could be estabüshed,composite spectra were
constructedfrom all available runs, regardless of winddirection. Also the stabüity
ränge covered by the presentruns is too small with respectto typical variations in

spectra obtained over ideal surfaces (Kaimal et al., 1972) to aüow a distinction into

differentcategories of stabüity.
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12.3 Spectraof HorizontalVelocityComponents

Composite spectra at all non-dimensionalheights (and horizontal positions,
respectively) of the longitudinal velocity component are shown in Fig. 12.4. At the

uppermost height (z/h = 1.55), the characteristic shape of surface layer (inertial
sublayer) spectra is generally observed. The -2/3 slope in the inertial subrange
predictedby Kolmogorovs hypothesis(cf. equation (2.19)) is almost met apart from a

slightly slower roll-off, probably due to aliasing (for a detaüed discussionof inertial

subrange behaviour see next section).The peak frequency fm Ues in the ränge 0.1 < fm
< 0.2 (interpretingthe irregularities in exactiy this frequencyränge as scatter ratherthan

as a characteristicfeature). Sincefm = zAm by virtue of Taylor'shypothesis, it follows

that Xm, the peak wave length, ranges from 150 to 300 m. The wave length of the

spectralpeak of horizontal velocity spectra has been shownto be related to the mixed

layer heightzj tiirough (Kaimal, 1978)

Am - 1.5Zj (12.1)

AlthoughZj has not been measuredin the presentcase, the obtained value for^ is

certainly too small to satisfy (12.1). For spectra of undisturbed flow, the peak
frequency fm is usually found at frequenciesof the order of 0.01 in a comparable
stability ränge (Kaimalet al., 1972; also Roth et al., 1988). If z' would have been used
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instead of z for the calculation of f, the peak frequency fm would be reduced by

approximately a factor of two (z' - 0.5z, typically at z/h = 1.55). Thus spectra obtained

withina roughness sublayerexhibit theirpeak at a frequency that is 5-10 times larger
tiian spectra from the inertial sublayer. Reduced meanwind speed (see the definitionof

f) maypartiy contribute to this behaviourbut cannot explainthe observed difference.It

can therefore be stated that the scale of the eddies containingthe maximum of the

energy is considerably reduced within the roughness sublayer as compared to the

inertial sublayer. At the low frequency end, two dips at f = 0.01 and f = 0.025 are

observed. Interesting enough, Roth et al. (1988) have reported of dips at simüar

frequencies in die u-spectrum obtainedat a sitein sub-urbanVancouver.

At z/h = 1.27, aboveroof, a ränge of enhancedspectral density is observed between

0.05 < f < 0.5, corresponding to X = 47 m to X = 470 m. Outside this ränge the

spectrum looks somehow "filtered". While the high frequency shape of the spectrum is

retained to some extent at the above roof position (position 9), it appears to be lost

completely at position 4 (above canyon). Here, the spectral characteristics of the

roughness sublayer flow (low frequency end) and those observedwithin the street

canyon (high frequency end) seem to be merged together resulting in a pronounceddip
at f = 0.04. There is a clear shift of energy into the high frequency ränge,leaving a

very broad and almost indiscerniblemaximumbetween0.1 < fm < 0.5.

Within the canyon, at z/h = 0.91, die spectral densities are almost uniformly
distributed over the whole (covered) frequency ränge with a steep roll-off at

frequenciessmallerthan 0.015. At the lowest level of measurements,z/h = 0.71, two

features are apparent: a further redistribution of low frequency energy into the mid-

frequency ränge resulting in a more distinctly shaped spectrum. In particular the

"middle profile" spectrum seems to be partiy adapted to a new scaling regime.
Secondly, spectral densities increase again at the high frequency end for f > 0.5.

Althoughthese estimates are certainly severely "poüuted" by aüasing,it is reasonable

tiiat energy at small length scales that correspond to the size of balconiesor other

elements of buüding surfaces, appear in the spectrum. However, it is clear that

Taylor's hypothesis does not apply within a street canyon in general. Not only that

often Oh/üis much larger than 0.5 (see Section2.1.5) due to small wind speeds in this

layer. The idea of "advected frozen turbulence" can certainly not be retained. At high
frequencies, it mightbe assumed that turbulencecharacteristicsare "transported" over

distances muchsmaüer thanthe characteristiclength scales of the canyon (its heightor

width) with wind speeds corresponding to the within-canyon Observation. But this is

certainly not the case for low frequency contributions. No attempt can therefore be

madeto "translate" frequency scalesinto spatial scales at this height.Thus it can simply
be stated that fluctuations at (natural) frequencies of the order of 0.1 s_1 or larger
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significantly contribute to the total variance of the longitudinal velocity component.

Comparing e.g. the two spectra at z/h = 0.91 and z/h = 0,71 (wall profile) it is most

likely that energy from the ränge 0.2 < f < 5 is very efficientlyshifted towards high
frequencies. It is not possible to decide from the present data, to what extent the

various production terms in the budget equation for velocity variances (e.g. Stull,

1988; cf. also equation(2.11)) contribute to the enhancedspectraldensities observed at

the high frequencyend of die spectra widiin the canyon.

The spectra of the lateral velocity component (Fig. 12.5) are in many aspects simüar

to tiiose of the longitudinal one. There are, however, some importantdifferences. The

v-spectrum at z/h = 1.55 is less "weübehaved" (i.e. corresponding to the weü known

inertial sublayer spectral shapes) than it was the case for the u-spectrum. There is a

very broad and flat maximum to be observed and an unusual behaviour in the high
frequency ränge. It cannot be decided from the present data, however, whetiier the

unexpectedly high spectral density at f = 3.5 or, equivalently, X = 8m, reflects a

physical processor must be attributedto aliasing.
Whereas the spectral curves at intermediate heights are very simüar to those

discussed above, a comparisonof Figures. 12.4 and 12.5 shows that the adaption to

die new environment takes place much more effectivelyfor die lateral turbulence kinetic

energy than for the longitudinal within die canyon. The spectrum at z/h = 0.71, mid-

canyon position, in particular, exhibits a clear maximumat fm = 0.65.

Very little can be found in the literature concerning spectra at a comparableheight
ränge over rough surfaces. Mostmeasurements over urban areas were carried out at

larger non-dimensional heights z/h. Högström et al. (1982), Clarke et al. (1982) and

Roth et al. (1988) report small differences to horizontal spectra obtained over ideal

surfaces (e.g. the "Kansasspectra",Kaimal et al., 1972). For flow over artificialrough
surfaces (wind tunnel experiments), Mulhearn and Finnigan (1978) report simüar

correspondence to ideal spectra at heights z' > 2h. It has been mentioned in Section

12.1 that Raupach et al. (1986)foundspectra within the roughness sublayerto coUapse
into one curve at the high frequency end when using n instead of die non-dimensional

frequency f. This is consistent with the present results when consideringdie foUowing:
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- Theywere workingwith a constant free stream velocity so that differentvaluesof
f referred to different measurement heights. The preference of f over n for the

present data is only valid for spectra obtainedat die same height
- thus spectra within the roughness sublayerare influenced by the measurement

height twofold: once through the ratio z/u" (i.e. the turbulence State of the
boundary layer) and secondly through the modificationof their shapes that seem
to be characteristicfor a certainheight z/h.

Within the canopy, Raupach et al. (1986) find a simüar shift of energy towards

higherfrequenciesin conjunctionwith a broad, not well defined "peak" for decreasing
non-dimensional heights.These over-aüfeatures are consistent with the present results.

The broadening of the spectralpeak Starts, however, at much lowernon-dimensional

heights as compared to the presentfindings. This is probably due to differences in the

density ofroughness elements.

12.4 Spectraof Vertical VelocityComponents

The verticalspectra behavein many respects simüar to die abovedescribedu- and v-

spectra.At the uppermostlevel (Fig. 12.6), the overall shape of the spectrum is quite
well-behaved. The spectral peak occurs at fm = 0.65, corresponding to Xm ~ 45m.

Thus, fm is somewhat larger thanobserved over homogeneous surfaces (Kaimal et al.,
1972) or higher up over other urban surfaces (Clarke et al., 1982; Högströmet al.,
1982; Roth et al., 1988). This, however, must probably be attributed to the fact that z

has been used for the calculation of f instead ofz' (see above). The slope of the spectral
curve at its high frequency end corresponds closely to the -2/3 power law for the

inertial subrange.
At z/h = 1.27 (above roofposition) the spectral maximum appears to be broadened

and it is shifted towards higher frequencies (fm ~ 1.4). This corresponds to the

observationsquaütativelydescribedin Fig. 7.8 and reflects the break-up of eddies in

favour of smallerones due to pressure wakeeffects. The sampling intervalwas clearly
too slow to resolve the inertial subrange at this height At the "above canyon"position
at the same height, an enhancedhigh frequencycontribution as compared to the "above

roof position is observed and therefore an almost uniformdistribution of spectral
densities for f > 0.2.
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When penetrating into die street canyonthe same two tendencies are found as for die

u- and v-spectra. The shift of energy towards high frequenciesoccurs at two spectral
scales. The low frequency energy is merged into an intermediatefrequency ränge

(especiaüyfor the middleprofile) resultingin a broad "maximum", whereas the energy

from the formermaximum-energy-containingränge is shifted to high frequencies.
These findings complete the picture concerning the canopy - roughnesssublayer
interactions. From the analysis of Reynolds stress using the conditionalsampling
technique it was found that momentumtransport occurs through intermittent events

("bursts") within the canyon and at its top. It can therefore be concluded that

sporadically, eddies (or "fractions" of them) penetrate into the canyon contributing to

momentumtransport and turbulence kineticenergy. The low frequency contributions in

the spectrum, shifted to tiie mid-frequency ränge for decreasing height may then be

interpreted as a "probabüity" for these bursts to penetrateinto the canyon to the

respective deptii.

Thehorizontal and verticalspectra exhibit at tiieir high frequency end the -2/3 slope
predicted for the inertial subrange. Nevertheless,the ratio Sw(f)/Su(f) provides an

additional test for the inertial subrange. By means of the Kolmogorov hypothesis
concerning local isotropy in this frequencyränge, this ratio is expected to approach 4/3.

Fig. 12.7 shows that this requirement is not fulfilled at eitiier height. Sw(f)/Su(f)
remains smaller than one for almost aü frequencies at the various non-dimensional

heights.Above rooflevel, the ratio even decreasesagain for f > 3, reflectingthe slower

roll-off of the u-spectrum. Simüar results have been reported by Mulhearn and

Finnigan (1978) and Högström et al. (1982). Anticipatingthat a true inertial subrange
occurs only within an inertial sublayer and recalling the fact that the present
measurements were taken within the roughness sublayer, it can be stated tiiat the

Sw(f)/Su(f)ratio provides a much more stringent test for inertial sublayer flow than

does the high frequency slope of the spectra.
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12.5 Temperature Spectra

The temperature spectra at the variousnon-dimensional heights (Fig. 12.8) are most

severely distorted. At die uppermostlevel, a very broad and notweü definedmaximum

is observed.As for horizontal velocity spectra, it occurs at much largerf than observed
over smooth surfaces. No -2/3 slope is presentat the high frequency end. The most

striking feature of the spectral curves at the other heightsis the increase of spectral
density at the low frequency end. This is consistent with the idea of warm"bubbles"of

air, sporadically rising from the canyon. No analogous low frequency contribution is

observed in the w-spectra (or, at least much weaker, see Fig. 12.6). Thus these

"convective" contributionsplay a minor role for the vertical velocityvariance as

compared to the mechanicallyinduced turbulence while being significant for

temperaturefluctuations.
The almost uniform distribution of spectral densities within the canyon ("white

noise") points to a well mixed (with respect to temperature) volume of air.

Measurementsof Nakamuraand Oke (1988)confirm this by statingthat withina street

canyon most of the thermal effects (of the waüs and the floor) are restrictedto a thin

layer of 1 - 2 m from the respective surface. The same seems to be true for the air

abovethe roof.

Directly above the canyon, the spectraldistributionof temperaturefluctuationsseems
to be governedby different processes. Apartfrom the "bubbles" at the low frequency
end a peak at frequencies comparable to thatin the w-spectrumindicates thatmixingof

canyon-air with roughness sublayer-air is also associated with mechanicaüy induced

turbulence.
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12.6 Cospectra

Cospectra for Reynoldsstress are shown in Fig. 12.9 for the four upper levels. The

composite cospectrafor momentumflux at z/h = 1.55 and z/h = 1.27 (both positions)
are in reasonable agreement and suggest that there is lüde Variation of the spectral
distributionof Reynoldsstress over this height interval. Theyexhibit a spectralpeak at

fm = 0.25 (somewhat flattened at the lower level). This des close to the peak of the u-

spectrum at the uppermostlevel and therefore again at a much higher frequency than

observed over ideal terrain (Kaimal et al., 1972) or at greater heights over urban terrain

(Roth et al, 1989). At the high frequency end, a slope close to -4/3 (as requiredby
theory for the inertial subrange) is observed. Within the canyon, at z/h = 0.91, the

shape ofthe cospectrum for Reynoldsstress is completely lost. Due to the large run-to-

run variability, however,it seems to be very tentative to interpret Single "peaks" or

"dips". Three examples from the lowest level (z/h = 0.71) that all passed the various

data Validation tests (see Chapter 5) mayülustrate this (Fig. 12.10). Since the absolute

valueof Reynoldsstress at tiiis level is very smaU in general, no attempthas been made

to find consistent structuresfor die Reynolds stress spectra wititin die canyon.

The cospectrumfor the turbulent flux of sensible heat is very simüar to that of

Reynolds stress at the uppermost level (Fig. 12.11). At z/h = 1.27, a large scatter is

introduced (particularly above the canyon) preserving the over-all shape of the

spectrum more or less. An increase of cospectral density at the low frequencyend again
emphasizes the possible influence of canyon air "bubbles"as speculated in conjunction
with the temperature spectra.At z/h = 0.91, finaüy, the composite cospectrumfor heat
flux must again be viewedwith caution. Some ofthe "white noise behaviour" observed

in the temperature spectrum at this level, however, can be seen in the mid-frequency
ränge.
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12.7 Summary

The most important generalobservationsconcerning spectra and cospectrain the

roughness sublayerand an urban canopy are summarizedas follows:

- at a mid-roughness sublayer height (co)spectralook very simüar to those
observed over smooth surfaces or higherup over urban areas. They show a -2/3
(-4/3) slope at tiieir high frequencyend but the ratio Sw(f)/Su(f)does not approach
4/3.

- With the exception of the w-spectrum, spectral peaks occur at this height at

frequencies tiiat are 5-10 timeshigherthan over smoothterrain.
- Close to rooflevel and widiinthe urban canopy, spectralpeaks (if any) are shifted

towards high frequencies. This resultsfor many variables in a "white noise type"
spectrumat intermediateheights. Cospectra within the canyon are essentially
unsystematic.

- Cospectra of Reynolds stress scale best with z (above roof level) while
temperature spectra exhibit the most prominentdifference to inertial sublayer
spectra.

- The exchange of air between the canopy and the roughnesssublayer occurs

through intermittentbursts (i.e. eddies, at least pardypenetrating into the canyon).
It is suspectedthat warmbubbles of canyon air also contribute to this exchange.
Thus, this exchange is both, partiy driven by boundary layer- and partiy by
canopy layer energetics.
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13. Synthesis and Conclusions

A variety of turbulencecharacteristicsclose to an urban surface have beenpresented
and discussed in the foregoing chapters. The most important features and consistent

findings are summarizedin the following, using keywordsto characterize turbulence in

the urban canopy layer and roughnesssublayer. Implications for urban diffusion

modelling are given in the following section and finally, some suggestionsfor future

research are üsted.

13.1 Turbulence Characteristics of the Urban Canopy- and Roughness Sublayer

reductionofcomplexity
Althoughflow- and turbulencecharacteristicsare highlycomplex if die flow around

just one Single buüding is considered, it turns out that a large enough group of

buüdings can produceregularities in the flow characteristics on a somewhatlarger
scale. It is therefore meaningful to searchfor consistent patterns in these characteristics

in order to understand and model, for example dispersion of pollutants in this crucial

part of the urban atmosphere.

horizontal averages
Due to the three-dimensional nature of the flow close to a rough surface all

characteristics outlined in the following are valid only if horizontal averages are

considered.The averaging of measurementsfrom a Single position in the horizontal

plane over different wind directions, so that the flow experiencesa variety of upwind
geometries,provides a useful approach to obtain horizontal averages. In the case of an

urban surface in particular,with its characteristicelements such as street canyons and

buüdings, it is necessary to include all of these elements separately (through
measurements,modelüng, etc.) since data from one Single position (e.g. the roof-top
position in the presentstudy) does not cover the whole ränge of horizontal variabüity.

non-constantfluxlayer
Turbulent fluxes of sensible heat and momentumare found to be heightdependent.

When the urban surface is approached, eddies of the organized shear flow above are

broken up into smaller, less correlated flow patterns due to pressure wakeeffects. This

resultsin an enhanced turbulencekinetic energy close to roof level. Turbulent fluxes

vanish at a height tiiat correspondsapproximatelyto the zeroplanedisplacementheight
A parameterisationfor the heightdependenceof Reynolds stress has been proposed.
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The vertical Variation of turbulent flux of sensible heat is much morecomplicated to

describe thanReynoldsstress. Local heating andcoolinginfluences ofthe roofcan lead

to counter-gradient heat flux even at mid roughness layer height. The present
measurements indicate that the upper boundary of the non-constant flux layer
(roughness sublayer)at the Anwand site is at about z* = 2.5h and that an inertial

sublayeris likely to be foundaloft.

localscaling
Many of the well-knownsemi-empiricalrelationships for the surface layer (strictiy

speaking for its upper part, the inertial sublayer)are valid within the roughness
sublayer(not the canopy layer) when using the local turbulent fluxes and thus stabüity
measuresas scaling variables.Turbulence/turbulencerelationships (such as Gj/u*) are

preserved best, but, surprisingly, also those among mean variables (such as the

gradient Richardson number). Relationshipsbetween mean variables and turbulence

measures (flux-gradient relationships) are most complex. Close to the roof level,

momentum fluxes are in local equiübriumwith the respectivegradients (witii large
horizontal variabüity, tiiough) while turbulent fluxes of sensible heatare not. At a mid-

roughness layer height, inertial sublayer relationships are valid for both fluxes on

averagewhen local scaling is apphed.

roughness distortionsvs. thermaldistortions

Local variations in the thermal properties of the roughness elements (e.g. heatingor

cooling of the roof surface) lead to much stronger deviationsfrom inertial sublayer
behaviour (locally scaled) than does the Variation in mechanicalforcing. Since the

above Statementholds only for relationships between mean and turbulencevariables

(and not for turbulence/turbulencerelationships such as Gq/Q*) it is concluded that the

adaptationof mean properties to local changes in roughness occurs much faster and

more effectivelythan the adaptionto changing thermalproperties of the surface.

length scales
The heightabove ground (i.e. above the zeroplanedisplacement heightwithin the

roughness sublayer) clearly remains an importantlength scale for the flow close to an

urban surface. However, other length scales,related to roughness element geometry
must be considered in order to describe the State of turbulencein this part of the urban

boundary layer. Due to the case study approachof this investigation, it was not

possible to address the question as to which of the various possible length scales

(height of buüdings, Separation distance betweenthem, zeroplanedisplacementheight,
etc.) may be the most important. The zeroplanedisplacementheightwhich was shown
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to be an important length scale in the vertical profile of Reynolds stress, can be

calculated usingthe inertial sublayer prediction for Oq/6*.
Horizontal velocity fluctuations,foundto scale with the mixed layer heightzj over

smooth and homogeneoussurfaces, exhibit their spectral peak within the roughness
sublayer at wavelengths considerablysmaller thanthat.

canopylroughness sublayerinteractions
The exchange between the canopy layer and the roughness sublayer occurs to a

rather small extent via small scale turbulent transport.Intermittent bursts penetrating
into the canopy are largely responsible for the exchangeof energy (and mass) between

the two layers.The use of the conditional sampling techniqueshows that close to roof

level large, partially offsettingcontributions of upward and downwardtransport lead to

reduced fluxes of momentum. Above the street canyon, and at its upper part, sweeps

clearly dominateover ejections. An (at least measurable) contribution to the upward
transport of sensible heat appearsto be due to (also intermittent) "bubbles" of warmer

canyonaü risinginto the roughness sublayer.

vertical structure

The average vertical profiles of many turbulence variables (additionally to the

turbulentfluxes, see above) have been calculated and are shown to be stabüity
dependent.
Due to the local scaling regime found in the urban roughness sublayer, the

Interpretationof turbulenceobservationsat only one heightwithinthe RS may leadto

die erroneousconclusiontiiat surface layer simüarity applies.Thebest check for inertial

sublayer scaling to hold may be provided by the spectral behaviour of the velocity
components:the ratio between spectral densities of verticaland longitudinal velocity
approaching 4/3 in the inertial subrange and the peak frequency for horizontal velocity
componentsbeing proportional to the mixed layer height Both requirementsare found
to be clearly violated in the roughness sublayer(and also, of course, within the urban

canopy).

13.2 Impücations for Urban Turbulence Modelling

Most appüed urban pollution modeis use a surface layer scheme as a turbulence

parameterisationfor theülowest (few) levels (ifnotmuch simplerapproaches such as

Gaussian modeis are used). The presentresults suggest that this could lead to large
errors, particularlyin the lowestfew tens of meters (where concentrations ofpoUutants
are highest and thus turbulence characteristicsof great importance). The foUowing
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recommendations(not of amodeler, however)may be useful in orderto improvesuch
"shortcomings"in micro- ormesoscale modeis:

- The lowest i levels (up to z*) should be declaredas "roughness sublayer". Level
i+1 could then be treatedas the first surface layer level.

- If empiricalrelations based on surface layer characteristicsare used in order to

calculate certain properties (e.g. a profilefor the exchangecoefficient Km), these
should be evaluatedat level i+1. In this case, the numerical scheme should Start at

heighti+1, "propagating"in both directions upward and downward.
- For the lowest i levels, it seems to be useful to prescribe a profile for Reynolds

stress and turbulent heat flux accordingto the buüdinggeometryand calculate the

respective local values using u* and 0* at level i+1. From the local stability
measure it is then possible to calculate whatever turbulence information is
necessaryfor the typeof model under consideration.

- The problem of definingthe "surface"can be addressed as follows: Due to the

exchangecharacteristicsbetween the canopy layer and the roughness sublayer, it
is suggestedto define the model surface at the zeroplanedisplacementheight with
vanishing turbulent fluxes at this lower boundary. Pollutant sources within the
street canyons could then be treated as an area source at z=0 (in model
coordinates)with their strength calculated from the actual emissions and the air
volume of the canyon.

13.3 Need for Future Research

Since the present results are based on measurements at one Single location, it is

certainly necessary to assess their general validity for other, simüar sites. From

comparison with wind tunnel results, it seems that the present findings are indeed

characteristicforrough surfaces in general.For phenomenarelated to sensible heat, on

the other hand, the local surface characteristics (e.g. roof materials) might have a

considerableinfluence. It will also be necessary, to assess the horizontal variabüity of

turbulencecharacteristicsin greater detaü. The followingquestions remain unanswered

(or ariseas questionsfrom this study):

- To what extent is the vertical Variation of the turbulent fluxes dependent on
buüdinggeometry?

- Is the proposed formulationfor u*(z) of general vahdityfor other sites?
- The behaviourof all variables related to sensible heat is very likely to be

dependent on buüdingmaterials.How large is this influence?
- If, for example, Reynoldsstress is measured at sufficiendy large heights, does it
become constantwitii heightover an urban surface, as observed in wind tunnel
experiments?
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- The presentmeasurementssuggestthat there is indeed an inertial sublayerabove
the urban roughness sublayer. How is its lower boundary related to buüding
geometry?

- To what extentmay the results for a scalar such as temperature be appüed for
passivetracers(such as pollutants)?

- When introduced into a numerical model, are the present findings useful to

improvetheir accuracy?

13.4.Epüogue

I hope that the findings and resultsof the present study can make a contribution to a

better understanding of the processes governing turbulence close to a rough urban

surface. Since the diffusion of pollutants is inherenüy related to turbulence, this

knowledge of turbulence characteristics will be important for improving urban

diffusion modelling. Tasks such as identifying important sources in highly buüt-up
areas indeed require the use of numerical modeis with reliable parameterisationsfor
turbulence. It should never be forgotten, however, that diffusion does not reduce the

total amount of pollutants (nor does diffusion modelling).The importantthing and the

only Solution is therefore to reduce the emissionsof pollutants.
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APPENDICES

AI Data Handling

ALI Cup Anemometers

Mean wind speed was determined by Aanderaa Cup anemometers ( Type: wind

speed sensor 2740S). They have a distance constant of about lim and a threshold

speed of 0.3 - 0.5 ms"1. The manufacturer gives as accuracy ±2% or ±0.2 ms-1

(whicheveris greater). The choice of the instruments is a compromisebetween
accuracy and robustness.

AI.1.1 Calibrations

Three calibrations were performedwith the instruments, two of themrelative and

one absolute (in a wind tunnel).In a field calibration, one AanderaaCup wascompared
witii fourThornthwaite cup anemometerswhich are moresensitivebut of much weaker

constructionand therefore not very appropriate for longtime exposure to "wind and

weather". It was foundthat the Aanderaa instrumentunderestimates all wind speeds,
but a high correlation with r2 = 0.999, approximately) between Thornthwaiteand

Aanderaa measurements,so that the more robust instruments can be used with an

appropriate absolute calibration (the high correlation coefficient should not be

overemphasised, since it is clear that a high tinear correlation exists between two

measurementsof the same propertywith simüar measurements; scatter plots, however,
showed the good agreement betweenthe two measurements). Fourof the Aanderaacup

anemometers were compared in another field calibration. It was found that the

individual instruments respond identically (withinthe instrument uncertainty), i.e.

calculated coefficientsfor a linearregression were almostone and zero,respectively for

aü combinations (Mazzoni, 1988).
An absolute calibration in a wind tunnel of two Aanderaa cups confirmed the

observed underestimation of these instruments. Measurements have therefore to be

corrected accordingto:

ucorr = ( umeas - b ) / a. (AI.1)

The coefficientswere determined fromthe wind tunnel experiments as a = 1.011 and

b = -0.228. They do not differ significantly for the two instruments (see relative
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calibration ) so that (ALI) is used for all sensors. It was foundthat (ALI) appüesfor
wind speeds higherthan approximately 1 ms-1; for lower wind speeds the measurement

of the reference wind speed of the wind tunnel was too inaccurate. The correspondence
of different cups however is fair to somewhat lower wind speeds. The sampling
interval for the wind speed was 60 see and 30 of these valueswere routinely averaged
to yield a half-our mean.

AI.1.1 Overspeeding

Cup anemometer measurementsare known to be sensitive to fluctuating wind (eg.
Wyngaard, 1981a; Busch and Kristensen, 1976). Their response to increasing wind

speed is faster than to decreasing wind speed, which results in an overestimation

known as "overspeeding".Measurement periods 1 - 4, 11 and 13 (Table 4.2) were

used to estimateto what extent this phenomenonoecurred in the presentstudy. During
aü these measurementperiodssonic and cup wind speed measurementsare available at

the sameheight (see Section4.3). Therelative differences between such paus (DU =

(usonic. ucup) / ucup) is depictedin Fig. ALI (30 minute averagesfor the sonic data are

used for comparisonwith die cup measurements). A strong dependenceon wind speed
and u* (not shown) of DU can be seen (in the case of wind speed this is partiy due to

the fact that wind speed is both, a dependent and independent variable).
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FigureALI Normaüzed difference between wind speed as measured with the cup
anemometers and the sonic. Symbols refer to the two sonic Systems
used.
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Coherencewith the Standarddeviations of the wind components (not shown) is less

pronounced but still visible. The same applies for stability (z'/L), whereas no

dependence of DU on wind direction can be found. Assumingthat the error of the

individual measurementsis much smaller than the observed relativedifferences (which
is certainly true, see below), two possible mechanisms causing these differences have

to be considered. The first is overspeeding of the cups and the second is spatial
variabüity of the flow field or local disturbance of the latter. For most of the

measurement periods, denoted as "experiments"1)in the foUowing,except die 2D

measurementsin experiments 1- 4, the horizontal distance between the cup and sonic

was approximately 2.2m). Becausealmost all valuesofDU lie weü below zero, it can

be concluded that overspeeding is the dominant effect of the two, since spatial
variabüity can be expected to be equaüydistributedpositiveand negative.
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FigureAI.2 Measured overspeeding as compared to the overspeeding calculated
with the model of Bush and Kristensen (1976). Values are given in
percent DifferentSymbols refer to the two sonic Systems as in Fig.
ALL

*) Although it is hardly possible to perform experimentsin the real atmosphere since it is not

possible to control the environmentalconditions,this term will be used for a series of turbulence runs

obtained on the sameday (seeTable4.2).
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If the entire difference is attributedto overspeeding and is compared to an estimate

according to a model by Busch and Kristensen (1976), the correspondence is quite
unsatisfactory (Fig. A1.2). This model of overspeeding is based on cup anemometer

dynamicsand can be expressedas follows:

ucup
= *feF-'^hfef (Ai2>

where Oh2 is the horizontal variabüity of the (true) wind uq, gw2 the verticalvariabüity
and Js is a functionthat depends on the shape of the spectrum of horizontal turbulent

energy,Iq is the distance constantof the anemometer and As is a characteristiclength
scale of the horizontal turbulence. Since As was not known for the present data, the

"calculated" values in Fig.AI.2 were obtainedthrough

uo

an approximation which is valid if Monin- Obukhov similarityholds and there is local

balance between production and viscous dissipation (Busch and Kristensen, 1976).
The discrepancy between measured and calculated overspeeding indicates that these

two conditionscannot be assumed to apply under the present conditions. However,
Busch and Kristensen(1976) conclude that relative overspeeding of morethan 10% is

unükely to occur (only in "extreme cases"), based on their model calculations. This

would imply that in the presentcase a considerablepart of the differences DU in Fig.
AI.1 would haveto be attributedto local variabüity of the flow field. Runs 1 and 2 can

be used to addressthis question.
In Fig. A1.3 all relevant information on these two experiments is compüed. The

generalwind direction,however, is not shownfor the two experiments:it was around

50° for No. 1 and around250° for No. 2. The difference betweenthe 3D measurement

and the 2x2D measurement is smaller than about 3% for experiment 2, whereas in

experiment 1 two "groups" of measurementsexist, with about 10% difference and

about 20%. Both instruments were mounted at 5m above roof level for these two

experiments,horizontal distanceabout 2m). Firstly, for wind directions, where both

sonic anemometers are undistorted by the tower and/or theirown mounting structure

(experiment 2), the difference between the two measurements is very small and no

significant spatial variabüity is observed. This means that no severe calibration

difference exists between the two sonic Systems (2x2D and 3D). In this context,

'calibration' is usedfor the electronic cücuit, i.e. the correspondence between actual,
local wind speed and sonic's response signal. For calibration in terms of the relation
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betweenactual local wind speed and "true"local wind speed, see Appendix A2). Two

mechanisms could be responsiblefor the observed difference between the two sonic

measurementsin experiment 1. Eitiier there is a real local difference in wind speed or

one of the sonic measurementsis off. If the first is the case (i.e. the wind speed at the

location of the 2x2D is lower than where the 3D is situated), the overspeeding
(düferencebetween2x2D and cup) of the 2x2D would be smaUcompared to what can

be expected from Fig. ALI. Fig. A1.3 shows that the larger the difference betweenthe

two sonics, the larger (negative) the "overspeeding". This indicates that in this

particular case, the observed effect is due to overspeeding rather than an actual local

variabüity of the flow field. This deviation of the 2x2D measurementis attributedto the

upwind location of the 2x2D sonic array during experiment2 and this may have

distorted the sonic measurements.
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FigureA1.3 Relative overspeedingDU for measurementperiods (experiments) 1 and
2 (Table 4.2). Two Symbols are used for experiment 1 in order to

distinguish betweeneventsshowingdifferentbehaviour (see text).
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A second point becomes apparent from Fig. AI.3. For experiment 2 it can be seen

that even if spatial variabüity of the flow field can be excluded directly, the modelled

overspeedingaccordingto Busch and Kristensen(1976) yields much lower valuesthan

the actuaüy observed differences between cup and sonic. This is probably because

restrictionsfor the parameterisationused are not met (asmentionedbefore) and due to

the extraordinary high level of turbulence intensity. It is concluded that the differences

betweensonic and cup anemometersare likely to be due to overspeeding,except for the

case where the cup is distorting the 2x2D sonic measurement.A best-fit model of

observed overspeeding has been constructedusing the sameindependent variables as

Busch and Kristensen(1976), and with the dominantpowers as in theü model:

$? - 4^f+«fef+°#+«af+« £)*?« (A1-4)

where aj are coefficients determined by multipleregression of aü available data (with
mean wind speed larger than 1.5 ms"1. Fig. A1.4 shows a comparison between

measuredand calculated overspeedingfor this best-fit model. The coefficientsare given
in TableALL

Table ALI Coefficients ajfor the overspeeding model according to equation
(AI.4). With these coefficientsan rms difference betweenobserved and
calculated overspeeding of 0.039 ms-1 is obtained. A regression
between observed and calculated overspeeding yields r2 = 0.85 (see
Fig. AI.4).

coefficient ai a2 a3 M as a6

value -0.197 -1.104 -0.056 0.094 0.243 -0.314

When using the model (AI.4) to correct measured wind profiles,a problem arises

for a wind speed measurement at a level where no turbulence measurements were

taken. Therefore a sensitivity test suitable for the present applicationhas been

performed.If turbulence statisticsare avaüable at height z\ and a cup measurementis to

be corrected for at height z2 > zi, a first approximation could be to set

u(z2)/u*(z2) = u(zi)/u*(zi)and the same for GyJvl* and gJu*. Thus, a local friction

velocity for z2 can be calculated from the known u(z2) and simüarly a G]£z2) and a

Gw(z2). Inspectingthe above-roof data, we find that the ratio betweenu(z2)/u*(z2)and
u(zi)/u*(zi)varies between 0.6 and 1.2 for z2 = 10 m above roof level and zi = 5 m

above roof level. The ratios of Gy/u* and aWu* vary in a very simüar mannerwith
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height. For some typical cases with u*(zi) between 0.29 ms-1 and 0.72 ms-1 the

followingcalculationswere performed:for every case the quantity

U(z2) / U(zi) .= f 0H(Z2) /<Jh(zi) =
ÖW(Z2) /Ow(zi) (^ 5)U*(Z2)/ U*(Z2) * U*(Z2) / U*(Zi) U*(Z2) / U*(Zi)

was variedbetween 0.1 and 1.2 and for each of these values a relative overspeeding
according to (AI.4) is calculated.In Fig. AI.5 the absolute difference in overspeeding
between fa = 0.6,0.65,0.7,... and fa= 1 is plotted for aü cases. It can be seen that for

the height interval between 5 m and 10 m above roof level this difference is always
smallerthan 6%, i.e. if overspeeding at level z2 is calculated with fa = 1, the possible
error is not much larger than the uncertainty of the overspeeding model itseü (see the

captionto Table ALI). If it can be assumed that these considerations are also valid for

the thicker but higherlayer between 10m and 20 m aboverooflevel, the present model

(A1.4)can also be used to correct for the highest level of cup measurement.
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FigureA1.4 As Figure A1.2, but equation (A1.4) used for the calculation of
overspeeding.
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equation (AI.5).

AI.2 Temperature andDewPoint

Measurements of temperatureand dew point were obtained with a ventüated VT3

probe by Meteolabor. Its accuracy is given by the manufacturer to be ±0.2 K (absolute)
for temperaturemeasurements. Dewpoint accuracyis expected to be süghtiy worsedue

to die additional electronicprocessingrequired.
Two relative calibrations were performedbefore the field measurements in July

1986, 458 half-hour measurements, and afterwards: May 1988, 423 half-hour

measurements. The probes were mounted such that the distances betweenthe entrances

of the suction tubes were 0.10 - 0.15 m. One of the instrumentswas chosen to be the

"reference" and a linearregression was performed between the corresponding datafor

each pair of probes (TableA1.2).Theincidenceof high correlation coefficientsshould
not be overemphasizeddue to innerem correspondence for two measurementsof the

same quantity. Nevertheless,temperature data were found to be highly comparable.
Dew point measurements are slightiy less accurate. If the measurements during the
relativecaübrationperiod are corrected with the regression coefficients given in Table
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AI.2, the Standarddeviation of two temperaturemeasurementsis typicaüy smaller than

0.01 K, and the Standarddeviation betweentwo dew point measurementsis about 0.01

K. Ascan be seen from Table AI.2, the two relativecaübrationsdo not yield the same

coefficients for the correction. If the data of caübration period 2 are treated with the

coefficients obtained in calibration 1, the Standard deviation of two temperatures
remains smaller than 0.01 K, the one for two dew points, however, is about 0.03 K.

For the correction of the field datadie coefficientsof the calibration dosest to the date

of measurementwere used.

Temperature and dew point were sampled every 15 seconds and 120 of those

averaged to yield a 30 minute mean.

For dew point data die Saturation water vapor pressure is calculated accordingto the

formula proposed by Goffand Gratch (1946).

log ew = -7.9028 (JJT - 1.) + 5.02808 log (T/T) - 1.381 MO7
• (lO11-33411 "T'rr-) -1) + 8.132810"3(IO"3-49149(Ts/T -1) -1) (A1.6)
+ log ew,

where

ew = Saturation water vapor pressure [hPa]
T = Temperature [K]
Ts = 373.16K

ews = ew(Ts)

If in (AI.6) the dewpoint is used instead of T, the actual water vaporpressureea is

obtained. From this the specifichumidity q is calculated:

q= °f,377a, <AL7>
p - U.377 ea '

where p is the atmospheric pressure. An error calculation yields an uncertainty for the

specific humidity of about 10"5 kg H2O/ kg wet air (for dp = 2 hPa, dTP = 0.02 K, TP
= 283 K, p = 960 hPa). This is about 1% or less for usual conditionsduring the field

experiment.
Duringthe field experiment someproblems arose with the dew pointmeasurement.

The manufacturerrecommends that the mirror be cleaned "about once a week".

However, it was soon apparent that this was often not enough when used in poüuted
urban aü. Various tests with differenttime intervalsbetweencleanings showed that the

mirrors had to be cleaned at least every second day (for this intervalno "step changein
dew point" is detectedafter the cleaning). This was done on all levels during the field
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measurements.Due to electricalproblemswith the dew point measurement data are

lacking for a substantialpart ofthe experiment time.

Table A1.2 Correlation coefficientsfor the relative cahbrations betweentemperature
anddew point probes.

Coefficients a,b relativeto Probe# 23 *)

Probe Position, z

Cahbration 1 Caübration2

a b r a b r

T#21 roof, 23.5 m 1.003 -0.714 1.0 1.000 0.070 1.0

T#23 roof, 38.5 m 1 0 - 1 0 -

T#24 street, 23.5 m 1.000 0.0210 1.0 1.000 0.023 1.0

T#25 street, 7.5 m 1.000 -0.101 1.0 1.000 0.036 1.0

T#5 roof, 5 m - - - 1.009 -1.848 1.0

TP #21 roof, 23.5 m 0.978 6.132 0.999 1.008 -2.660 0.997

TP #23 roof, 38.5 m 1 0 - 1 0 -

TP #24 street, 23.5 m 0.995 1.596 0.999 6.972 7.314 0.993

TP#25 street, 7.5 m 0.980 5.406 0.999 0.947 16.142 0.989

*): The correctionrelative to probe# 23 is performedas follows (example):
T (#21) = a (T#21)+ b, where a and b are determinedfrom comparisonofT(#23) and T (#21)
during the calibration period.

AI.3Wind Direction

Wind vanes were Aanderaainstruments (model 2750) with an accuracy given by the

manufacturer as ±5°. Since the Output signals could not be averaged automaticallyby
the data logger (transitionat zero degree), an instantaneousvalue was read every ten

minutes and stored. In the subsequent data analysis, three data points were averaged
using a vectordecomposition of the mean wind vectorto yield a half-hour mean.

A1.4 Pressure

Pressurewas measured at the university campus located some 100m higherthanthe
Anwandsite, using a "Barograph" (LambrechtKG, Göttingen). Its resolution is 1 hPa

and its accuracy is assumed to be ±1 hPa. Readings were reduced to the various

measurement levels through the barometric formula for the calculation of potential
temperatureand specifichumidity.
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AI.5 Correctionfor Turbulent Flux of Sensible Heat andTemperature Variance

Since the fluctuatingtemperaturesT = T - T of the sonic probe are contaminated by
humidity effects (Schotanus et al., 1983), all the sensible heat fluxes have been

corrected by the method proposed by these authors using the Bowen ratio. The
covarianceu'3T'm,whereT is the measureddeviation from the mean temperature, can

be expressedas a function of the true covarianceu'ßT' according to:

ü-TV = uWfl+^^]-2lfu^ (A1.8)

Here, ß is the Bowen ratio, c is the specific heat at constant pressure, Ly is the

latent heat of condensationand cs is the speed of sound.

The formula of Schotanus et al. (1983) for the correction of the temperaturevariance
is

o4m=Or+ 1.02 Tq'T" (A1.9)

and thus reqmresthe determination of q", the fluctuating humidity. Since this is not

avaüable no correction has therefore been appüedto the temperaturevariance data ofthe

presentstudy. However, the analysis of Schotanus et al. (1983) shows that the present
temperaturevariancedata may be slighdy overestimatedby a few percent(especiaüyü
the absolute value is smaU).

Table AI.3: Number N of instantaneousor continuous (windspeed) samples taken
by the data loggerto calculatedie stored average.

Variable N Averaging time

Windspeed 30 30 min

Temperature 120 30 min

Dewpoint 120 30 min

Wind direction 3 _

• Pressure 1 -
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AI.6 DataLogging

All mean variables were stored on a 28 Channel datalogger (AUgomatic, by A.Ott,
Kempten). Through the public telephone line they could be transmitted to a PDP

Computer, and from there they were transferred to the mainframe Computer. Different

sampling rates were used for the differentvariables (Table AI.3).
The turbulencemeasurements(sonic anemometers)were stored on a Microdata data

logger at a sampling rate of 1 s"1. This sampting frequency aUowed a continuous time

series of 8 Channels to be stored on one track of magnetic tape for almost 110 minutes.
After this time, the next track had to be prepared by the data logger so that

approximately two minutes of datawere lost. A sampling rate of 3 s*1 would have been

possible (with 8 Channels)but then, only about 35 minutes of continuous time series
would have beenavaüable on each track. The data were subsequentlytransferredto the

mainframeComputerfor analysis.
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A2 The Performance of the Sonic Anemometers

The resultspresentedin this Chapter havebeen worked out togetherwith Pierluigi
Calanca,my feUow doctoral Student Since many mathematical Operations wül be used

to describe the corrections, the tensor notation u=(ui,u2,u3) wül be used for

convenience rather than u=(u,v,w)as in the rest of this thesis. Dueto the large amount
of sub- and superscripts necessary to describe the various wind components
considered, capital letters are used for averages and u=(ui,U2,u3) for the turbulent

fluctuations.

A2.1 Introduction

Turbulencestatistics are extremely sensitive to errors that occur in recording each
Single component. In general, the working principle of sonic anemometers is very

simple, since only time measurementsare reqmred. These üistrumentsare expected to

provide accurateresults, but there are at least two serious sourcesof error: shadowing
in the wakes of the transducersand flow distortion by the whole sensor array and

mounting structures.The former results in an attenuation of the measured velocity in

the case of wind blowingnearly parallel to one of the sonic paths, whereas the latter

alters the local flow at the instrumentlocation. The consequencesof both sources of

error on the derivedturbulent statistics have beentreated theoreticallyby Hunt(1973),
Wyngaard (1981b),Wyngaardet al. (1985), Wyngaardand Zhang (1985) and Zhang
et al. (1986). However, few datahavebeenpubüshed to verify these calculations or to

estimate the magnitude of the errors. For a laminar flow the underestimation of the

mean wind speed due to the transducer shadow effectcan reach almost 30% (Hanafusa
et al., 1982; Wyngaardand Zhang, 1985; Mortensenet al., 1987; Baker,1988, Conklin
et al., 1988), whüe in the case of turbulent flow Grant and Watkins (1989) report
errors of about 10% for mean properties.For an instrumentthat was developed at the

Universityof Uppsala, Sweden, Högström (1982) found that the flow distortion can

affectthe turbulent fluxes of momentum,heat and moisture to an extent of about 10%.

The designing of new instruments should certainly take advantage of recent

theoreticaland experimentalwork, and an effort should be made to try to nünimizethe

influence of the instrument itself on the measurements (Wyngaard, 1988; Högström,
1982). Unfortunately,this influence can not be completely prevented.In addition, the

presenttypes of sonic anemometers wül probably continue to be used for some time,
due to theü cost. Therefore,it is feit that it is still wordiwhüe to seek good correction
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procedures (see also Högström, 1982), which take all kinds of significanterrors into

accountand are not limited to only one possibüity.

A2.2 Wind TunnelExperiments and DataAnalysis

A three-dimensional sonic anemometer (Kaijo Denki, Probe: TR-61C) with two

orthogonal sensoraxes in the horizontal plane and one vertical axis has been used to

investigate the response characteristicsin a wind tunnelwith a cross-section of 1.2 m

by 1.4 m. Theturbulenceintensity in the wind tunnel was less tiian 0.5%. Therelevant

characteristicsof the instrumentare listed in Table A2.1. The probe wasmounted on a

groundplate that could be rotated around its normalaxis with an accuracy for die angle
ofrotation of±1°. Theplate could be tilted independendyat die windward side up to 6°

(Fig. A2.1b). A bictirectional inclinometerwith a sensitivityof 0.1° was also mounted
on this plate. From the two measured tut angles and the angle of rotation it was

possible to calculate the probe orientation relative to the wind vector for every Single
measurement

The geometricconfiguration of the mountingin the wind tunnel cannotbe exacdythe
same as the one used in field studies.However, die experiment wasdesigned to be as

simüar as possible to die field Situation.

a) D
= C=> •Z—>

Wind Vector

" +¦
-z—>

:Tc

FigureA2.1 Definition of angles in a) the horizontal and b) the vertical plane.
e=elevation angle, Y=azimuthangle, a=deviation angle (from nearest
sensor axis)
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Severalruns were carried out for three different wind speeds (around 10 m s"1, 5 m
s"1 and 0.5 m s1), rotating the sonic System aroundits normal axis with increments of
10° or 5°, and changing the elevatum angle of the supportingplate stepwiseby 1° up to

6°. At each position the wind velocity was measured at least for 45 s with a sampling
frequency of 1 s"1 (Table A2.1). Data were stored on magnetictape and could be

analyzed later, eitiieras meanvaluesor as Single data points.

Table A2.1 Characteristicsof the TR-61Cprobe

Probe TR-61C

Dimensions

Diameter of
transducers d

3, orthogonal
array

15mm

Path length L 200 mm

d/L 0.075

sampüng
frequency ls-1

No. of samplings
for each position >45

Resolution 0.005 - 0.01 ms-1
depending on ränge

The wind speed in die tunnel was measured with a pitot tube. Its accuracy was

estimated by means of an error calculation as ± 0.01, ± 0.02 and ± 0.2 m s1 for the

three ranges of 10 , 5 and 0.5 ms-1 respectively. Considering the uncertainty of the
manometer zeropoint, it is concluded that the error of the pitot tube is less than 1% for

high velocities, whereas for wind speed less than 1 m s'1 the accuracy is poor. For

runs under these latter conditionsthe referencespeed was determined arbitrarily by
forcing the ratio of measuredand wind tunnel speed to be unity for an angleof attackof

135°.
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The reproducibility of the wind tunnel speed for differentexperiments was checked

by mounting the pitottube at the position where the sonic anemometer was during the

experiments.For that reason, a relationshipbetweenthe measuredspeed and the power
consumption of the wind tunnel was established. By comparing results with and
without the sonic in the wind tunnel, it was found that its presence had no detectable
effecton the pitot tube measurement Since the wind tunnel is rather smallfor this ldnd
of experimentone has to be concerned whetiier the presence of the waüsinfluences the
flow pattern in the vicinityof the anemometerunder investigation.The flow around the
sonic has been visualized with white smoke at a wind tunnel speed of 5 ms^.Fig.
A2.2 shows the streamlines upstream of a circular cylinderof radius 0.1 m calculated
after Wyngaard (1981b).The radius of 0.1 m was chosensince it des betweenthat of
the sonic's foot, its "neck" and the sensor array. From photographs of the smoke

patterns, the actual flow aroundthe sonic can be determined ( e.g. position A in Fig
A2.2). A comparison with Wyngaard's results shows, that the used potential flow
model can be taken as a rough estimatefor the flow aroundthe sonic. For a position
nearthe wall of the tunnel (positionB in Fig. A2.2) the model yields a deviation angle
of 0.3° from the flow parallelto the wind tunneland the magnitudeof the wind vector

is 1.8% higherman die far upstream speed. This indicates that waU effects can not be

completely excluded,but are consideredsmall.

A

0.3 m

FigureA2.2 Calculatedflow pattem around a drcularcylinder ofradius 0.1 m (after
Wyngaard, 1981b). Arrows at A and B are drawn after photographs
from flow visualizationexperiments.
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A2.3 Theory of Errors

In a measurement of wind speed witii a sonic anemometer,one actually wants to

know the three components Ui U2 and U3 of the windvector as if the sonic probe
were not at that specific location.Instead, the measurementyields (within the accuracy
of the System) the values for a flow whichis slightiy modified by the probe itself. On a

very small scale (of the order of a transducer"s diameter)the wind speed is reduced in

the wake of the transducer (see e.g. Zhang et al., 1986), resulting in an

underestimation of the measured wind component. This phenomenonis commonly
caüed "transducer shadow effect"and its magnitudeis dependent on the angle between
the sonic path and the wind düection.On a larger scale (of the order of the probe's
diameter)the bulk of the sonic array and supportingstructurealter the mean flow. This

latter phenomenon is usually referred to as "flow distortion". For completeness,
misalignment of the transducers as a source of error is also considered here. Even if

one works with an "orthogonal"sensorarray (as in the present study), deviations from

that orthogonal frame of referenceof such a probe can be quite substantial.For the

probe under investigation, deviationanglesamounted up to 1.4°. For the horizontal

components,this effect might be of no great importance,but can be considerablefor

the verticalsound path: a one degree tut of the latter and a horizontal wind speed of 10

ms1 result in an additional contribution of about 0.17 ms1 to the verticalcomponent.
In the following, theoretical considerations for these three sources of error for the

measurement of mean and turbulentwind speed are summarized. The symbolic
notation is as follows: U; is the undisturbed wind component at the point of the

measurement; Ui is the flow withrespect to an orthogonalframe of reference, distorted

by the presence of the sonic array; U; Stands for that same distorted flow, but to the

sonic's coordinate System, which is not necessarilyorthogonal; and Uj is the

measured wind component, additionally influenced by transducer shadowing.A
reasoning for this order of treatment is given in SectionA2.5. Equations are written

usingtensor notation. Free indices rangesfrom 1 to 3 and the summation Convention is

applied.Bold characters represent vectors.

The transducer shadow effect has been parameterised by Wyngaard and Zhang
(1985) for a transducerproduced by Kaijo Denki, on the basis of data presented in

Hanafusaet al. (1982). Accordingto Wyngaardand Zhang(1985), the measuredwind

componentUj along the i-th path is

Ü** = [l-{l-C)exp (-A sin2cc)]Ü* (A2.1)
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where et is the angle between the wind vectorand the corresponding sensor axis, (i.e.
the angle of deviation), andA and C are parameters dependingon the path length and

on the diameter of the transducers.

Correction for misalignment is equivalent to an affine transformation of the
coordinate frame. Defining Sj as the i-th axis of the normaüzedcoordinate frame

spanned by the misaligned sensors, t as the j-th axis of die orthonormal coordinate

System of the sonic anemometer and ßy as die anglebetweenS; and t, it followsthat

Ui = Cy Uj (A2.2)

Cij = cos ßij = si tj. (A2.3)

Wyngaard'sapproach to the problemof flow distortion (Wyngaard,1981b) is based

on the assumption that the integral scale of the turbulencein the undistorted flow is

much larger than a characteristic length of the body, which is responsable for the

distortion. Under these conditions it is possible to expand the distorted flow

Ui = Ui + üj at the location of the measurement x in a Taylor series about the

unidüectionalundistorted State Ui = Ui - u, , neglectingterms of second and higher
order

Ui (x,t) = Ui (x,Üi, Ü2,Ü3) + ayu/t) (A2.4)

where

( \ - aUi
aiJw~äü~ (A2.5)

The matrix ay contains the flow distortion coefficients, while the subscript "0"

indicates that the derivationhas to be performed at the basic unidüectional State.

Subtracting the mean distorted flow componentsfrom (A2.4) yields:

üi(x,t) = aij(x)uj(t) (A2.6)

The coefficientsa^ can be evaluatedusingpotential flow theory(Wyngaard,1981b)
or estimatedfrom wind tunnelmeasurementsas was partiy done by Högström (1982).
They must be determined for every angle of attack of the flow. However, it can be

assumed that there is only a smaU difference betweenthese coefficients for anglesof
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attack relatively close to each otiier. Thus, for practical purposes they are evaluated

separately only for each of the four wind direction sectors given in Table A2.2. The
subdivision into the four sectors was chosen so that in each of them, neither XJX nor U2
changesign. Furthermore,the foUowingsimple linearmodel is suggested:

Ui-ifcUj. (A2.7)

where the occurring coefficients r;- are fitted by linear multiple regression. Using
(A2.7) to perform the derivatives accordingto (A2.5), leads to the approximation of a-

by ry. The use of temporal averages in (A2.7) arises due to the lackof instantaneous

valuesof the undistorted flow in wind tunnel experiments.Nevertheless, (A2.7)can be

appliedto instantaneousfield dataif it can again be assumed that the integral scale of
the turbulenceis much larger than the dimensional scale of the sonic anemometer. This

requirement is met in most of the apphcationsin the atmosphericboundarylayer, as has

been shownby Wyngaard(1981b).

Table A2.2 Definition ofwind direction sectors and corresponding sign of the wind
components.

Sector Y Ui u2 vertical sensor

1 0°<y<90° >0 >0 upwind

2 90°<y<180° >0 <0

3 180°<y<270° <0 <0 downwind

4 270°<Y<360° <0 >0

A2.4 ResponseCharacteristics

Somecharacteristicsof the primary response of the sonic anemometer wül first be
ülustrated.Fig. A2.3 shows that the actual wind speed is severely underestimatedif the
wind approaches the anemometer from azimuths of 0°, 90°, 180° and 270°, ± 20°, i.e.
when the flow is almost parallel to one of the two horizontal sonic paths. The
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attenuation reaches a level of 10% to 20%, dependingalso on the wind speed. The

largest underestimationis found at 0°, when the vertical sensor is just upstream of the

horizontal ones. The level of attenuation is comparableto results of previous studies

(Hanafusaet al., 1982; Mortensen et al. 1987; Baker, 1988; Conklin et. al., 1988)
although it is clearly dependent on the geometryof the sensor array. Hanafusaet al.

(1982), Mortensenet al. (1987) and Baker (1988) also report a velocity dependenceof
the sonic's response, whereas the results of Conklinet al. (1988) indicate no such

dependenceon the absolute wind speed. The behaviour of die Uj and the U2 axes are

not exactlythe same(not shown), resulting in the different levels of attenuation at 0°,
90°, 180° and 270°, respectively. Baker (1988) has alreadyreportedan asymmetry in

the flow field aroundthe sonic as a function of angle of attack (in that case even for a

Symmetrie geometric design for die Uj and U2 axes).

I

ii i i i i i i i |
SO 100 150 200 250 300 350

2+ 10 m/s
A 5 m/s
<D 0.5 m/s

iii i I i i i i

AZTMJIH [deg]
Figure A2.3 Uncorrected response of die sonic anemometer (V) compared to the

absolute wind tunnel speed (VwT)

For intermediate anglesof attack andhigh wind speeds the actual velocity is süghtly
overestimated(3%). This behaviour mightbe attributedto the fact that the wind tunnel
is quite smaU for the probe (see Section A2.2). Simüar "overshooting",however, is
foundin comparableexperiments (Mortensen et al., 1987; Baker, 1988) where, at least
in the latter case, much largerwind tunnels were used. Anotherpossible explanationis
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that for deviation angles of oc~45° (Fig. A2.1a) and high wind speeds, a "jedike"
structure develops betweenthe two neighbouringtransducers.
As shown in Figs. A2.4a and A2.4b the anemometer and the supporting structure

induce an upflow, comparable in magnitude to the average of the values reported
during the 1976 International Turbulence ComparisonExperiment(Dyer, 1981). Note
that Fig. A2.4a and 4b show the difference between the measured and predictedU3
componentrather than their respective ratio. There is neither a clear dependenceofthe
U3 response on the elevatum of the instrument(Fig. A2.4a) nor on the angle of attack

(Fig. A2.4b). The only exception is at 180° ± 10°, when the vertical sensor is
downwind of the sonic array (negativevalues in Fig. A2.4a). However, since this
Situationcan easily be avoided in practicalfield applications,datafor an angleof attack
of 180° ± 10° are not furtherconsideredin the subsequentdata analysis.

Every point in Figs. A2.3 and A2.4 is calculatedas the average of at least 45
measurements at the respective position (for most of the positions 60 or more

measurementsare avaüable). Fig. A2.5 shows the Standarddeviation of the total wind

speed av divided by the wind tunnel speed of 5ms1. Differentmeasurements at the

same azimuth result from düferent elevation angles (0° to 6°). If one of the two

horizontal sensor axes lies paraüel to the flow, the total turbulent intensity is clearly
increased, this being most pronouncedfor higherelevations.The effectof the elevation

angle alonecan be seen at the intermediate positions 45°, 135°, 225° and 315°. Here, no
increase is found of the turbulent intensity for the horizontal position where the
turbulence is increased for elevated positions.

Table A2.4 Evaluated coefficientsfor equation(A2.1).

A CI C2 C3

11.8 0.937 0.218

0.300
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Figure A2.5 Turbulence intensityOy/V^rr as measuredby the sonic anemometer at a

wind speed V^q-of 5 ms-1. For azimuth angles at 45° intervalsfrom 0°
to 315° the different values originate from different elevation angles.
The higher the elevation,the greater is G^/V-^rr in these cases.

A2.5 Corrections

When testinga sonic anemometer in a wind tunnel, one can (strictly speaking)only
compare the measured wind speed Ui with the theoretical (predicted) Ui. There are

two ways to find the "true" wind components from a sonic measurement, when

knowing the response characteristics. The first possibüity is to störe the corresponding
"true" valuesUj for every tripletUi and correct as a one to one assignmentThe best

way to achievethis, is to find a mathematical function of arbitraryform that represents
the best (Statistical) fit between measured and predicteddata. The problem with this

procedure is that the relationship betweenUi and Ui is not necessarily unique (see
e.g. the nonlüiearshape of the expected transducershadowing curve, Fig. A2.6). A
second approach to correct sonic data would be to find a transfer functionthat takes
into account the physical processesthat lead to the departure of measuredandpredicted
wind components. A disadvantageof this latter procedure is that it is experimentaüy not

yet possible to determine the effects of transducer shadowing and flow distortion
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separately (see Wyngaardand Zhang, 1985). Attempts have been made to investigate
the transducer shadow effect alone using a Single pass sonic System (e.g. Kaimal,
1979; Hanafusaet al., 1982; Coppin and Taylor 1983). This clearlyrmnimizes the flow

distortion.However, when using an equaüy shaped paü of transducerswithina three

dimensional array, the attenuation for flow parallelto the axis seems to be changedas
compared to the Single pass (Hanafusa et al., 1982; Baker, 1988).
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FigureA2.6 Attenuationofmeasuredwind component Ui as a functionof deviation

angle from sensor axis oc. Solid Unes after equation (A2.1) and (A2.8)
withparameters listed in TablesA2.2 and A2.3. Note that the soüdlines

approach 1 as a --> 45° due to the functional form of (A2.1).

Both correction procedures have been tested with the present data.When applyinga
linear multiple regressionmodel to the measured data the abiüty to reproduce the
theoretical wind tunnelcomponents is worse than with a physicaüybasedcorrection
procedure (see Table A2.5). It is clear, that this Performancecan be improved by
allowing higher order terms as dependent variables. In Table A2.5, the results of a

second order model are also shown.Here, the resultsare betterthan for the physicaüy
based procedure. An almost one-to-one representation of the theoretical wind

components could probably be achieved by extending the function to stül higher
Orders. In general, it is preferable to workwith a physicaüy basedtransfer functionif
one wantsto extrapolate its applicabilityto conditionsnot covered by the wind tunnel
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experiments (e.g. wind speeds higher than 10 ms-1 in the present case). For this

reason, and since the results of a model with a physicaüy based transfer function gives
satisfyingresults (TableA2.5 and Fig. A2.8, this latter procedure has beenchosen and

wiü be outiined in detail in the following.

When looking at the ratio between measured and predicted wind speed (e.g.
Ui/Uiwt, Fig. A2.6) as a functionof deviationangle from the sensor axis, the curve

shows a simüarshape as the one reportedby Hanafusaet al. (1982) for the same type
of transducer. It is therefore assumed, that for flow which is nearparaUel to one of the

sensor axes, the difference between measured and predictedwind components is in

general mainly due to transducer shadowing. Deviationsfromthis model appear for the

various elevation angles(at angles of attack of 0° and 45°). Additionally, the two sensor

axes do not respond in exacdy Symmetrie fashionand the attenuation for flow paraUel
to the axis is lower than in Hanafusaet al. (1982). If the shadow effectis caused by die

reduced wind speed in the wake of the transducer, it must be dependent only on the

shape of the transducerand the wind speed that determine the extensionof the wake,
and on the distance betweenthe transducers which determines the partitioningbetween
reduced and undisturbed wind speed. Two equaüy shaped transducer paus should

therefore provide the same attenuation under the same conditions. For that reason, only
onecorrection function has been evaluatedand the remaining differences are attributed
to flow distortion.The question remains why attenuation for die flow parallel to the

axis in a three dimensional sensor array is smaüer than for a Single paü of transducers

(Hanafusa et al., 1982; Baker, 1988). Taking Fig. A2.5 into account, it is suggested
that the increased turbulent intensity for flow parallel to the axis is at least partiy
responsible for this behaviour. An increase of turbulence intensity means that
individual wind vectorshave a higherprobabüity for a larger deviation angle from the

sensor axis than the experimentally fixed of 0° and suffer therefore from a less

pronouncedshadow effect.

The order of applying the corrections for transducershadowingand flow distortion

(and therefore also the order in which wecan determine theü functional form from the

wind tunnelexperiment) is very important. Consider a paü of transducers to measure

the windspeed along its axis and a wind vectorof strength V* with a deviation angle
from the sensor axis of a*. The attenuation (fortiiat specific transducergeometry) wül
be dependenton V* and a*, whetiier this wind vectorrepresents die "true" flow (as if

no sensor were present) or a flow modified by flow distortion. The transducershadow
correction should therefore be applied first
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As a result of the present studyit is clear that a wind speed dependencehas to enter a

shadow effect parametrization.Since we have data for only three different wind

speeds, the shape of the functional dependencehas been determined using data from

Hanafusaet al. (1982), and is foundto obey

C(V) = Ci - C2 exp (-C3V) (A2.8)

where C is the sameas in (A2.1) and V is die absolutevelocity. The parameter A in

(A2.1) is found to be essentially constantin our experiments.Unfortunately,it is not
clear from Hanafusa et al. (1982) at which ratio of transducerdiameter to transducer

Separation distance the data are evaluated. In addition, theü results were obtainedwith a
one-dimensional sonic. While the presentobservationscorrespond well with thoseof
Hanafusa et al. (1982) at small wind speeds, the parameter C seems to be somewhat

larger at 10 ms-1 for the present probe (Fig. A2.7). This could be due to larger
turbulenceintensity in the case of the three-dimensionalarray. Since the presentvalue
for C at 10 ms-1 is the resultof a numberof observations(see Fig. A2.6),a curve with
the sameshape as (A2.8)has beenfitted to the present data,although its applicabüity at

wind speeds higherthan 10 ms"1 maybe questionable.
The application of (A2.1) and (A2.8) (with the numerical values given in Table

A2.3) to field data has to be done iteratively, if the angle of deviation et in (A2.1)
cannot be determined independently.Derivinga from the measuredwind components
impüesindeed that the angleitseü is contaminatedby the shadow effect

In a second step, the wind vector is transformed into a truly orthogonal coordinate
System, before determining the flow distortion coefficients. In the analysis for flow

distortion,multipleregressionhas been performedusing (A2.7). As mentioned, data
for anglesof attack of 180°±10° were excluded in the evaluationof r^ for sector 3 in

Table A2.2. Results are shown in Table A2.4. Deviation from the identity matrix are

small, apart from r#. In the case of r13 and r23 this fact is not relevant, since U3 is

usually much smallerthanUl and U2. Thus, flow distortionaffectsthe horizontal wind

components only slightly (Högström, 1982). The coefficient r33 represents the

amplification of U3 (which is generally small) by flow blocking, whereas the

coefficients r31 and r32 account for the observed upflow (Figs. A2.4a and A2.4b).
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Figure A2.7 Velocity dependenceof parameter C in equation (A2.1) derived from

data in Hanafusaet al. (1982) anddie presentstudy.

A detaüed sequence of steps for the correction is summarizedas foUows:
1. Obtain a first guess for the angle of deviation from the nearest sensor axis from

measured Ui and U2 (or alternately, use an independent instantaneous

measurement of wind düection). Correct the component of that nearest sensor

paü using equation(A2.1) and (A2.8).
2. Repeat 1) with the improved deviationangle and absolute wind speed untü a

prescribed accuracy forUi is reached.

3. TransformU; into a trulyorthogonalcoordüiate System via (A2.2).
4. Determine the relevant wind düection sectorfrom Ui and Table A2.2.
5. Correctfor flow distortionusing (A2.7).

A comparisonof the fully corrected wind velocities (i.e. after subsequentappücation
of (A2.1), (A2.2) and (A2.7)) with the theoretical values is shown in Fig. A2.8. It

illustrates that the ensemble of corrections allows a satisfyüig representation of the
undistorted wind speed, supportingthe vaüdityof the parameterisations used.
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Fig A2.8 Correctedmean valuesofcomponentsU, as compared to die respective
wind tunnel componentsUjwt. Sector270 - 360°.

Table A2.4 Flow distortion coefficients matrices for the different wind düection
sectors.

Sector rn Tu rn '21 T22 '23 '31 '32 '33

l 1.005 0.000 0.034 0.063 0.974 0.135 0.020 0.015 1.163

2 0.995 -0.032 0.115 -0.006 1.006 0.145 0.021 0.002 1.195

3 0.986 0.013 0.059 0.038 0.995 -0.055 -0.015 -0.004 1.159

4 0.988 -0.039 -0.146 -0.003 0.990 -0.165 -0.025 0.013 1.211
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Table A2.5 Percentagedifference betweentheoretical(Uj) and predicted(U?)wind
speed (100*IU- - Ufl/U-) for different correction modeis. Theoretical
wind components are calculated from the wind tunnel speed and the
respective position. The modeis are: linear multipleregression (LMR):
Uj=aijUj; second order multiple regression (SOMR):

—**—**

Uj = aijUj + bjjkUj Uk +Ci; physicaüy based model (PBM): as
describedin SectionA2.5

Sector Ui U2 u3
LMR PBM SOMR LMR PBM SOMR LMR PBM

SOMR

1 4.1 3.8 1.3 10.3 6.8 5.5 3.1 3.1 1.5

2 8.4 4.0 3.1 2.2 2.4 1.0 4.5 5.0 1.7

3 4.7 4.0 1.4 3.1 3.1 1.1 4.3 4.2 1.7

4 7.1 4.1 4.6 6.3' 5.6 1.7 6.3 6.5 4.3

A2.6 Effect of Corrections to Field Data

One of the crucial questions in the context of wind tunnel caübrations of sonic
anemometers is whether results from laminar wind tunnel flow can be appüed to

turbulent boundarylayer flows in field studies.Hanafusa et al. (1982) compared the

turbulent statistics of two Kaijo Denki sonic anemometers that were rotated 45° with

respect to each otherand found no clear differences between the two measurements.

They conclude,that the transducershadow effectproduces no significantdtfference in

Statistical properties betweentwo sonic anemometers. In contrast, a very recent study
by Grant and Watidns (1989), also with two Kaijo Denki type Sonics that wererotated
withrespect to each other, shows a cleardependenceof the relativedifference between
the two measurements on the angle of attack. They report differences in mean wind

speed and the longitudinal Standarddeviation between 10% and 20%. The probes used
by Hanafusa et al. (1982) had a rectangularsensor array. For a fluctuation in wind

düection of +20°, which is quite common in surface layer flows, it is very difficult to

meet conditions, where one of the sensoraxes clearly experiencesflow parallelto the

axis whüe the otheris distinctiyoff axis. In Grant and Watidns' (1989) experiment the

probes used had an angle of 120° between the horizontal sound paths. This makes it
much easier to meet conditions with one probe clearly being influencedby transducer
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shadowing and die other not. Model calculations of Grantand Watidns (1989) show
that equation (A2.1) is an appropriate description of transducershadowing even for

turbulent real atmosphere flows. It is therefore interestingto evaluate the effect of such

corrections to somefield data.

Data were processed several times includingmore and morecorrections, indicating
therefore the magnitudeof the consideredsource of error. The notation is as follows:

"corrected data" indicates that the procedure describedin Section A2.5 is appüed to

every single measurement; "shadow only corrected" means that no flow distortion

correction is applied; in the case of "matrixcorrected", every single measurement is

corrected for transducershadow effect and flow distortionis accounted for only on the

basis of the mean covariances (see Section A2.6.1); "uncorrected" data are only
transformed into the orthogonalframe ofreference. Dueto the lackof otherdatafrom
the Kaijo Denki instrument(possibly collected at an "ideal site"), the corrections were

tested using a numberof runs from the experiments at the Anwand site (uppermost
level).

A2.6.1 Correctionofthe Covariance Matrix

If flow distortion coefficients for the instrument used are known but only mean

covariancesüküm are stored, the true covariances can be calculated according to

Wyngaardet al. (1985) by

rr=a:l*:l ^UiUj-sa-fcajiUkUm (A2.9)

where ajj is the inverse of the flow distortion coefficients matrix a^. Unfortunately,a
rotation of the coordinateSysteminto the mean wind düection is performedin most

works before calculating covariancesand this changes the contributions toüiü] by the

different elements of the covariancematrixüküm . In the present study, appücation of

(A2.9) shows the contribution of flow distortion to the total error. Note that the matrix
correction is only useful if transducershadowingcan be neglected. This is assuredby
rotation of the probe in an appropriate position during measurements or by
prelirninarily correcting singledata for this influence. The friction velocity u* must then

be derivedfromüTüT and Ü2Ü3 assumingthat the stress tensor is atignedwith the mean

wind.

Whenthe covariancesuiT and U2T are avaüable, the same procedure as for the

Stresses, using die flow distortion coefficients,can be used to correct the U3T values.

This has been done in the present study ("matrix correction"), whereas "corrected"

again refersto covariancesderivedfrom individually corrected wind components.
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A2.6.2 Results

Figs. A2.9a-c show the percentage difference between correctedand uncorrected
data for the friction velocity u*, the turbulent flux of sensible heat Qu and the Obukhov

length L. The difference betweencorrected and uncorrecteddata can reach morethan

50% of the corrected value in certaincases. These differences can be eitiierpositive or
negative, dependingon the angle of attack of the mean wind. If the data are "shadow

only" corrected, the percentage difference as compared to the corrected values is

markedlyreduced (Figs. A2.10a-c),indicating that a correction for transducershadow
effect can have a substantial effect on measured turbulence statistics. The same

magnitude of shadowingerror has been predicted by Zhang et al. (1986) in a theoretical

study. If the matrix correction is appliedto the mean covariancesinstead of applying
flow distortion correction to every single measurement,the differences becomevery
small (Figs. A2.10a-c). Thus, in generalthis procedure can be used to save Computer
time and storage.Theonly problemwiththis matrixcorrection arises from the fact, that
different matrices have to be determined for the four sectors of winddüection (see
Section A2.3, Table A2.2). If the mean wind düection is e.g. 10° (in anemometer

ccordinates) we use the matrixr« for sector 1 (TableA2.3) in the application of (A2.9)
even if we have to assume that during the period of averaging the wind düection

might havebeen from sector 4 for a considerable periodof time.
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The datapresentedmay not be typical for micro-meteorologicalexperiments,since
they have been measured at a very inhomogeneous site in (partiy) very turbulent

conditions. The errors determined as a result of this studymay therefore be considered
as an upper limit rather than as an average.

A2.7TwoDimensional Sonic Anemometers

Twotwo-dimensional Sonics (KaijoDenki, probe TJ-51) were combined to yield an
additional three-dimensional unit that is denoted "2x2D". Simüar wind tunnel

experiments as with the three-dimensional(3D) probe wereperformedwith the 2D-unit
and the 2x2D configuration.In general, the correction procedure for the two-

dimensional Sonics is analogous to the one describedin the previous sections for the
3D. However, there are a few points that haveto be noted:

- the transducer shadowing effect is accounted for by the same coefficients as

deduced for the 3D. There were not enough wind tunnel datafor the 2D (and the
2x2D configuration, respectively) to calculate an extra set of coefficients.

- since the two 2D sonics were used in the 2x2D configurationin the field, which
means that the relativeposition of the two individual 2D can not be deterrnined to
an accuracy neededto describe the geometriccorrection angles, the matrix for this
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correction is set to the unity matrix. This is not relevant to the horizontal
componentsbut for the vertical.

- to determine the flow distortion matrix, the following constraints are relevant:
only one run in the wind tunnel was performed with the 2x2D configuration
since, in fact, the wind tunnelwas too small for this application. AdditionaUy,
someruns with only the horizontal 2D sonic (but on the "original" groundplate)
were performed. For these runs, no verticalcomponent is therefore avaüable.If
one comparesrun 10 (2x2D, 5ms-1) with run 11 (lx2D, 5ms-1) the resultsfor the
measuredhorizontal componentsare very simüar. Thepresence of die vertical2D
sonic seems to have no significant influence on the horizontal readüigs. On the
other hand, the vertical component of run 10 can be compared to the vertical
component in run 17 (3D, 5ms'1) and is again very simüar. For two sectors of
azimuth (see A2.1) for which enough data were available, the flow distortion
matrix is calculated from the resultsof run 10 alone and foundto be very simüar
(quantitativelyand qualitatively)to the corresponding matrix for the 3D. Thetwo
remaining sectors are treatedas foUows:

i) sector 90° -179°: runs 10 -13 (all available) are used with "estimated"values
for the verticalcomponent (tf missing). These are adapted from the 3D - runs

with the same wind tunnel speed. The resulting flow distortion matrix is

comparable to the corresponding3D matrix.
ii) sectors 0° -90°: the same procedure as in i) (only 0°,10° azimuth had been

measured!). For this sector, all matrix elements that are connected to the
vertical component (ai3, a3i) are replaced by the respective matrix elements
from the 3D flow distortion matrix. This seems reasonable, since for all three
other sectors, the two matricesare highlycomparable.

An additional problemoccurredwitii the 2D Sonics,which was not encountered until

the end of the field measurements. For a yet unknownreason, the readingof one of die

2D componentscould suddenly changeto very high or very low values(corresponding
to maybe ± 25 ms"1 or more). The Performance of such an "event" led to the

conclusion that the origüi of such obviously erroneous readings was possibly an

instabilityin the electric cücuit of the 2D Sonics. As shown in Fig. A2.ll (as an

especially awkwardexample)such "outbursts" lasted from 1 to a few tens of seconds

and happenedquite often (sometimes onceper run but at other times only every hour).
The turbulencestatistics of an averagingperiodhave to be excluded in principleüsuch
data falls within this period, since, (even ü only one of the three 2D components is

affected) through the correction procedure it also significantlyaffectsalso the two other

components. A high percentage of the 2D datawould therefore be subject to rejection
which would leave too few events for the düect comparisonof turbulencestatistics at
different heights or horizontal locations.It is therefore desüable to find an appropriate
way to i) detect these "outbursts" and ü) estimatethe true values for the periods of
obviouslywrongmeasurements.
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Fig A2.ll Time series (1800 seconds, vertical component) from the 2D sonic
showing "outbursts" due to electronic problems.

For the whole averagingperiod, every measurementwascompared with the absolute
maximumfor the sameaveraging period of the 3D measurement (eitiier^ and u2 or

U3). If the 2D reading exceeded 1.5 times this maximum, the value was considered

wrong and replacedby the arithmetic mean of the foregoüigand the foUowing values.
With this approach,valuable estimateswere obtainedü one Single measurement was
out of the physicaüymeaningful ränge. If there was a longerperiodof such data, this

estimate is clearly as wrong as the reading itself. To treat this kind of error, the

averaging period Ta (e.g. 30 or 50 min) was subdivided into intervals At, for which

At«Taand mean and varianceof the component wascalculated for every interval At.

An intervalwasconsiderednot plausibleü it had a variancethat was morethantwiceas

large than the varianceof the foregoüiginterval and the variancewas larger than 5 ms-1
in magnitude (2 ms-1 for U3). A second criterionwas that the üiterval's average should
not exceed 10 ms*1 (2 ms-1 for U3). The first conditionrecognized a "bad interval" ü

the foregoüigwas undisturbed, the second tf the foregoüigintervalwas already bad. In

this latter case the variance was often not exceptional, but the mean value was much

higherthan one could expect (see Fig A2.11). Clearly, the threshold value dependson
the experimentalSituationand mightbe subject to change.AU valuesof such an interval
that had been considered not plausible were replacedby randomvalueswith the same
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mean and variance (gaussiandistribution) as a randomly choseninterval of the same

averagingperiod.
The crucial point of this procedure is clearly the choice of the interval At. An

inspection of the time series by eye shows that there is a characteristictime of "several

seconds" (Fig. A2.ll). Dutton and Panofsky (1984) give an approximation of the

response time for U3 in complex terrain (the timerequüedfor U3 to adaptto new terrain)
as:

&-ä£. (A2.ll)

For cU3~ 0.3, as in the present experiments, 8t * z ~ 10 s. This value has been

chosen and was, for convenience, also used for the horizontal components.This is

justified "a posteriori"through the results.

To verify the resultsof the approach to estimateinvaüd (or missing,in a way) data

of the 2D sonic, the estimated time series for the same period as in Fig.A2.11 is

presentedin Fig.A2.12. The intervals that have been "corrected" can not be identified
as being different by eye. To give a morequantitative measure of the possible error

introducedby the application of the procedure,the 3D dataof measurementperiod IIa
were used (the 3D data did not show those "outbursts"!): mean wind speed,
momentumfluxes and variances of the wind componentswerecalculated twice; onceas
usual and oncewith 11 arbürarüyselected "bad intervals"(5 of them in a sequence and

6 single intervals). The number of eleven was chosen since it corresponds to the

numberof bad intervalsin the worst averagingperiod for the 2D.A comparisonof the

two results shows that mean values are reproduced to an accuracy better than 2% and

variances and momentum flux better than 4% (see Table A2.6). If the number of

artificialbad intervalsis reduced to 7 (3 in a sequence and 4 single)the correspondence
is even better. As an example, Fig. A2.13 shows the original and die manipulated
resultsfor oU2.

If not too many bad intervals occurred within an averaging period, the turbulence
statistics of the 2D measurementswereused (with caution). In this study, for averaging
periodswhich included any of these bad intervals only mean properties, variancesand
momentumflux (i.e. the properties for which the above procedure was üitended and

verified)wereincludedin the data set.
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Table A2.6

218

Mean errors (percent) of the 3D turbulencestatistics for measurement
period 1 la with randomlychosen "bad intervals"(see text) as compared
to the true values.

property 11 artificial badintervals 7 artificial bad intervals

meandüference (%) meandifference(%)
üi 0.72

ü3 1.69

oUl 3.88 3.12

o\i2 2.19 -

0U3 3.83 2.45

u,u, 2.62 1.82

MnimnimhinhHmnHiwtmtr
UM !«•• LI«» !••• It«

14 0 WZ>
lee «•« ¦•• ••« ••• •••

FigureA2.12 Same time series as in Fig. A2.ll, but corrected as described in die
text.
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FigureA2.13 Comparisonofthe originalo^ (=SIGV) as measured by the 3D sonic to

Gu2calculatedfrom an artificiaUy distorted"time series" (see text).

A2.7 Conclusions

When analyzingthe response characteristicsof a sonic anemometer,every departure
of a measured wind component from the respective true one can arise from transducer
shadoweffect, flow distortion or from both of these phenomena. Nevertheless,an
attempthas been presentedto interpretdata from wind tunnelexperiments in terms of

these two effects by considering each one separately. This method seems to be

reasonable since the shadowing of the transducers has its most pronouncedeffect for
along axis flow, whereas flow distortion shows a much more Symmetrie pattern.
AdditionaUy,the resulting correction formulae become very easy to apply.
The uncorrectedmean velocity responseof the sonic anemometer in the wind tunnel

experiences a bias of up to 20%. The proposedcorrection procedure reduces these

systematicerrors to less than 5%. Since the correction procedure is based on physical
considerations, it can also be appliedin conditions not covered by the experimentalset

up in the wind tunnel. The difference between correctedand uncorrected field data

(turbulence statistics) can reach morethan 50% in certain cases. Of this difference, a

large portion can be attributedto the transducer shadow effect

Especially when deaüng with along axis flow, but also when the anemometer is
inclined with respect to the wind tunnel flow, a considerableamount of turbulenceis

generatedby the sensor array. This resultsin a quite large scatterof data aroundtheü

averagein these situations. Becauseof the strong nonlinearity of the correction function
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for transducershadow effectfor deviation anglesnear0°, a unique determinationof the
wind düection from measured data is impossible. It would therefore be desüable to

measure this quantity independently in future wind tunnel experiments. It is also

suggested that this induced turbulence accounts at least partiy for the difference in
attenuation observed when comparingthe three dimensional sonic anemometer with a

one-dimensionalinstrument.
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A3 Long Term Observationof Mean Variables

Profiles of mean wind speed, temperature and specific humidity throughout the

street canyon and in the RS were recordedduring several months over a periodofmore
than one and a half years (see Section 4.3). The results of these measurements are

presented in the following sections in order to give "background" informationon the

State of the canopy and RS when analyzingthe turbulence characteristics.

The measured 30 minute values were averaged to yield hourly means. For the

calculation of the mean profiles over a certaintime period (e.g. a particularmonth) or a
wind düection sector,data were only includedinto the analysis ü aü measurementsof

the profile under consideration were available at the same time. Otherwise, unrealistic

gradients would have been introducedthroughthe day-to-dayVariation of the variables

(if e.g. the wind speed at a higher level was lacküigon a stormy day and the value at a

lower level was missing at a calm day). For simplicity, the different measurement

levelsare numbered as depictedin FigA3.1.
~~

Pos. 12

— Pos 11
"middleprofile" "wall profile"

Pos, 10

— Pos. 9 Pos. 8

Pos. 7

Pos. 6

Pos. 5

Pos. 4+

Pos. 4

Pos. 3

Pos. 2

Pos. 1

FigureA3.1 Schematic view of die Anwand site showing die definition for the
variouspositions (Pos) of measurementwith theü respective numbers.
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A3.1 Profiles of MeanWind Speed

An average of aü avaüable measurements("all year") ofthe mean wind speed profile
is shown in Fig. A3.2. Note that no correction for overspeeding was applied (see
Appendix Al.1.1) since the requüed turbulencedata were not available for the whole

period. Such a correction would tendto increase the gradients (at least aboverooflevel)
as the wind speed is overestimated close to roof level by typically 0.3ms"1 and

somewhat less higher up.

On average, wind speed is quite umformwith height withinthe street canyonand no

large Variation with respect to the horizontal positionüig can be observed. Above the
roof level, the wind speed is considerablyreduced over the canyon as compared to the

same heighton the roof-top tower.There is no difference betweenpositions 4 and 8

(Fig. A3.1) during the day, whereasduring the night the wind speed closer to the waü

(but still above roof level) at position 4 is somewhatreduced. This is certainly a

combined effectof the wind düection and the wind speed characteristicsof the profile
(see below).

If only hours with light wind speeds are considered (< 3 ms-1 at position 9), the

profiles look very simüarto those in Fig. A3.2, since this is simply the most common
case. For moderateto high wind speed situations (3-5 ms-1 at position. 9), several
features are apparent (Fig. A3.3): gradients above rooflevel are süghtlylarger and the
Variation with height becomes almost linear (especiaUy for certain hours during the

night). Within the canyon, uniformity with height is more pronounced for die site
closer to the wall (positions 1-4), whereas in the middleof the canyon (positions 5-9)
wind speed decreaseswith heightabovethe second lowest level. Thereductionof wind

speed over the canyon is more pronounced for higher wind speed at position 8

("middleof the canyon") but less significantcloser to the wall(position 4).
Clearly, the most importantinfluence on the profileof mean wind speed withinand

just above the street canyon is the local wind düection. The measurements were

therefore stratified according to aboverooflevel wind düection (at position 11). Wind
düections within±30° of the axis of the canyon are labeUed "paraUelto the canyon",
those within±30° to the cross-canyon düection "rectangular to canyon" (Figs. A3.4 -

A3.7). For parallel flow, the profile of mean wind speed looks very much like those
observed within and above plant or tree canopies (e.g. Raupach and Thom, 1981).
This is especially true for the mid-canyonprofile, whereas the profilecloser to the waU
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is still somewhat reduced with respect to the above roof value at position 9. In

bioclimatology, profilesare often describedby

u(z)/u(h) = exp {ai (z/h -1)}, (A3.1)

where ai is an empiricalparameter that usually lies between 2 and 3 (Raupach and
Thom, 1981) and is dependenton the characteristic of the canopy (such as the area

density and the effective drag coefficient).However, due to the distinctdifferences of

wind profile for düferent wind düections it does not seemto be appropriateto fit a

function like (A3.1) to the present data.

For cross-canyon flow, it is known from experimental and model results that a

vortex within the street canyon can develop (Georgii et al., 1967) as shown

schematicaüy in Fig. 3.2. For the present site, flow from SW means that the profile
closer to the wall (position 1-4) corresponds to the lee side of the canyon, whereasfor

flow from NE this profile represents the windward side (Figs. A3.6 - A3.7).
Comparing Figs. A3.6 and A3.7, however, it is obvious that the flow pattern is by no
means Symmetriewhen consideringthe profilein the middleof the canyon (positions
5-8). The strong vertical gradient between position 7 (within the canyon) and position 8
(above) for wind from NE is not observed in the case of SW-winds. Considering the

variousabove-roofprofiles for the two düferentwind düectionsüidicates that not only
the absolutevalue of the wind speed aboveroof level but also the shape of the profile
influences the wind speed within the canyon. A buüding some 50m to the SW of the

present site and süghtly higher (ca.5m) than those close to the canyon, could be a

possible source of the observed differences. The profilein the middleof the canyon is
almost uniform with heightbelow roof level and exhibits a strong gradient higher up.
The profile on the windwardside within the canyon (Fig. A3.7) shows very üttie

Variation witii height up to the above roof level. This is, however, only true for smaU

wind speeds (Fig. A3.8); the profiles in the middle and on the windward side of the

canyon are very simüarfor higher wind speeds (Fig. A3.9).The lee side profile (Fig.
A3.6),on the other hand, shows a largergradient aroundthe roof level than one in the

middle. In Fig. A3.10 these findings are sketched schematically for lighter wind
speeds.
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ALL YEAR
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Figure A3.2 Averaged profiles of mean wind speed normalized with the respective
value at z=h. ü(z=h) is interpolated between positions 7 and 8. The
dashed üne refers to positions 1-4. Numbers at the top of each profile
indicate the hour of the day. Data included: the whole period of
measurements.

3 m/s < WIND SPEED < 5 m/s
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FigureA3.3 As Fig.A3.2,but only for üitermediate wind speeds.
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PARALLEL TO CANYON, SE
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Figure A3.4 AsFig. A3.2, but for flow parallel to the canyon (from southeast).

PARALLEL TO CANYON, NW

"T.l ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 6
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FigureA3.5 As Fig.A3.2,but for flow paraUelto the canyon (north west).
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RECTANGULAR TO CANYON, SW
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FigureA3.6 As Fig. A3.2, but for flow rectangular to the canyon (from south west).

RECTANGULAR TO CANYON, NE
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FigureA3.7 AsFig.A3.2,but for flow rectangular to the canyon (north east).
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< 3 m/s, NE
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FigureA3.8 As Fig. A3.2, but for flow rectangular to the canyon (from north east).
Low wind speeds.

3 m/s — 5 m/s, NE
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Figure A3.9 As Fig.A3.2, but for flow rectangular to the canyon (north east).
Intermediatewind speeds.
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FigureA3.10 Cross section of a street canyon showing the relativemagnitudeof the
wind vector at different positions for üght wind conditions. Arbitrary
units.

A3.2 WindDüection

In the last section, it was shown that the flow is systematically sloweddown over

the canyon, a finding that can be explained by flow divergence. However, this

phenomenon is accompanied by a change of wind düection within the canyon as

compared to the above roofwind. Comparing the sectors around 30° and and around

210° in Fig. A3.11 (both corresponding to moreor less cross canyon flow), it can be
seen that this turn of the wind düection is an adaptionof the flow to the newphysical
boundaries (turning towards "more paraUel" flow) rather than an effect of changed
roughness. If the latter were the case, the larger distance to the "ground" would imply
less frictionand a positive change in both cases (in the notation of Fig. A3.11). Note,
however, that the observed turn is much smaUer than the "upper timit" of 90° (from
almost rectangularto paraUel flow withinthe canyon) which supportsthe assumption
of Yamartino and Wiegand(1986) that the flow withinthe canyon can be spütinto an

along canyon and a vortex part. However, Fig. A3.11 shows that the along canyon

part is larger as one would inferfrom the above-roofwind düection.
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WIND DIRECTION
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FigureA3.11 Difference in wind düection betweenposition 11 (roof) and position 7
(canyon).

A3.3 PotentialTemperature

Temperaturemeasurements were not performed at the samepositions during the
whole periodof measurements. The foUowingsimultaneousrecordingswül be shown
in this section:

- fourlevels aboveroof level from April andMay 1988 (Positions 9,10,11 and 12
respectively)

- three levels aboveroof level from Octoberand November 1987 (positions 9, 11
and 12, respectively)

- three levels within the street canyon from September 1987 (positions 5, 8 and a

level betweenpositions 6 and 7 at 14mabove the street, labeUed 'position6').
- four levels within and above the canyon from various times over the whole
measurement periodbetweenNovember 1986to May 1988 (positions 5, 8,9 and
12, respectively).
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FigureA3.12 Daüy course of potential temperature for positions 5,8,9, and 12. Data
included: All reüabledata from the wholeperiodof measurements.

Fig. A3.12 shows the meandiurnal cycle of the potentialtemperatureover the whole

measurement period. The RS above the canyon (positions 9 and 12) is almost neutral

during the night and unstablystratified during the day. On the other hand, the potential
temperature within the canyon (position 5) is always higherthan above (position 8),
indicating that the aü is unstablystratified within the canyon. On average, the potential
temperature above the canyon (position 8) is about 0.1 K higher than over the roof

(position 9) during the night, whüe both were equalduring day time. Theaü is cooling
fasterover the roof or in other words, heat is trappedby the canyon to a certain extent

in the present case. This phenomenonhas been observed in otherstreet canyons, where

measurementswere taken in a much higher spatial resolution (e.g. NakamuraandOke,
1988). In Figs. A3.13 - A3.15 the profiles for "spring" (MAM),"summer" (JJA) and
"winter" (DJF) are shown,respectively. For the autumn month (SON) only about one

week of data is available in this configuration, so that the resulting "mean" profiles
cannot be consideredrepresentative for this time ofthe year and are not shown. During
almost the whole year the urban RS is neutrally stratified during the night, becomes
unstable during the day and neutral again in the evening. This is of course more

pronouncedin summer and springthan in the winter. Potential temperaturewithin the

canyon is (without a distinct annual or diurnal cycle) on average about 0.1 K higher
than above. Amoredetailed analysis with two measurementswithin die canyon shows
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that on average the temperature distribution is quite umform with heightand a linear

interpolation between positions 5 and 8 is justified (Fig. A3.16). Temperature
differences between "above roof (position 9) and "above canyon" (position 8) are

apparentin summerand spring during the night whenradiative coolingdominates.
Thedetailed profilesaboveroof level are not as uniform as those within the canyon

(Fig. A3.17 and A3.18). In spring (Fig.A3.17) the air is almost neutral during the

early moming hours over the whole height interval, but shows some Variation of the

potential temperature with height in between. However, they are, rather small and of

the order of the uncertainty of the measurements(0.05 K) and wül not be considered

any longer. During the day, the aü closer to the roofis clearly moreunstablystratified
than higherup so that a ünear interpolationbetweenpositions 9 and 12 underestimates

die potential temperaturegradient at heights close to the roofand overestimatesit at the

upper levels. For the hours beforemidnight the Situationis reversed. The layer close to

the roof is near neutral or even süghtlystable whereas the layer between 10mand 20m
above roof level is essentially neutral. This shape of the profüe is simüar for the

measurementsin autumn (Fig. A3.18) where the upper layer is unstable and the one

closer to the roof is süghtly stable during the day time. For all these autumn

measurements, however, the overall stabüity (i.e. if only measurementsat positions 9

and 12 are avaüable)would imply an unstable stratification.
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Figure A3.13 Mean profiles for potential temperature. Shown are the differences
between the values at heights z and the lowest level (position 5).
Numbers at the top of each profile indicate the hour of the day. Data
from the months March,April and May.
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FigureA3.14 AsFig. A3.13, but for die months June, July, and August
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FigureA3.15 As Fig.A3.13,but for the months December,January and February.
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Figure A3.16 As Fig.A3.13, but for September, 1987 and positions 5,7 and 8. Note
the differenttemperatureand height scales.
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Figure A3.17 As Fig. A3.13, but for monthApril and May, 1988 and positions 9, 10,
11 and 12. Note the differenttemperatureand height scales.
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Figure A3.18 As Fig. A3.17, but for October and November, 1987.

A3.3 Specific Humidity

The measurement of the specific humidity is by far the most difficult (and therefore

uncertain) among the variables determined in the present study. If the dew point is

measured with an accuracy of 0.02 K (see Appendix A1.2) and the pressure with an

accuracy of 2 hPa, the uncertainty in the specific humidity under "averageconditions"
(i.e. p = 960 hPa, dewpoint = 283 K) becomes roughly 10 ppm (10"5 kg H20/kg wet
aü). This has to be kept in mindfor the discussion of the profiles of specific humidity.
The average profile over the whole period of measurement (Fig. A3.19) shows two

outstanding characteristics: the aü within the canyonis generaüy more moist than above
roof level (indicated also by the difference betweenPositions 8 and 9) and there is a

süghtly positive gradient of specific humidity in the roughness sublayer. The vertical

profileof specific humidity does not show a daüy cycle. There is considerableVariation
in the humidity profiles,when looking at shorter time periods. However, the monthly
averaged profiles are not so much characteristicofthe respective season, butrather they
seem to reflect the weather patterns during die previous time of Observation. If, for

instance, the average profiles for the winter months (DJF) are compared to those of

February alone (most observationsoriginating from February 1988), it is possible that
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the strong gradient above roofgenerally observed in winter (Fig. A3.20a) may evenbe

reversedfor the average profilesof a whole (winter) month (Fig. A3.20b).
For two periods of roughly 2 months (October/November 1987 and April/May

1988) an additional sensorwas mounted at position 11 (10 m aboveroof). During the

two autumn months almostno vertical Variation of specific humidity,smallgradients in

general and no daily cyclewas observed (Fig. A3.21a). Duringthe two spring months,
on the other hand, die profile within the roughness sublayer shows a distinct daily
cycle (Fig. A3.21b). While the gradient over the whole height interval (Positions 9 to

12) is negativefor most hours, the profileof specific humidity changes its shape during
the day. Dew fall mightbe responsible for the excess humidity close to the roofin the

early morning hours. Around noon, moist aü originating from the canyon can be

transported upwards through daytime convection,leadingto the relative maximumat

position ILA hnear interpolation of the humidity profilebetweenPositions 9 and 12 in

order to calculate fluxes of latent heat can therefore be misleading.
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Figure A3.19 Average profilesof mean specific humidity düference betweenheight z

and the lowest level (position 5). Unit are parts per mülion (ppm) =10"^
kg H20/kg wet aü. Data used: aü reüabledata from the whole periodof
measurements.
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Figure A3.20a As Fig.A3.19,but for montiisDecember,January and February.
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FigureA3.20b As Fig. A3.13, but for February, 1988.
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FigureA3.21a As Fig.A3.19, but for October and November 1987 and positions
9,11 and 12.
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Figure A3.21b As Fig. A3.21a, but for April and May, 1988.
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Figure A3.22 As Fig.A3.19,but for September, 1987 and positions 5,7 and 8.

Widiinthe canyon, a thüdlevel was measuredin September1987 (Fig. A3.22). The
süghtiy positive over-aü gradients seem to be characteristicfor this season, even üthey
are of the orderof measurementaccuracy. The significantmaxünumat the mid-canopy
level, on the other hand, is astonishing. From the relative calibrations (see Appendix
1.2) it can be excluded that the instrumentsystematically read high. This maximumis
associated with an almost uniform temperature distribution (Fig. A3.16) and occurs

predominantlyduring the night. This phenomenon could be due to the vortex

cüculation within the canyon, transporting moist aü from the surface (smaU Strips of

grass between the houses and the sidewalks)to the intermediatelevel rather than to

position 5 (which lies in the heightränge where the vortex center might be expected,
c.f. Yamartino and Wiegand, 1986). This hypothesis, however, cannot be tested with
the data avaüable from the present measurements.

The positive gradient of specific humidity within the urban RS observed in many
hourlymeans and also as the over aU average,needs someexplanation. If evaporation
is considered the dominant source of water vapour close to the surface, one would

expect a negative gradient as found within the canyon. At the level close to the roof

(positions 8 and 9, respectively) a clear horizontal Variation in humidity is seen (Fig.
A3.19). For the majorityof hourly averages at position 9, a lower specific humidity is
observed (evaporationonly after rainfall events) than over the street canyon (position
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8). At the uppermostlevel (position 12) on the otherhand, humidity lies betweenthat

of positions 8 and 9, respectively (for the average profiles, Fig. A3.19, but also for

most of the hourly profiles, Fig. A3.23). Therefore, it is suspected that mixing of

wetter canopy aüand drier "above roofaü" results in this positive RS gradient between
positions 9 and 12. This findüig highüghtsthe importance of measuring true horizontal

averages as defined in Chapter 3 in order to obtainvaluable gradients of any scalar

quantity.
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Figure A3.23 Comparisonof dtfferences in specific humidity betweenpositions 8 and
9 and positions 12 and 9, respectively..

Gradients of potential temperature and specific humidity are sometimes used to

calculate the BowenRatio ß, definedas

P Qe
(A3.2)

where Qh and Oje are the turbulent fluxes of of sensible and latentheat, respectively
and might be parameterised using K-theory. From the present measurement

configuration, however, the application of this concept is questionabledue to several
reasons:

- the commonly used configuration with temperatureand dew pointmeasurements
only at positions 9 and 12 aüowsthe calculation of a "bulk BowenRatio"overthe
whole layer at most

- the use of K-theory in equation (A3.2) requües i) thatKr equalsKq and ii) that
the turbulentfluxes of sensible and latent heat may be calculated from the
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respectivegradients. Both assumptions are neither obvious nor verified for an

urban RS or canopy layer.

If furthermorethe BowenRatiois calculated from the present data after

pcPfß = Z-^' KH=Kq- (A3.3)

where the derivatives are obtained using the differences of potential temperatureand

specific humidity at positions 9 and 12, an error analysis shows that the relative error

dß/ß is close to unity for typical conditions. In addition, the small gradients that are

often observed request that a large portion of the data are rejected due to objective
criteria (Ohmura, 1982). No attemptis made, therefore, to estimatethe ratio between

the turbulent fluxes of sensible to latent heat fromthe present profiledata.
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